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Auction Agenda
Geneva - June 13th-17th, 2022

Monday June 13th, 2022

15�00 CEST Egypt - VI. The Third Issue and Officials

Tuesday June 14th, 2022

9�30 CEST  Italy and Italian Postal History Abroad

Wednesday June 15th, 2022

10�00 CEST  Olympic Games and Football

14�00 CEST  France and Colonies

Thursday June 16th, 2022

9�00 CEST Europe

14�00 CEST Overseas 
  All World Collections and Lots

Friday June 17th, 2022

10�00 CEST Great Britain and British Empire
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Auction Bidding Options

There are several ways to bid in our auctions (if you cannot 
attend in person). Bids can be made by email, telephone,  
and through our Web site.

Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the auction, using the bid forms 
enclosed with the catalogue.
●    Write down the lot numbers of interest to you and your 

bids on them
●   Complete your personal information
●    Sign the form on the last page of this catalogue  

and send it either:  
•   by email: accounts@davidfeldman.com 
•    by post: David Feldman SA, P.O. Box 

Route de Chancy 59  
1213 Petit-Lancy 1, Geneva, Switzerland

Please note that written bids close one day before the auction 
takes place. Early bids made by telephone are subject to 
written confirmation by post.

Phone Bids During the Auction
If you wish to bid by phone, you should confirm in writing 48 
hours before the auction indicating the lot numbers you wish to 
bid on and phone number(s) where you can be reached during 
the auction. Due to the availability of multiple other bidding 
options, telephone bidding is accepted at the discretion of 
David Feldman SA and may be subject to additional charges. 
One of our philatelists will call you a few lots in advance of your 
first lot of interest, and bid for you directly during the auction.

Online Bidding 
Participate in any David Feldman auction from the comfort of 
your home, office, or while travelling.

New Clients 
If you are a new client, please follow these steps to save your 
pre-auction bids and/or create a live bidding account. 

●    Select "My Account" on davidfeldman.com and follow the 
steps to create your personal account

●    During the account creation process you will be sent a 
request to complete a new client registration form, where 
you will be asked to confirm your contact details and 
provide credit references and proof of identity. 

Pre-Auction Bidding
Once your details have been confirmed, you will then be able to 
enter any bids in advance of the auction via our web site.
●    Log-in to your account 
●    Browse the auction lots to find those items that interest you 
●    Enter the maximum amount you want to bid for any lot 
●    Click the "Bid" button 
●    Repeat for each desired lot
●    Monitor your bids to see if you have been outbid

Live Auction Bidding
You may also bid live in any of our auctions via the Internet and 
our mobile applications. Follow your targeted lots on screen 
and enter your bids with the confidence that you will be bidding 
as if you were in the auction room itself. 
●    Click on the "Live Auction" button on the home page or via 

our mobile applications
●    Log-in to the auction 
●    Follow the auction and click the "Bid" button to register your 

bid with the auction 
●    Defend your bid(s) as needed 

Reminder. These are the instructions for existing clients 
who have already made auction bids with us using existing 
credentials. If you are a new client, or an existing client who 
has not bid via the internet before, please ensure that you 
create your account at least 48 hours before the auction  
and ensure that provide us with the information requested 
during this process without delay. New client registrations will 
not be accepted on the day of an auction.

Download the David Feldman 
Auctions app on your mobile 
device to view our catalogues  
and participate in the live auction.



Spring General Auction Series
Geneva - June 13th-17th, 2022

David Feldman 
International Auctioneers

Tel +41 22 727 07 77 

info@davidfeldman.com 
davidfeldman.com

�   Egypt. VI The Third Issue and Officials

�   Italy and Italian Postal History Abroad

�   France and Colonies

�   Great Britain and British Empire

�   The Jack Thompson Collection of Puerto Príncipe

�   Olympic Games and Football

�   All World Collections and Lots

Greece. 1896 Original 20l artist’s  
handpainted essay; ex Dr. Caruso.

1900. Boxer War, unique usage of an Italian value accepted  
by the German P.O. in China to forward Italian military mail.

1812. One of just two letters recorded from Moscow  
sent by an Italian soldier in the “Grand Armée”.

Puerto Príncipe. One of two covers recorded  
with 10c on 1c; ex Dr. Kouri.

GB. 1d Black pl.2, spectacular 
block of four; ex “Mayflower”.

50th
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Auction Bidding Agents
Commissionnaires / Kommissionäre

David Feldman SA is pleased to handle your bids, representing you as if you were present in the auction room. 

However, if you would like to be represented by a professional bidding agent, we list below a number of persons who regularly bid 
at our sales on behalf of clients. 

Germany
Jochen Heddergott   Tel   +49 89 272 1683
    Mobile   +49 151 4040 9090 
    Email   jh@philagent.com

Lorenz Kirchheim   Tel   +49 40 645 32 545
    Email lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

Great Britain
Lancaster    Tel   +44 192 326 9775 
Auction Agency   Email   michael.read2@hotmail.co.uk

Trevor Chinery   Tel   +44 7527444825
Auction Agency   Email   trevortrilogy@aol.com
    Website philatelic-auction-agent.co.uk

Nick Martin   Tel   +44 120 546 0968 
    Mobile   +44 770 376 6477
    Email   nick@loveauctions.co.uk
    Website loveauctions.co.uk

Italy
Giacomo Bottacchi   Tel   +39 02 718 023
    Mobile   +39 339 730 9312 
    Email   gbstamps@iol.it

USA
Charles E. Cwiakala   Tel   +1 847 823 8747 
    Email   cecwiakala@aol.com

Purser & Associates   Tel   +1 857 928 5140 
    Email  info@pursers.com

Frank Mandel   Tel   +1 212 675 0819 
    Mobile  +1 718 873 5702

David Feldman SA prend soin de vos offres lui parvenant 
directement et vous représente au mieux de vos intérêts comme 
si vous étiez dans la salle des ventes.  

Dans le cas où vous préféreriez néanmoins passer par un 
commissionnaire, nous listons ci-après certaines personnes prenant 
régulièrement part à nos ventes en représentant des acheteurs.

David Feldman SA ist gerne bereit, Ihre Gebote so zu 
vertreten, als wären Sie selbst im Auktionssaal anwesend. 

Wenn Sie jedoch von einem professionellen Bietagenten 
repräsentiert werden möchten, finden Sie unten eine Liste  
von Personen, die regelmäßig bei unseren Auktionen im 
Namen von Kunden mitbieten.



museumofphilately.com

Keep your collection alive
The digital solution: Museum of Philately

A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities  
via the latest internet technologies

Through our auctions, which have spanned over fifty years, we have presided over the dispersal of hundreds of Grand 
Prix and Large Gold medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their chosen fields 
over decades or almost entire lifetimes. To complement the best collections, we have for many years published a series 
of traditional deluxe hard-back publications called the Great Philatelic Collections. To bring these collections into the 21st 
century, we created the online Museum of Philately. The Museum allows us to host many more collections via its website 
and dedicated Apps (both Apple and Google), and uses modern presentation technology to showcase the collections  
and their collectors, in a manner not possible by print.

Consigned collections from clients owning Grand Prix or Large Gold Medal exhibits are automatically added  
to the museum; these clients can also request a traditional printed publication.

The Museum of Philately allows you to eternalise your collection, and to share your philatelic achievements with friends 
and family, but also the rest of the world. Please contact us to have your prized collection added to the Museum.

50th
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Payment Instructions
Instructions de Paiement / Zahlungsanweisungen

Late payment: 2% monthly recovery fee will be charged on overdue accounts / Retard de paiement : 2% de frais de recouvrement par mois seront débités de votre compte 
/ Zahlungsverzug: 2% Zusatzgebühr, pro Monat, werden Ihrem Konto belastet

Bank Transfer / Transfert Bancaire / Banküberweisung
Credit Suisse - 8 Paradeplatz, Zürich 8070, Switzerland

Post Office / Poste / Post

Cheque / Chèque / Scheck

Credit card / Carte de crédit / Kreditkarte

Swiss Francs (CHF)
Account 0316-398878-81
IBAN CH02 0483 5039 8878 8100 0
Swift / BIC  CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

Euros (EUR)
Account 0316-398878-82-3
IBAN CH81 0483 5039 8878 8200 3
Swift / BIC CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

US Dollars (USD)
Account 0316-398878-82
Iban CH65 0483 5039 8878 8200 0
Swift / BIC CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

British Pounds (GBP)
Account 0316-398878-82-4
Iban CH54 0483 5039 8878 8200 4
Swift / BIC CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

Euros (EUR)
Account 91-285892-6
Iban CH04 0900 0000 9128 5892 6
Swift / BIC POFICHBEXXX 
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

Swiss Francs (CHF)
Account 12-4880-0
Iban CH27 0900 0000 1200 4880 0
Swift / BIC POFICHBEXXX
Beneficiary David Feldman SA

If you wish to pay by cheque, please contact our accounts department: accounts@davidfeldman.com or +41 22 727 07 77.

Accepted credit cards  
For invoices of less than CHF / EUR / USD / GBP 2'000

●   Visa
●   MasterCard
●   American Express (charges made in CHF only)



Great Philatelic Collections
The print solution

Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf.
Thirty-two titles published so far, and many more to come.

Deluxe hardbound numbered limited Editions

In addition to being  
a valued keepsake  
for collectors and their 
families, the “Great 
Philatelic Collections” 
series of limited editions 
represent a “must have” 
for every enthusiast 
collecting any of the 
subjects comprised  
in the series.

David Feldman 
International Auctioneers

Tel +41 22 727 07 77 

info@davidfeldman.com 
davidfeldman.com

Consult the published titles at
davidfeldman.com/dfsa-shop

50th
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General Index - Spring General Auction Series

Aden 60453 - 60453
Afghanistan 51655 - 51657
Airmails 51658 - 51661
Albania 20704 - 20723, 50000, 51662
Americas 51663 - 51664
Antigua and Barbuda 60454
Argentina 51000 - 51008
Ascension 60455 - 60464
Asia 51665 - 51666
Australia 51667, 60465 - 60490
Austria 20725 - 20737, 20766 - 20777,  

50001 - 50028, 51668 - 51673
Bahamas 60493 - 60500
Bahrain 60501 - 60501, 51009
Balkans 51674
Baltics 51675
Barbados 60502 - 60505
Barbuda 60506
Basutoland 60507
Batum 20700, 60508
Belgium and Congo 51684 - 51685, 20768,  

51676 - 51683, 50029 - 50057
Bermuda 60509 - 60513
Bhutan 51686 - 51687
Bolivia 51010 - 51012, 51688 - 51690
Bosnia 51691
Brazil 51013 - 51016, 51692 - 51697
British East Africa 60792 - 60964
British Guiana 60514 - 60517, 51709
British Honduras 60518
British Levant 60519
British Occupation of Italian Colonies 20431 - 20447
British P.O. in Siam (Bangkok) 60520
British Solomon Islands 60521
British Virgin Islands  60522
Bulgaria 20769 - 20770, 50058 - 50059, 51710 - 51711
Cameroon 60523 - 60526
Canada 60527 - 60545, 51712 - 51713
Cape of Good Hope 61072 - 61085, 51714
Cayman Islands 60546 - 60557
Ceylon 20509, 60558 - 60565, 51715 - 51716
Chile 51017 - 51071
China 20506 - 20633, 51072 - 51138, 51717 - 51722
Coins 51723
Collections (All World) 51584 - 52001
Colombia 51139 - 51140
Costa Rica 51141
Cuba 51142 - 51143
Cyprus 60566 - 60628
Czech 20771 - 20772, 50060

Czechoslovakia 51724 - 51725
Denmark 51726
Dominican Republic 51144 - 51155
Ecuador 51156 - 51157
Egypt 10000 - 10231, 20508,  

51158 - 51247, 51727 - 51756
Ethiopia 51248 - 51249
Europa 51757
Falkland Islands 60629 - 60653
Faroe Islands 51758
Fiji 51759
Finland 51760 - 51761
Football 30553 - 30570
France and Colonies 30159 - 30190, 40000 - 40602, 

51762 - 51774
Gambia 60654 - 60656
Georgia 20696
Germany and States 20738 - 20749, 20790 - 20794, 

30237 - 30366, 30369 - 30376,  
50064 - 50115, 51121 - 51131, 51775 - 51813

Gibraltar 60657 - 60664, 51814
Gold Coast 60665
Great Britain 60028 - 60452, 51815 - 51823
Greece and Islands 51824 - 51827, 20255 - 20328,  

20683 - 20686, 20773, 20138 - 20150,  
30032 - 30087, 30093 - 30104, 50116 - 50175

Greenland 50061 - 50063
Grenada 60666 - 60695
Guam 51524 - 51540
Guatemala 51250 - 51250, 51828
Gulf States 51829 - 51830
Haiti 51251
Hawaii 51541
Hong Kong 60696 - 60717
Hungary 20774 - 20776, 50176 - 50177, 51831 - 51832
India 60718 - 60747, 51833 - 51836, 60748 - 60751
Ireland 60752 - 60790
Israel 51252 - 51253
Italy, States and Colonies 20000 - 21178, 50178 - 50185, 

51837 - 51852
Jamaica 60791
Japan 20566 - 20570, 20634,  

51132 - 51133, 51254 - 51265, 51853 - 51854
Jordan 51266 - 51266
Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 60792 - 60971
Korea 20634
Kuwait 60972
Latin America 51855
Leeward Islands 60973 - 60974
Levant 20635 - 20682

County or Subject Lot n° County or Subject Lot n°
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Geneva - June 13th-17th, 2022

County or Subject Lot n° County or Subject Lot n°

Liberia 51856 - 51857
Libya 21092 - 21093, 21113 - 21114,  

50179 - 50182, 51857A
Liechtenstein 50186, 51858 - 51864
Literature 52002 - 52003
Lithuania 51865
Luxembourg 50187
Macao 51135 - 51135
Mafeking 61086 - 61093
Mafia Island British Occupation 61121 - 61121
Malaysia 60975 - 60990
Malta 60991 - 60995, 51867
Mauritius 60996 - 61002
Mexico 51267 - 51280, 51868 - 51873
Mongolia 51281 - 51285
Montenegro 20777, 50188 - 50193,  

51874 - 51878, 51879 - 51881
Morocco 20495 - 20505
Morocco Agencies 61003
Natal 61093A
Nauru 61004
Nepal 51286 - 51286
Netherlands 30191 - 30215, 51882 - 51883
Netherlands Indies 51884
New Guinea 60491 - 60492
New Hebrides 61005
New Zealand 61006 - 61016
Nicaragua 51287 - 51287
Nigeria 61017 - 61018
North Borneo 61019 - 61019
North Korea 51885
Northern Rhodesia 61020 - 61022B
Norway 50194 - 50196, 51886 - 51887
Olympics 30000 - 30552
Oman 51288 - 51295
Orange Free State 61094 - 61096
Pakistan 51889
Palestine and Holy Land 51296 - 51297
Panama 51298
Paraguay 51299
Persia 51890 - 51891
Peru 51300 - 51303
Philippines 51542 - 51560
Picture Postcards 51994 - 52001
Poland 20750 - 20765, 20778 - 20782,  

20786, 50197 - 50198, 51892 - 51902
Polar 51903 - 51904
Portugal and Colonies 50199 - 50200, 51905 - 51910
Puerto Príncipe 51336 - 51523
Puerto Rico 51304 - 51304, 51561 - 51573

Rhodesia 61023 - 61029, 51912
Rhodesia and Nyasaland 61030 - 61030
Romania 20783 - 20785, 50207 - 50271, 51913
Russia 20448 - 20461, 20692 - 20703, 50272 - 50391, 

51134 - 51134, 51914 - 51943
Saint Helena 61031
Saint Lucia 61032 - 61033
Saint Vincent 61034 - 61048
Sarawak 61049
Saudi Arabia 51305 - 51307
Scandinavia 51946
Serbia 50392, 51944 - 51945
Seychelles 61050 - 61053
Sierra Leone 61054 - 61056
Singapore 61057 - 61070
Somalia 50183 - 50185
Somaliland Protectorate 61071
South Africa 61072 - 61104
South West Africa 61105 - 61111
Southern Rhodesia 61112
Spain 50393 - 50414, 51947 - 51952
Stamp Boxes 60000 - 60027
Surinam (British Occupation) 61113
Sweden 30115 - 30134, 50415 - 50418, 51954
Switzerland 50419 - 50448
Syria 20789 
Taiwan 51136 - 51136
Tanganyika 61114 - 61121
Tannu Tuva 51955
Thailand 51308 - 51311
Thematics 51956 - 51969
Tibet 51137 - 51138, 51312 - 51312
Tonga 61122
Transvaal 61097 - 61099
Trinidad and Tobago 61123 - 61125
Turkey 50449 - 50458, 51888, 51970 - 51971
Turks and Caicos Islands 61126 - 61128
Uganda 61129 - 61174
Ukraine 51972
United Arab Emirates 51973
United Nations 51974, 51313 - 51313 
United States 51314 - 51573, 51975 - 51984
Uruguay 51574 - 51579, 51985
Venezuela 51580
Vietnam 51986 - 51987
Yemen 51581 - 51583
Yugoslavia 20787 - 20788, 50459 - 50461, 51988 - 51990
Zaire 51991 - 51992
Zanzibar 40585 - 40587
Zululand 61100



Viewing in Geneva
By appointment only

Contact us today to make  
an appointment to view the lots

David Feldman  
International Auctioneers

Route de Chancy 59 
Building D, 3rd floor  
1213 Petit-Lancy, Geneva

From 9am to 7pm daily.  
Viewing of lots on weekends  
or evenings can be arranged.

David Feldman 
International Auctioneers

Tel +41 22 727 07 77 

info@davidfeldman.com 
davidfeldman.com

50th
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Introduction

Dear Collector and Client,

We are holding our traditional Spring/Summer auction series from June 13th to 17th, 
which comprises of five different catalogues: The Joe Chalhoub Collection of Egypt -  
Part VI, the Valter Astolfi Collection of Italy and Italian Postal History Abroad, Olympic 
Games and Football, Great Britain and British Empire, and this catalogue of Europe, 
Overseas and Collections.

This catalogue's highlights include strong sections of France and Colonies with a range 
of fresh collections. In the Europe section we have an attractive offering of Romania, 
particularly the Prince Carol I issues with mint multiples, rare cancels and unfrequent 
usages. The Overseas section features better sections of Chile postal history, Chinese 
Empire stamps, Egypt from the Farouk period, and finishing off with the fabulous Jack 
Thompson collection of Puerto Príncipe, the best assembly ever formed of this very 
rare material. The final section of the catalogue is the All World and Country collections 
section, with nearly 400 lots of collections gathered from around the world.

It will be our pleasure to welcome you to Geneva for viewing of the lots or for attending 
the auction in person. Do not hesitate to ask should you need some assistance in the form 
of hotel reservations or other information. Should you not be able to view the lots at our 
Geneva offices, then please visit our website as many of the groups and collections will be 
scanned or partially scanned in PDF format. We continue to add scans up until the week 
of the auction, but please make any requests for scans or condition reports in good time.

Bidding in our auctions can be made in writing via the bid form on page 452 and 454, 
live via Auction Mobility on our website or app on your mobile device, by telephone or via 
an independent auction agent. We wish you success with your bids and satisfaction with 
your purchases.

We'd like to thank all our vendors for showing their trust in us to present their items 
and collections in the best way possible to maximise the potential of their lifetimes' work 
through our skills in lotting, describing and estimating to produce a catalogue worthy of 
displaying their philatelic treasures in their best possible light.

Geneva, May 2022    The David Feldman team





Overseas

Overseas 51000 - 51583
Argentina 51000 - 51008
Bahrain 51009
Bolivia 51010 - 51012
Brazil 51013 - 51016
Chile 51017 - 51071
China 51072 - 51138
Colombia 51139 - 51140
Costa Rica 51141
Cuba 51142 - 51143
Dominican Republic 51144 - 51155
Ecuador 51156 - 51157
Egypt 51158 - 51247
Ethiopia 51248 - 51249
Guatemala 51250
Haiti 51251 
Israel 51252 - 51253
Japan 51254 - 51265
Jordan 51266
Mexico 51267 - 51280
Mongolia 51281 - 51285
Nepal 51286
Nicaragua 51287
Oman 51288 - 51295
Palestine and Holy Land 51296 - 51297
Panama 51298
Paraguay 51299
Peru 51300 - 51303
Puerto Rico 51304
Saudi Arabia 51305 - 51307
Thailand 51308 - 51311
Tibet 51312
United Nations 51313
United States 51314 - 51573

U.S. Possessions 51336 - 51573
   Puerto Príncipe 51336 - 51523
   Guam 51524 - 51540
   Hawaii 51541
   Philippines 51542 - 51560
   Puerto Rico (U.S.) 51561 - 51573

Uruguay 51574 - 51579
Venezuela 51580
Yemen 51581 - 51583
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Lot n° Symbol(s) / Photo Page Estimate (€)Cat. n°
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Argentina

51000 F  /  242   
1852 (Feb 28) Entire from Buenos Aires to Italy with fine strike of the “VIA / DI MARE / (E)” hs in red, “10 
MAG” arrival ds on reverse, very fine.

180 - 240

51001 F  /  242 
1867-70, Trio of covers with French frankings sent from Buenos Aires, incl. 1867 cover to Bordeaux with 
1867 80c to Bordeaux; 1870 envelope to Genoa with 1868 40c strip of three, and 1870 wrapper (a little 
soiled) to Milan paying triple rate with 1867 80c vertical strip of three and 1868 40c vertical strip of three, 
all stamps tied by the anchor dotted lozenge, a useful trio showing different rates.

300 - 500

51002 F  /  242 
1870 (Jan 20) Envelope from Buenos Aires to Italy with 1867-68 5c (5) and 15c pair tied by Buenos 
Aires cds, “VIA / DI MARE / (E)” hs below, underpaid with Italian 1L, 60c (corner fault) and 30c postage 
dues on arrival tied by Genova cds, reverse with 10c revenue tied by Geova fiscal cancel, some stamp 
and cover imperfections, minor soiling, a very rare franking and scarce used in conjunction with the hs.

500 - 700

51003 F  /  242 
1870 (March 28) “Revista Comercial” newspaper from Buenos Aires to Italy (addressee’s label missing), 
charged on arrival at single rate not exceeding 40 grams including French carriage with postage dues 
1869 10c in combination with 1870-742c (defective) and 5c, tied by May 1st Genoa cds’s. The only 
newspaper recorded originating from Argentina bearing a mixed franking of the second and third 
Italian postage-due issues. Ex Astolfi.

300 - 400

51004 F  /  242 
1870 (Aug 30) “Nazione Italiana - Organo degli Italiani del Plata” newspaper from Buenos Aires to 
Genoa, taxed on arrival at double weight rate up to 80 grams with involvement of French ship, collected 
with 1870-74 2c pair and 30c (defective), tied by Genoa cds’s; a rare transatlantic usage. Ex Astolfi.

250 - 300

51005 F  /  242 
1874 & 1875 Pair of envelopes: 1875 (Dec 5). Envelope from San Pedro to Italy paying internal rate with 
1873 1c purple and 4c brown tied by dispatch cds, French octagonal “BUENOS-AYRES/PAQ. FR. J 
N°1” ds and conveyed by the “Niger”, taxed “14” with Italian dues 40c and 1l on arrival, some faults to 
cover, scarce; and French P.O. 1874 (Dec 11) Folded cover to Madrid with mixed Empire 80c and Cérès 
25c, each tied by neat anchor lozenge, with “BUENOS-AYRES” octagon, charged in red with “4R” on 
delivery, Lisbon and Madrid bs, very fine.

150 - 200

51006 1880 Folded Italian poster (65x140cm) printed in Genoa, illustrated with a steamship and announcing 
the postal service of the steamships “Sud America” to Montevideo-Buenos Aires, and the “Savoie”, 
“L’Italia”, Europa” and “La France” to Rio de Janeiro-Montevideo-Buenos Aires. Very fine and rare.

100 - 150

51007 F  /  242 
1900-38 Cover lot of 34 postage due examples, sent to Switzerland from Argentina, with a selection 
of printed illustrated stationery cards and envelopes, commercial mail, post cards, including many 
scarce combination frankings, with tax markings and postage due stamps fixed on arrival, including 
1901 Republic of Argentina 5c orange stationery envelope, uprated with pair of 2c and a 5c, sent to La 
Chaux-de-Fonds, with 5c postage due tied by cds “EXP. LETTR”, also attractive 1901 2c printed colour 
card, sent from Buenos Aires, with additional 1c, with 10c and two 50c postage dues tied by Basle cds, 
and 1900 5c blue stationery envelope with additional 7c, a prepaid 12c for inland mail, deficient by 5c, 
charged 25c in Switzerland, with 20c and 5c postage dues tied by Bern cds, fine condition throughout, 
many interesting and scarce items; further review will undoubtedly reveal rare material.

750 - 1’000



Lot n° Symbol(s) / Photo Page Estimate (€)Cat. n°
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Tierra del Fuego

51008

51013

51008 G   
1891 10c red, tied to piece by “San Sebastián” cds in September 1891. In addition to four covers, the 
only piece known used with this cancellation. Illustrated by Brian Moorhouse in his handbook on page 
52, and described as: “This piece was illustrated by Eugene Klein in s short article in the ‘Collectors 
Club Philatelist’ Vol. XI No. 3 of July 1932 (...). The date would appear to be ‘9 SE 91’ with just a two 
letter month abbreviation. If this date is accurate then this would make it the latest recorded use of a 
Popper stamp”, ex Worthington.

400 - 600

Bahrain

51009 DCE P S  /  View the image/s online Mi. 292U-95U
1980 50f to 200f “Hejra”, complete imperforate set tied to presentation folder of Harrison & Sons Ltd., 
very fine.

240 - 300

Bolivia

51010 DCE A  /  View the image/s online 
1894, 20c dark blue, upper left corner block of 40 essays on imperforate ungummed greyish paper 
(three creases), 20c greyish blue with eight multiples coming from the same full sheet of 100 and 
enabling the reconstruction, printed on white imperforate ungummed paper, and 100c brown rose, 
block of eight on very thick brownish paper (two very light bends).

260 - 360

51011 C DCE   Scott 78-81 var
1909 Centenary of July Revolution set in mint tête-bêche pairs, the 10c and 2b in strips of thee, 2b with 
no gum, 20c with thinned corner perf., otherwise fine (Scott $380).

80 - 100

51012 F  /  View the image/s online 
1926-34 Five postage due covers, sent to Geneva, Gallen, Zurich, Stein am Rhein, and Stalden, 
Switzerland, all with Swiss postage dues stamps applied upon arrival, including commercial envelope 
from La Paz, franked with two 35c, 15c and pair of 1b coat of arms, with Helvetia 25c tied to front by 
Stein am Rhein cds; a scarce and fine lot.

120 - 150

Brazil

51013 DCE   Scott 2
1843 60r black, early impression, a well margined example unused without gum, very fine; signed 
Kneitschel, cert. Scheller (2022) (RHM $2’500).

400 - 600
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51014 H   Scott 2-3
1843 Bull’s Eye used group of six incl. 60r (4) and 90r (2), all four margins, different states of impression, 
cancels incl. Porto Alegre, Bahia and Rio de Janeiro, some minor imperfections, a nice group, one 90r 
cert. RPS (2008).

400 - 800

51015 F  /  246 Scott 37
1861 (Dec 23) Entire from Rio de Janeiro to Lisbon, Portugal, with 1860 “Coloridos” 10r block of six 
on the backflap, good to large margins (one small tear), tied by mute cancels paying the internal rate, 
placed onboard French Ligne J “Estremadure”, with violet “P. TRANSATLANTICO” cds struck on arrival 
on reverse, with “450” reis hs for triple rate for weight up to 3oz; a scarce and desirable “Coloridos” 
franking, cert. Scheller (2022).

500 - 800

51016 F  /  246 Scott 174, 175, 176, 191
1911-38 Cover lot of eleven postage due mail sent to Switzerland from Brazil, including 1911 envelope 
to St Gallen, franked on the reverse with 400 reis made up with 11 stamps, tied by Rio Grande cds, 
the two 1c Switzerland postage dues being placed within the configuration and tied by cds (philatelic), 
some climatic toning, and censor mail, 1916 100r rose stationery envelope, underpaid by 200r, with 
“Controle Postal Militaire” tape and 30c postage due tied by Locle cds, a good selection, with scarcer 
usages.

320 - 380

Chile
Postal History

51017 DFE  /  248 
1788-1800ca Two cover fronts from Santiago, one to Juan Clark, Governor of the province of Valdivia, 
charged at “10” reales, struck twice with straight line “Chile” hs in red (S.F.C. MPF41a), the other sent 
to the Governor of Valparaiso showing a very fine strike of the Italic “Chile.” postmark in red (S.F.C. 
MPF41b), rated “1” real, fine examples.

200 - 250

51018 F  /  246 
1790ca Cover sent to Valdivia from Valparaiso, addressed to Mariano Pustela Governor of Valdivia, 
sent by the Captain General or Governor of Chile, charged at “40” reales which was for items up to 10 
ounces, showing a superb strike of the “Balparaiso” straight line hs in red (S.F.C. MPF48-1); very rare 
high value rate and impressive cover front. 

250 - 300

51019 DFE  /  246 
1798ca Cover front from the Governor of Valdivia to the Colonel José Aldunate, Governor of the Harbour 
of Valparaiso (1796-99), bearing very fine “Vadivia” straight line in red (S.F.C. MPF46), partially carried 
by see paying “13” reales per 4 1/3 ounces. The earliest and scarcest postmark of this locality, with 
only two items recorded by Maier.

250 - 300

51020 DFE  /  246 
1800ca Cover front addressed to Juan Antonio Montes, Brigadier of the Army and Governor of the 
Island of Chiloé, struck with “Balparaiso” straight line in red (S.F.C. MPF48-1), paying a very high and 
rare 30 reales maritime rate per circa 8 ounces. Slit cut horizontally.

150 - 200
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51021 DFE  /  248 
1800ca Two cover fronts sent from Concepción, one to Santiago, addressed to Juan Bautista de Aeta, 
Senior Official of the Santiago Post Office, charged at “2” reales, a double rate charge, the other front 
sent to Chiloé addressed to Don Antonio Alvarez, Brigadier of the Royal Army and Political and Military 
Governor of Chiloé, charged at just over a 2 ounce rate of “8 3/4” reales (the rate being 4 reales per 
ounce for transportation by sea), unusual fee, both with very fine strike of the “Concepcion De Chile” 
two line hs in red (S.F.C. MPF7a), scarce duo sent at different rates.

250 - 300

51022 DFE  /  248 
1800ca Cover front from Concepción to Valdivia addressed to Juan Clarke, Commander of Infantry, 
Political and Military Governor of the Plaza de Valdivia, charged at “2” reales rate in manuscript, with 
straight line “Concepcion” hs in black (S.F.C. MPF7), a scarce and interesting cover front.

150 - 200

51023 DFE  /  248 
1800ca Cover front from Cuzcuz to the Major of Serena, paying “1 1/2” real double rate and showing 
Italic “Cuzcuz.” hs in red (S.F.C. MPF13); a very rare and desirable postmark.

200 - 300

51024 DFE  /  248 
1800ca Cover front sent to Mendoza from Santa Rosa, addressed to Juan de La Cruz, Post Office 
Administrator of the City of Mendoza (appointed by José de San Martin and a promoter of numerous 
improvements in the Argentine Post Office who maintain a correspondence with Chile during the period 
of independence), charged at the triple rate of “3” reales, showing a fine strike of the italic straight line 
hs “Santa Rosa” (S.F.C. MPF40), small fault lower right, scarce combination of rate and fine cancel.

150 - 200

51025 F  /  248 
1800ca Two cover (reduced) sent from Valparaiso, to Santiago, both sent at the letter rate of “1” real, 
with fine strikes of the straight line “Balparaiso” hs in red (S.F.C. MPF48-1), one addressed to Juan 
Franscico Bernales, an important businessman and well known realist, pen ink notation on back of one; 
scarce pair with fine strikes of the Valparaiso cancel.

200 - 250

51026 DFE  /  248 
1800ca (Mar 26) Cover front sent to Valdivia from C, addressed to Lieutenant Juan Clark, Political and 
Military Governor of the Plaza de Valdivia (Clark held this post between 1795 and 1807), showing very 
fine strike in red-black of the “Chiloé” straight line hs (S.F.C. MPF17a), charged the single letter rate of 
1 real for post traveling by sea indicated by a “1” manuscript mark, scarce mailing.

150 - 250

51027 F  /  248 
1802 (Nov 18) Cover sent to Jose Trucio (an important Royalist) in Santiago, charged “1” real manuscript, 
with a slightly over-inked “Balparaiso” straight line hs in red (S.F.C. MPF48-1) to front, tidy entire with 
short letter, scarce and fine.

100 - 150

51028 DFE  /  248 
1805ca Cover front sent to Santiago from Cauquenes, addressed to Juan Bautista de Aeta, General 
Administrator of the Post Office Revenue of Santiago (evidence would suggest he held this position 
between 1800-1810 and was appointed to the Administering General of the Post Office in 1811), with 
fine strike in black of the italic straight line hs “Cauquenes” (S.F.C. MPF4), scarce cancel, tear to the 
left side, otherwise fine.

150 - 200

51029 DFE  /  250 
1805 Cover front to Juan Clark Governor of the province of Valdivia, manuscript charge “10” reales, 
showing a very fine strike of the two line “Concepcion / De Chile” hs in red (S.F.C. MPF7a), a fine 
example from Concepción.

150 - 200

51030 DFE  /  250 
1805ca Cover front sent to Valparaiso from Santiago, addressed to Acting Governor of Valparaiso, 
charged at “3 3/4” reales the letter being over 1 ounce, showing fine strike of the italic “Chile” straight 
line hs in red (S.F.C. MPF41b), very unusual rate.

150 - 200
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51031 F  /  250 
1805 (July 21) Cover addressed to Don Manuel Riesco, Santiago, charged at “1 1/2” reales in manuscript, 
showing the “Combarbalá” red straight line hs (S.F.C. MPF6), vertical filing crease and reduced at one 
side, ink pen notation on the back, otherwise fine and scarce mark.

150 - 200

51032 DFE  /  250 
1806ca Two cover fronts from Concepción to Valdivia addressed to Governor of Valdivia, one charged 
at “4” reales paying the rate for transporting 1 ounce mail by sea and one at “8” reales which was the 
fee for letters up to 2 ounces transported by sea, both with fine strikes of the straight line “Concepcion” 
hs in black (S.F.C. MPF7c), vertical creasing to both and the 4 reales has a square cut out of the front, 
but scarce different rate sea mail.

200 - 250

51033 DFE  /  250 
1808ca Two cover fronts sent from Valdivia, to Chiloé, San Carlos (now Ancud), and addressed to 
Antonio Álvarez y Jiménez, one sent at “4” reales for a letter over an ounce sent by sea, the other at “1” 
reales the standard rate for sea mail, both with very fine strikes of the “Valdivia” two line hs in red (S.F.C. 
MPF46a), scarce duo sent at different rates and with fine cancellations.

200 - 250

51034 DFE   
1810ca Cover front sent to Chiloé, from Callao, Peru, addressed to Don Antonio Álvarez y Jiménez, 
Political Military Governor of Chiloé (in post between 1800-13), charged at “21” reales, paying for 
mail at 3 ounces (rate from Lima to Valdivia was 7 reales for one ounce), showing a red two line hs 
“Interceptada De Lima”, vertical filing crease, very high postage rate on mail from Peru to an island on 
the west coast of Chile; very rare item, few recorded. 

400 - 600

51035 DFE  /  246 
1810ca Two cover fronts from the Royal Court of Auditors to the Political and Military Governor of 
Valdivia, each bearing very fine Italic “Chile.” postmark in red (S.F.C. MPF41b), rated “4” and very 
unusual “21” reales.

150 - 200
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51036 DFE  /  250 
1810ca Cover front from the Governor of Concepción to Tomás Plá, Commander of the Artillery Corps 
in Santiago, with abbreviated “Concepn” straight line in black (S.F.C. MPF7b). A very scarce postmark 
only used in the Colonial period and the scarcest type of this locality.

150 - 200

51037 DFE  /  250 
1810ca Cover front from Concepción to Don Antonio Alvarez y Jiménez, Brigadier of the royal Army 
and Governor of the Province of Chiloé, with very fine “Concepcion/DeChile” two-line hs in red (S.F.C. 
MPF7a), paying the up to 1 oz rate with “3” reales.

100 - 150

51038 F  /  246 
1810ca Cover (reduced) sent to Santiago, from Lima, Peru, addressed to Juan Bernales (a merchant 
importer and known royalist who during the independence process was in favour of the monarchy), 
charged at “1 1/2” reales paying the basic rate for a letter, with a strike of the two line hs “Intercepta De 
Lima” in red, rare mail from Peru to Chile; few recorded. 

250 - 300

51039 F  /  248 
1811 (Oct 16) Cover from Santiago to Buenos Aires, addressed to Ventura Miguel Marcó del Pont (part 
of the governing board for the independence of Argentina later moved to Peru due to the revolutionary 
nature of his position) letter charged “3” reales indicated by a manuscript, showing the straight line italic 
hs in red of “Chile.” (S.F.C. MPF41b), contains a complete letter; very fine condition, attractive small 
cover; rare entire from this period and to a revolutionary figure.

200 - 250

51040 F  /  248 
1815ca Cover to Santiago with “Balparaiso” straight line in red (S.F.C. MPF48), with the “1” reales rate 
applied before 1818, addressed to Rafael Beltrán Iñiguez, a Spaniard Royalist who after the disaster 
of Rancagua was appointed member of the Council of Santiago by General Osorio; after Chacabuco, 
he left for Peru and returned with a Spanish Fleet to Concepción supporting the march of the Royalist 
to Santiago (he will be captured after the victory of Maipú and will lose all his belongings, but he will 
remain in Chile).

150 - 200

51041 F  /  248 
1825ca Cover from Quillota addressed to Jose Vicente Iniguez, Landa in Valparaiso, rated at “1/2” real 
with manuscript mark, showing very fine italic “Quillota” straight line hs in red (S.F.C. MPF31), clean 
cover, very fine, scarce in this condition.

120 - 180

51042 F  /  246 
1831 (June 26) Cover sent to Valparaiso from Tacna, charged at “6” reales for mail transported by ship, 
upon arrival in Coquimbo the correspondence must have been taken to the post office where it received 
a strike of the “Coquimbo” straight line hs in red (S.F.C. MPF10), then via another ship to Valparaiso 
and upon arrival received the “Ultramar” hs in red (S.F.C. MPF55), scarce entire cover and rare mail 
from abroad.

100 - 150

51043 F  /  250 
1835ca Cover sent to Santiago arriving by sea with red straight line hs “Ultramar” (S.F.C. MPF55), 
manuscript charge “1 1/2” reales and “Valparaiso” red straight line postmark in red (S.F.C. MPF48c-2), 
faint horizontal filing crease, a fine example.

140 - 200

51044 F  /  252 
1837 (Aug 31) Registered cover from Copiapo sent to Santiago with “#” at corners denoting registration 
and manuscript “Sale el dio 31 de Agosto de 1837”, charged “4” reales, showing fine “Copiapo” straight 
line in red hs (S.F.C. MPF9); “Franca” and “Eertfcasion” straight line hs for “Certificación” in red also to 
front; vertical creasing and top worn with tears, rare registered mail.

200 - 250
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51045 F   
1841 (Sept 3) Registered cover sent to Vallenar from Copiapó, addressed to the Judge of Justice 
Santiago Zavala of the Vallenar courts, from the Copiapó Court, with rare “Certificasion” straight line 
mark in red, “Franco” hs in red, and the “Copiapó” straight line hs also in red (S.F.C. MPF9), with 
manuscript crossed triangles to the four corners denoting registration, contains interesting letter, tear 
top and piece missing centrally at the base, but these do not detract from this attractive, rare and 
important cover; only six or seven registered covers are recorded from the pre-philatelic period. 

500 - 600

51046 F  /  View the image/s online 
1844-55 Two covers (one reduced) sent from Talca to Santiago, both showing good to very fine strikes 
of the straight line “Talca” hs in red (S.F.C. MPF43a) and one with a red “Franca” hs, both addressed to 
Don Antonio Varas, who in 1844 held the position of Director of the National Institute, and at the time of 
the other letter was Minister of State and Head of Justice, Worship and Public Instruction (held between 
1849-55), the reduced cover has a pen ink notation to the front, otherwise both fine and scarce.

150 - 200

51047 F  /  250 
1848ca Cover from Quirihue with illegible destination, addressed to Don Antonio Varas, with the straight 
line dispatch hs “Quirihue” (S.F.C. MPF32) in black (normally found in red), and the transit “Concepcion” 
straight line hs in black (S.F.C. MPF7d-1) also in black (again more common in red), charged “2” reales 
indicated by manuscript mark, fine cover with both the Concepción and Quirihue in black, scarce.

200 - 250

51048 F  /  252 
1848ca Cover from Italy sent to Valparaiso, without departure date, with a manuscript note in Italian 
indicating paid and thus accepted onto the ship without charge mark, arriving 3 Sept, with fine strike of 
the red “Franca” above “Valparaiso” straight line hs in red (S.F.C. MPF48c-2), manuscript “R No. 435” 
perhaps suggesting it was registered, was also inspected by the Valparaiso customs, with the word 
“Revisado” and a date, wax seal to the reverse with inscription “Administración Gen. De la Aduana de 
Valparasio”, delivered to Ms. Elizbeth, perhaps containing either important documents or money, very 
interesting and fine cover, with only minor wear, flaws and slight soiling commensurate with its journey 
and age, attractive and interesting cover.

250 - 300

51049 F  /  250 
1849ca Two covers sent from Valparaiso, to Santiago, both sent at the letter rate of “2” reales, showing 
good to very fine strikes of the straight line “Ualparaiso” hs in black and red-black (S.F.C. MPF48a-1) 
normally only found in red, one addressed to Vicente Íñiguez, a merchant in the plaza, which has a 
“Franca” hs in red also to front, the other addressed to Francisco Valdivieso, a lawyer and deputy 
Chillán, one cover has a horizontal filing crease but both fine and scarce.

150 - 200
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51050 F  /  250 
1849 (Aug 28) Cover sent to Bordeaux from Santiago, with fine strike of the framed oval “Santiago / De 
Chile” mark in red (S.F.C. MPF41h) alongside “Franca” (pre-paid as far as Panama) “Panama / Transit” 
in red and “Panama 25 SP 1849 Transit” in black also to front, French transit and arrival marks 3 Nov to 
front and 5 Nov to reverse, horizontal filing crease, slight aging, unusual combination of both Panama 
transit marks.

140 - 180

51051 F  /  250 
1849 Two covers to Buenos Aires (one dated), charged “6” and “8” reales rates, showing red oval 
“Santiago / De Chile” hs (S.F.C. MPF41h), a rare usage to this destination.

180 - 260

51052 F  /  254 
1850ca Two cover sent from Quillota to Santiago, both showing good to very fine strikes of the straight 
line “Quillota” hs in red (S.F.C. MPF31) and “Franca” hs in red also, one addressed to Don Antonio 
García Reyes, Minister of Finance for President Manuel Bulnes (held the position between 1849-55), 
has a pen ink notation on the reverse, the other addressed to Archbishop Rafael Valentín Valdivieso y 
Zañartu, dated inside 23 April 1850, who at that time had the right for free mail, and as such has signed 
cover to front, entire letter enclosed, some aging and filing creases, however a fine and scarce duo.

200 - 250

51053 F  /  252 
1850 (April 27) Cover sent from Santiago to Bordeaux, with good strike of the oval “Santiago De Chile” 
hs in red (S.F.C. MPF41h), dispatch cds “Valparaiso” (British Post Office) to the reverse, endorsed 
“by way of Panama”, with “Panama / Transit” mark in orange-red to front, “Franca” also, London cds 
dated 3 July to back, Calais 4 July transit, then arrival in Bordeaux dated 6 July to the reverse, includes 
content, clean, very fine condition; rare example of mail from a British post office in Valparaiso to a 
foreign destination via Panama.

250 - 300

51054 F  /  254 
1850 (Sept 17) Cover to Santiago from Vallenar by sea, addressed to a José Besa, shipped in Caldera 
with dispatch “Vallenar”, with straight line in red, and a “Franco” mark also in red indicating the cover 
was pre-paid, letter being charge 3 reales, with the straight line “Valparaiso” in red (S.F.C. MPF48c-2) 
and a “Cabotaje”, going by land from Valparaiso to Santiago, faint horizontal filing crease, scarce usage.

150 - 200

51055 F  /  252 
1851 (Mar 26) Cover sent to Sondra, Genoa from Valparaiso, by the British Consulate, with Valparaiso 
cds to the reverse (British post office mark in Valparaiso), “Panama Transit” two line hs in red to front, 
London cds dated 23 May, further transit mark in Calais where a cds dated 24 May has been applied to 
the front, with a manuscript indicating it was delivered to destination paying 54 lira, having pre-paid 42 
cents, fine clean cover, scarce mail from the British post office in South America.

400 - 450

51056 F  /  254 
1853 (Jan 24) Cover with manuscript “Constitucion Enero 24 853” top right, sent to Valparaiso, charged 
“2” in manuscript, with fine strike of the “Constitn.” straight line red hs (S.F.C. MPF8), and on the 
reverse the “Santiago” straight line in red (S.F.C. MPF41f), vertical filing crease, fine and unusual usage, 
possibly a re-used cover.

200 - 250

51057 F  /  252 
1853 (Sept 1) Cover sent to Genoa redirected to Torino originating from Valparaiso, addressed to 
Frederico Franzoy, Lieutenant of an infantry regiment, stationed in Genoa, sent from the British Consulate 
at the port, with Valparaiso cds (British Post office mark in Valparaiso) to the reverse, endorsed “via 
Panama” to front, “Panama Transit” two line hs in red to front, London cds dated 14 Oct, then being 
transported to Calais where a cds dated 15 Oct was applied to the front, sent overland to Italy, arriving 
in Genoa 18 Oct with two different dated cancels, a boxed and cds, redirected to Torino arriving on the 
same day with black cds to reverse and boxed in red alongside the Genoa arrival, additionally it has a 
fine strike of the two line “Italia Stato Sardo” in blue-green (Italy Sardinian State), letter charged 23 lira 
payable by the recipient, vertical and horizontal filing creases, scarce and interesting cover.

300 - 400
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51058 F  /  252 S.F.C. 9
1856ca Cover sent to Santiago from Tome franked with a 5c red three margins, tied by a target hs in 
black, with fine strike of the “Tomé” straight line hs in black (S.F.C. MPF45a), slightly soiled and pen ink 
notation on back, attractive and scarce.

150 - 200

51059 F  /  254 
1856 (July 14) Cover sent to Valparaiso from Penco by sea, with fine “Cabotaje” hs straight line in red 
alongside “Valparaiso Chile” arrival cds dated 23 July, some wrinkling and a scrawl below, unusual usage.

120 - 180

51060 F  /  252 S.F.C. 8
1856 (Oct 28) Cover from Ballenar to Valdivia franked with a 10c deep-blue good margins tied by a 
target hs in black, with very fine strike of the italic “Ballenar” straight line hs in black (S.F.C. MPF47a), 
horizontal filing crease not affecting stamp, scarce and attractive.

150 - 200

51061 F  /  252 S.F.C. 9
1857ca Cover sent to Valparaiso from Santiago franked with rare combination of 5c brown-red on blued 
paper three margins and large part of adjoining stamp at base, with 5c brown-red on cream paper three 
margins, vertical filing crease not affecting the stamps; very scarce combination franking featuring two 
of the same denomination from different issues; cert. P.F. (2021).

250 - 300

51062 F  /  254 
1858 (Aug 22) Envelope (front separated from the back due to the edge splitting) with its contents from 
Talcahuano to New York, bearing Talcahuano” (S.F.C. MPF44) and “Franca” straight-line hs in black, 
alongside with ship cds and accompanying “Due 5 its” in manuscript. A scarce usage.

120 - 180

51063 DFE  /  254 
1858 Cover front sent to Santiago from Quillota, franked with 10c deep-blue, close to touching left side 
otherwise four margins, tied by a black target hs, addressed to José Miguel Aristegui, Vicar General 
of the Archbishopric (he was also a senator between 1850-1858), with fine strike in black of the italic 
straight line hs “Quillota” (S.F.C. MPF31b), scarce combination and attractively placed stamp.

100 - 150

51064 F  /  254 S.F.C. 8
1858ca Cover from Osorno sent to Valdivia franked with a diagonal bisect 10c pale-blue, tied by crisp 
target hs in black, with fine strike of “Osorno” straight line in red hs (S.F.C. MPF27), spotting and soiled, 
scarce and interesting usage.

140 - 180

51065 F  /  254 S.F.C. 9
1859 (Dec 13) Cover sent from Angeles (now Los Angeles) to Santiago, franked with vertical pair of 
5c orange-red, the lower stamp being four margins the top stamp with two margins, tied by target hs 
in black, paying the 10 cents charge for mail at double letter rate, with fine straight line hs in black of 
“Angeles” (S.F.C. MPF2a), horizontal filing crease, attractive full entire with content and scarce usage.

150 - 200

51066 F  /  254 S.F.C. 8
1861 (March 4) Cover from Curico sent to Santiago franked with diagonal bisect 10c pale-blue, 
tied by target hs in black, with very fine strike of the italic “Curico” straight line in black postmark 
(S.F.C. MPF12a), horizontal filing crease, some soiling, but contains dated letter, scarce and visually 
appealing usage.

140 - 180

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy 
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51067 F   S.F.C. 9, 13
1864 (Sept 15) Cover sent to New York from Santiago franked with a 20c green large three margins and 
a 5c red-orange three margins tied by “Cancelled” hs in black, with fine strike of the “Santiago Chile” 
dispatch dated 16 Sept, with Panama transit dated 5 Oct, manuscript “24” which denotes a credit to the 
British postal authorities, there being a remaining 10 due to the and “34” charge mark which covered 
the portion of the journey from Panama to the U.S., vertical filing creases not affecting the stamps, 
attractive combination, scarce set of charges on a destination mail with 20c stamp; cert. P.F. (2021).

400 - 500

51068 F  /  258 
1884 (Nov 18) Official large registered envelope from Antofagasta to Valparaiso, endorsed at top 
right “De Oficio/Certificado/por secretario” and signature to confirm the exemption of postage, with 
besides cachet of the Civil Court of Antofagasta, small “Certificada” oval postmark and “Antofagasta/
Chile” cds, backstamped on arrival. A very rare usage of this oval registration postmark, short after 
the Pacific War.

240 - 300

Collections, Lots etc.

51069 F DFE  /  254 
1822-50 Collection of 67 covers and fronts posted during the Chile Republic period, with a wide range 
of markings from the region, noted straight line hs for; Concepción, Coquimbo, Cuz cuz, Copiapó, 
Angeles, Quirihue, Santiago, Valparaiso, Ultramar, Linares and others, whilst much of the mail is internal 
there is foreign mail incoming from France, mail to Buenos Aires, and includes an interesting range 
of rates with examples of high manuscript charges applied, entire letters, as well as mail to historical 
figures from the period, the condition is mixed although in the main good to fine, with better quality 
covers and cancels to be found; an assemblage which is worth closer inspection.

1’500 - 1’600

51070 F DFE  /  254 
1855-65 Collection of 45 covers all with postage frankings as well as postal stationery covers, with a 
wonderful selection of postmarks of philatelic interest, noted were; Tomé, San Antonio, San Carlos, 
Ovalle (Coquimbo), Rengo, Melipilla, Curicó, Rancagua, Limache, Molina, Curacaví, Vallenar, Copiapó, 
and others, many interesting stamps used, with mixed values and colours, and bisect, as well as pairs, 
several scarcer examples, condition is mixed but very fine included, an excellent lot for breaking up, or 
for further expansion and study.

1’000 - 1’200

51071 F  /  258 
1900-38 Ten Postage Due covers sent to various locations in Switzerland, from Chile, including three 
envelopes sent in 1900, franked with 5c Columbus, with “Concepcion Chile” cds to front, and with 50c 
postage dues applied, in two 20c and one 10c configuration, tied by Lausanne “FACT. LETTR” cds, 
and 1936 airmail cover, franked with 1l20p, 20p and 6p airmail stamps, and pair of 30c, with Helvetia 
40c postage due tied by Winterthur octagonal “Telegraph” cds, a scarce selection; worthy of further 
investigation.

500 - 600
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China
Local Post

Shanghai

51072

51073

51072 DCE   Liv. 10 - Chan LS11 - Mi. 1x
1865 1ca dull blue, printing 29, large margins all around, unused without gum, very fine and rare shade 
(not illustrated in the Fortune Wang book).

200 - 300

51073 C   Scott 7
1865 8ca grey-green on pelure paper, mint, exceptional quality and scarce this fine.

200 - 300

Amoy

51074 51075

51074 C   Chan LAD8; S.G. D14
1895-96 2c blue (stone 1) with POSTAGE DUE overprint in black; large part o.g., scarce (Chan $520; 
S.G. £1’500).

300 - 400

Chinkiang

51075 H   Chan LCHD35a; S.G. D26b
Postage Due: 1895 2c brown imperf. between pair, lightly cancelled by large double circle ds, corner 
perf. fault at lower right and bend at lower left (Chan unpriced, S.G. £700).

100 - 150

Chinese Empire (1878-1949)

51076 F  /  View the image/s online 
1900ca. Group of nine visiting cards with the names of Chinese officials in black on red paper (Wu 
Tingfang, Chen Mingkan, Qu Hongji, Zou Jialai, Lian Fang, Zhu Baokui, Prince Qing and Na Tong).

80 - 100
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1878-83 Large Dragon

51077 51078

51077 H   Chan 1b; S.G. 1b
1878 1ca deep green on thin paper, cancelled by a good strike of the “CUSTOMS/CHINKIANG” cds; 
fine (Chan $400; S.G: £850).

240 - 280

51078 H   Chan 2; S.G. 2
1878-83 Large Dragon 3ca brown-red, 2 1/2mm spacing on thin paper, cancelled by a blue Tientsin 
oval, very fine.

150 - 200

51079 C   Chan 6; S.G. 6
1883 5c Large Dragon, large margins, mint o.g., light corner crease otherwise in fine condition, a very 
rare stamp in this condition as the majority of the known examples have thins or repairs, a new discovery 
from an old French collection, cert. Scheller (2019) (Chan $12’000; S.G. £16’000).

5’000 - 8’000

1894 Dowager

51080ex 51081

51080 H   Chan 22-30; S.G. 16-24
1894 60th Birthday of the Dowager Empress (1st Printing) used set of 9 to 24c rose-carmine, each 
cancelled by part to large part seal cancel in blue, some toning or other faults although others including 
the 5c largely fine (Chan $855; S.G. £1’1000).

240 - 280

51081 C   Chan 22S; S.G. 25
1897 Dowager Empress, unissued second printing, 1ca salmon-red mint h.r., very fine (Chan $700; 
S.G. £1’000).

200 - 300
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51082 CC C   Chan 28g; S.G. 22d
1894 Empress Dowager, first printing, 9ca dull green vertical TÊTE-BÊCHE PAIR with sheet margin, mint 
og with lower stamp unmounted, slightly toned gum, very fine and scarce (Chan $1’700; S.G. £1’800).

400 - 600

1897 (Mar) Dowager Large Wide Surcharges

51083 51085

51083 H   Chan 55; S.G. 56
1897 Empress Dowager large figure, wide spacing surcharge on first printing, 30c on 24ca rose-
carmine, used with part Shanghai ‘dollar chop’, slightly heavy hinge, very fine and scarce (Chan $1’000; 
S.G. £2’500).

300 - 400

51084 C J   Chan 56-64; S.G. 57-65
1897 (Mar) Large figure surcharge, wide spacing, on Dowager Empress (2nd printing), set of nine in mint 
blocks of four, the 1/2. on 3c, 10c on 12c and 30c on 24ca with sheet margin; a few light gum tones 
though generally very fresh, a very rare set in multiples.

20’000 - 25’000

1897 Red Revenues

51085 H   Chan 87a; S.G. 88a
1897 Red Revenue 1c on 3c showing large box of Chinese “one” and a very dry print of the surcharge 
with “ne” of “one” practically omitted as well as other parts of the surcharge, light cds, oxidised colour 
otherwise fine and most unusual (Chan $300 and S.G. £475 as normal variety).

200 - 300
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1897-1911 Imperial Post

51086 DCE S  /  258 
1898 Waterlow 1/2c to $5 set of 12 with “SPECIMEN” overprint, affixed to album page piece from the 
Swedish UPU archive, reverse with Russian P.O’s in China “KITAI” 1k to 10k, fresh colours and scarce.

1’500 - 2’000

51087 F  /  258 
1900 (Mar 30) Picture postcard to Austria with China 1898 1/2c & 4c tied by Canton bilingual cds, in 
combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair tied by Hong Kong cds and boxed “I.P.O” hs, some minor 
staining, fine and attractive mixed franking.

180 - 240

51088 F  /  258 
1900 (Mar 30) Picture postcard to Austria with China 1898 1/2c (2), 1c & 2c tied by Canton bilingual 
cds, in combination with Hong Kong 2c vertical pair tied by Hong Kong cds and boxed “I.P.O” hs, some 
minor staining, fine and attractive mixed franking.

150 - 200

51089 F  /  258 
1900 (Apr 8) 1c Picture postal stationery card to Austria uprated with China 1898 1c & 2c tied by “Pa-
kua” hs, with Shanghai Local Post cds adjacent in combination with French P.O. 10c Sage tied by 
Shanghai double circle ds, Rodaun arrival, fine and very attractive.

200 - 300

51090 F  /  258 
1900 (Apr 8) Picture postcard to Austria with China 1898 4c tied by “Pa-kua” hs, with Shanghai Local 
Post cds adjacent in combination with French P.O. 10c Sage tied by Shanghai double circle ds, Rodaun 
arrival, very fine.

150 - 200

51091 F  /  258 
1900 (Apr 8) Picture postcard to Austria with China 1898 4c tied by “Pa-kua” hs, with Shanghai Local 
Post cds adjacent in combination with French P.O. 10c Sage tied by Shanghai double circle ds, Rodaun 
arrival, very fine.

150 - 200

51092 F  /  262 
1900 (Apr 8) Picture postcard to Austria with China 1898 5c tied by “Pa-kua” hs, with Shanghai Local 
Post cds adjacent in combination with French P.O. 10c Sage tied by Shanghai double circle ds, Rodaun 
arrival, very fine.

150 - 200

51093 F  /  262 
1900 (Apr 9) 1c Picture postal stationery card to Austria uprated with China 1898 4c both cancelled by 
single Shanghai Local Post cds, in combination with French P.O. 10c Sage tied by Shanghai double 
circle ds, Rodaun arrival, fine.

180 - 240

51094 F  /  262 
1900 (Apr 9) 1c Picture postal stationery card to Austria uprated with China 1898 4c both cancelled by 
single Shanghai Local Post cds, in combination with French P.O. 10c Sage tied by Shanghai double 
circle ds, Rodaun arrival, fine.

180 - 240

51095 F  /  262 
1900 (Apr 11) Picture postcard to Austria with China 1898 5c tied by Shanghai bilingual cds, in 
combination with French P.O. 10c Sage tied by Shanghai double circle ds, Rodaun arrival, very fine.

120 - 180

51096 F  /  262 S.G. 127 + Yv. 8
1901 (Aug 2) Cover to Prague franked with a combination of a 10c deep-green dragon tied by Peking 
oval and French Colonies 25c black and rose tied by superb Shanghai cds, very attractive envelope 
and scarce combination.

250 - 300
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51097

51098

51099

51097 C   Chan 117s; S.G. 122c
1902-03 1c Brownish Orange 1c, without wmk, in mint hr horizontal pair with variety imperf. between, 
a trace of thinning otherwise very fine and scarce.

200 - 300

51098 CC   Chan 122a
1902-03 No Wmk 10c green in vertical pair imperf. between, mint n.h., very fine, cert. PF (2021) (Chan 
$600, S.G. £1’600).

200 - 300

51099 G   Chan 125 var
1902-03 No Wmk 50c green in horizontal strip of three imperf. between, tied to piece by blue Tientsin 
12 Jan 08 cds, fine and very rare, with this variety not listed as a strip of three by Chan or S.G., cert. 
PF (2021).

2’000 - 3’000

51100 F  /  262 S.G. 127, 129
1904 (Jan) Registered cover to Luxembourg franked with 10c deep-green dragon and 30c red carp from 
the Imperial Post issues, tied by a Hankow cds and registry mark numbered “347”, Shanghai transit 
dated 21 Jan 04 to the front and one to the reverse 20 Jan, together with arrival cds indistinguishable.

400 - 500

51101 F  /  262 
1907 (Jul 8) Registered picture postcard of Peking sent to Vienna, franked with a pair of 2c reds and 
a 10c green, tied by Peking cds, with Shanghai transit dated 13 July, with octagonal “Yokohama a 
Marseille” 19 July, a Beijing registered postmark is just distinguishable below the 2c stamp, with the 
registration number “1960”, a rare usage; cert. Haveman (2015).

200 - 300

Chinese Republic

51102ex 51103

51102 C   Chan 196-207; S.G. 242-253
1912 Commemorating the Revolution, Sun Yat-sen mint set of 12 to $5 slate, large part to fine o.g., a 
few gum bends otherwise fine and very fresh (Chan $983; S.G. £1’750).

700 - 800
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51103 C  /  264 Chan 208b; S.G. 268a
1913 London printing 1/2c sepia horizontal pair with variety imperf. between, mint large part o.g., light 
toning, scarce (Chan $500, S.G. £950).

360 - 400

51104 H  /  View the image/s online Chan E9; S.G. E267
1914 Express 10c green with serial number 0001, cancelled by cds, some minor corner creasing, a 
common stamp but the first one!

50 - 70

51105 F  /  262 
1922 Registered commercial cover “The Rin-Tai Stores Co”, Moukden (South Manchuria), with Molkden 
registered mark to front, franked to the back with Republic of China postage 20c, sent to Bienne, 
Switzerland, London hooded circle registered transit mark, and arrival to back.

80 - 100

51106

51109

51106 H   Chan BK17; S.G. SB9
1934 Booklet, complete, containing 1 pane of 1c, 2 panes of 2c, four panes of 5c and 1 pane of 25c, 
with interleaving pages, back cover a little soiled, a very rare booklet (Chan $3’000; S.G. £5’500).

1’000 - 1’500

51107 F  /  266 
1939 (June 24) First flight registered cover, the Northern Trans-Atlantic England to China air mail flight, 
addressed to New York, with USA and China mixed franking, cancelled in New York 24 June, endorsed 
“By Pan American Airways Service via Hong Kong/Manila”, Shanghai cds dated 12 July cancelling 
Chinese franking, Hawaii and New York registered marks on reverse, as well as a Hong Kong transit 
dated 6 July, a fine and rare cover.

200 - 300

1948-49 Gold and Silver Yuan Issues

51108 F  /  View the image/s online 
1948 Commercial envelope inscribed “sample of no value”, originally containing tea, sent registered 
from Shanghai to Sweden franked on the reverse with $92.50 franking, very fine and scarce registered 
sample mail.

100 - 150

51109 C   S.G. 1359a
1949 (20 Aug) 40c. grey-green (Bronze Bull), block of four, the lower right stamp showing the second 
and third characters of the surcharge transposed; some creasing not affecting the variety. Scarce.

240 - 280
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China Provincial Issues

North East Provinces

51110

51111ex

51110 H J   Chan NEP7; S.G. P84
1948 (Oct) Parcels Post $500’000 on $5’000’000 grey-lilac block of 4 fine, CTO by central Shanghai 
17.11.48 cds, very fine.

300 - 400

Communist China

South-West China

51111 DCE   S.G. SW52-SW55
West Sichuan, 1950 (Apr-Jun) Chengdu surcharge set of 4 to $1000 on 16c orange-red, unused as 
issued, fine and scarce.

240 - 280

Foreign Post Offices

French Military Mail

51112 F  /  View the image/s online Yvert 71
1887 (Nov 24) Cover addressed to the Commander of the French Naval Division in Cochinchina, bearing 
Type Sage 15c blue, tied by “CORR. D. ARMÉES/SHANG-HAI” cds, showing an additional clean strike 
alongside, a very scare usage; (unpriced in Yvert on cover, €250 off cover).

150 - 200

French Post Offices

51113 F  /  266 Yvert 25
1904 (May 7) French occupation forces in Tientsin China, cover sent to Marne, France franked with 15c 
orange tied by French post office in China cds, with Siberia armed forces mark, and manuscript forces 
occupation in China, arrival to back, interesting and fine cover.

120 - 150

51114 F  /  266 Yvert 21, 22, 23
1864 (May 5) Envelope to Bordeaux, franked by 1862 10c, 20c (top left corner defective) and 40c, each 
tied by “5104” numerals, with matching “SHANG-HAÏ/BAU FRANÇAIS” cds at left, red entry on front, 
transit and receiving cds’s on back.

200 - 300

51115 F  /  266 Yvert 31, 32
1870 (Jun 9) Cover (upper back flap missing) from Shanghai to Civitavecchia (Papal States), franked 
by Laureated Empire 40c & 80c, tied by “5104”dotted lozenges with matching “SHANG-HAÏ/
BAU FRANÇAIS” cds in centre, backstopped on arrival; some imperfections, but an extremely rare 
destination; cert. Bottacchi (2016).

600 - 800
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51116 F  /  266 Y&T 53, 59
1878 (March 14) Envelope to Mulhouse (then Germany), franked by 1871-75 5c pair and 15c pair, 
tied by gros chiffres “5104” with matching “SHANG-HAI/CHINE” cds adjacent, red “LIGNE N/PAQ.FR. 
N°10” cds below, Naples transit and Mulhouse receiver on reverse; a scarce combination to make up 
the 35c rate; cert. Roumet (2010); (Yvert €1’000 for the 5c on cover); ex Mayer.

300 - 400

51117 F  /  266 Y&T 64, 69
1878 (July 27) Cover to Madrid with red “LEGACIÓN DE ESPAÑA/EN/CHINA” hs, franked by Type 
Sage 5c with gutter margin at right and 40c, each tied by “5104” lozenge with matching “SHANG-HAI/
CHINE” cds adjacent at right, French transits and receiving cds on back, a scarce destination; ex Mayer.

250 - 400

51118 F  /  View the image/s online 
1890 (June 27) Cover to Luden, franked with Dutch Indies 3c SD stamp, tied by Mavasser cds, with 
three line “NED: Indie / over / Genua”, transit marks and arrival 6 Aug on the reverse, very small envelope 
in very fine condition; attractive item.

100 - 150

51119 F  /  266 Y&T 7, 13
1896 (Aug 29) Registered cover to Chauny, franked by overprinted Sage 20c and 75c, each tied by 
“SHANG-HAÏ/CHINE” cds, repeated at left, and “LIGNE N/PAQ. FR. N°3” (4.7) below on the same date, 
bs on receipt, a very scarce double-rate usage, in delightful condition showing a fresh franking and 
superb strikes.

150 - 200

51120 F  /  View the image/s online Yvert 23
1904 (April 21) French Post Office in China, picture postcard of Peking Temple, sent to Vienna, 
Austria, franked with a pair of the French China Colony 5c green, tied by the “Chefou-China-Post-
France” in violet, with crisp Shanghai transit to front; a fine and attractive example from the French 
colony in China.

100 - 150

German Post Offices

51121 F  /  View the image/s online Mi. V42
1889 (Dec 27) Cover to Bremen, franked at double rate with 1886-90 20pf pair, tied by “KAISERLICH/
DEUTSCHE POSTAGENTUR SHANGHAI” cds, with “E.MEYER & CO TIENTSIN/CHINA.” forwarding 
agent imprint and arrival on reverse, sent during the “Postzweigstelle” period, very fine.

100 - 150

51122 F  /  View the image/s online Mi. V48
1890 (July 25) Envelope from German Consulate in Hankow to Düsseldorf, franked by 1890-92 20pf 
(one corner perf. missing), tied “KAISERLICH/DEUTSCHE POSTAGENTUR SHANGHAI” cds, with 
receiving cds on back, a scarce forwarded mail from Hankow.

100 - 150

51123 F  /  266 Mi. V41, V42
1890 (Sept 19) Cover from Chefoo to Berlin, bearing marginal 1886-90 10pf vertical pair, tied by 
“KAISERLICH/DEUTSCHE POSTAGENTUR SHANGHAI” cds, backstamped on arrival, a rare forwarded 
mail from Chefoo, few tone spots; signed Steuer; ex Mayer.

200 - 300

51124 F  /  268 Mi. V46
1891 (April 7) Cover to Bremen, uncommonly paying the single rate with single and strip of three of 
1890-92 5pf, tied by “KAISERLICH / DEUTSCHE POSTAGENTUR SHANGHAI” cds, forwarded by “E. 
MEYER & CO TIENTSIN/CHINA.” with corresponding imprint on back, where also a Bremen cds was 
struck, a very fine mail from the “Postzweigstelle” Tientsin before the introduction of its own postmark, 
ex Mayer.

150 - 200

51125 F  /  View the image/s online Mi. V48
1891 (Dec 5) Cover to Bremen franked by 1890-92 20pf, neatly tied by “KAISERLICH/DEUTSCHE 
POSTAGENTUR SHANGHAI” cds, with “E.MEYER & CO TIENTSIN/CHINA.” forwarding agent hs as 
well as arrival on back, a very fine mail from the “Postzweigstelle” Tientsin before the introduction of its 
own postmark, ex Mayer, cert. Steuer (2012).

100 - 150
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51126 F  /  268 Mi. V41, V46, V47
1893 (March 24) Cover to London bearing 1890-94 5pf and 20pf, each in vertical pair, tied by 
“KAISERLICH/DEUTSCHE POSTAGENTUR SHANGHAI” cds, and additionally 1886-90 10pf which 
remained uncancelled (except for three perforations at top) and was not accepted for postage as this 
issue was valid until 31.1.1891, being framed on three sides by blue pencil to highlight the erroneous 
usage and consequent tax to apply, paid with British “2 1/2/F.B.” due marking, framed “T.” at top left; 
two horizontal creases, one affecting the franking at top, a very rare postage due cover in a most 
unusual combination franking; ex Max J. Mayer.

200 - 300

51127 F  /  268 Mi. V47
1893 (Oct 5) Cover from Chefoo via Shanghai to Ludwigsfelde, bearing 1890-96 10 pf pair, tied by 
“KAISERLICH/DEUTSCHE POSTAGENTUR SHANGHAI” cds, faint strike of “FORWARDED BY/
CHEFOO/H. SIETAS & Co” marking denoting this carriage, scarce, ex Mayer.

150 - 200

51128 F  /  268 Mi. V47
Naval Mail. 1895 (April 4) Cover from the “S.M.S. Irene” at Chefoo sent to Karlsruhe, bearing 1890-96 
10pf vertical pair (two slight perf. tone spots), tied by “SHANGHAI” cds’s and backstamped on receipt, 
forwarded privately to Shanghai, rare, ex Mayer.

200 - 300

51129 F  /  268 Mi. V47
1895 (May 22) Cover (slightly reduced on two sides) to Germany, carried at double rate with 1891-94 
20 pf vertical pair, tied by “SHANGHAI” cds’s, struck on back with “I.G. OF CUSTOMS/PEKING” (22.5), 
“CUSTOMS/TIENTSIN” (23.5, faint strike) and “CUSTOMS/SHANGHAI” (27.5) cds’s, a very scarce 
combination cover; (ARGE €4’000); ex Mayer.

400 - 600

51130 F  /  268 Mi. V46
1896 (April) Commercial envelope from an iron and steel company (matching cachet also on back) 
in Hankow to the Krupp in Essen, bearing pair (two stamps with few short perfs.) and two singles of 
1892-98 5pf, tied by “SHANGHAI” cds’s, arrival on back, a scarce mail forwarded from Hankow; signed 
Steuer; ex Mayer.

200 - 300

51131 F  /  View the image/s online 
1899-1900, Group of 5 picture postcards sent to Austria, with 2 from Shanghai bearing “China” 10pf or 
5pf+3pf+3pf tied by German P.O. Shanghai cds, and three Norddeutcher Lloyd Bremen ppc’s bearing 
German 10pf or 2pf tied by “DEUTSCHE SEEPOST / ASIATISCHE / HAUPTLINIE” cds, all with Rodaun 
arrivals, fine.

150 - 200

Japanese Post Offices

51132 F  /  268 
1910 (Jul 22) Incoming picture postcard to South Manchuria sent from Berlin with railway station cancel 
tying vert. pair of 5pf, card depicting the Royal family, with Japanese Post Office Changchun-S IJPO 
cds and Dairen IJPO arrival cds, very fine and scarce.

50 - 70

51133 F  /  View the image/s online 
1922 (07.10) Postal stationery card 4s for use in China + additional franking 4s red with black overprint 
for use in China postmarked ‘TIENTSIN I.J.P.O. 7.10.22’ to German Empire (Fürth / Bavaria), slight 
corner crease at top right otherwise very fine.

80 - 100

Russian Post Offices

51134 F  /  View the image/s online 
1900 (Apr 10) Trio of picture postcards bearing “KITAI” Arms frankings with 10k, 5k and 3k+2k+1k (all 
horiz. laid paper), all tied by Cyrillic “SHANGHAI POCHTOVAYA KONTORA” double circle ds, all with 
Rodaun arrival ds, a fine trio.

150 - 200
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Macao

51135 F  /  View the image/s online 
1900 (Mar-Apr) Group of three postcards incl. one postal stationery picture postcard and two pc’s all 
sent to Austria, all cancelled in Macao with Hong Kong transits, two with Rodaun arrivals, one with 
faulty stamp and archive tape on both sides, other two fine.

100 - 150

Taiwan

51136 51137ex

51136 DCE   S.G. 73
1948-49 $100 on $20 Scarlet, Sun Yat-sen seventh issue, unused, fine and scarce, only 1200 stamps 
surcharged.

350 - 400

Post Offices in Tibet

51137 C   S.G. C2-C10
1911 1/2a on 2c to 1R on $1 short set (missing 3p on 1c and 2R on $2), mint h.r., very fine (S.G. £2’015).

400 - 500

51138 F  /  View the image/s online 
1955 Registered cover from LHASA /TIBET to Kalimpong franked by PRC 1954 400f, 800f and other 
800f, face bears red registration box with hs LHASA/TIBET.

100 - 150

Colombia

51139 F  /  View the image/s online 
1921-36 Cover sent to Switzerland, with postage due stamps applied on arrival, including 1922 
commercial envelope, Colombian Oilfield, Barranquilla, franked with horizontal pairs of the Provisional 
2c and 3c stamps, invalid uncancelled, and 30c and 50c postage dues applied in Berne, also 1921 
postcard franked with a 3c value, with 25c postage due applied in Freiburg, a 1922 Union Cafetera 
Colombia printed envelope, franked with 10c, charged 30c and 50c in Basel, and a commercial 
envelope with 5c, charged 35c in Rebstein; a scarce group.

100 - 150

51140 F  /  272 
1925-29, Group of nine SCADTA covers, three to Switzerland, one to USA, one to Peru, range of 
frankings with ovpts incl. “PE.” on first flight mixed franking from Peru, “E” and “EU”, a fine group.

400 - 500

Costa Rica

51141 F  /  272 
1909-30 Four covers sent to Switzerland, underpaid postage, includes a 5c postal stationery envelope 
uprated with 10c, charged 30c on arrival in Switzerland, tied by Wohlen cds, a UPU stationery 2c green 
postcard, sent to Basel, tax mark, with 10c Helvetia postage due, a commercial envelope, sent from 
San Jose, franked with two 5c, tied by red cds, blue tax mark, with 30c postage due tied to front, and 
also a similar envelope with a 10c franking with additional postage paid on arrival; a fine selection.

160 - 200
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Cuba

51142 F  /  272 
1843 (Jan 30) Envelope sent from France and addressed to the Consul of Tuscany in Havana, sent 
unpaid which was not allowed to Cuba, reverse with “AF. OB.” hs (affranchissement obligatoire) and 
“Don Gle des Postes / ouvte p. Reseignement” hs, returned to sender with “Rebuts” hs and sent 
again to Cuba after payment of postage with “P.P.” hs, reverse with 19 decimes hs, Paris despatch, 
“EMPRESA / N.EUROPA” and “6” reales hs on arrival, minor soiling, most unusual.

240 - 300

51143 F  /  272 
1902-36 Seven postage due covers, sent to Switzerland, one originating from Union Mayor de Reyes, 
the others Havana, sent to Bourg-Saint-Pierre, Bern, Goldbach, Lausanne, St Galle, Horgen, and Spiez, 
includes early 1902 picture postcard of Caney, franked to front with 1c green, with 10c Switzerland 
postage due to back, a Barcelona Transatlantic company envelope (toned), franked at 2c, charged 40c 
on arrival, and an advertising envelope “Hnos. Inclan Lechuga” postage of 3c, tax mark, and 5c and 30c 
postage dues tied by St Galle cds, a fine and varied selection.

220 - 260

Dominican Republic

51144 51145 51146

51144 H   
1857 Spanish Colonial 1r green, used with blue “Cross in oval” of Puerto Plata during the Spanish 
Occupation of 1861-65, extremely rare, cert. Comex (2017).

400 - 500

51145 DCE   Scott 1
1865 Medio Real black on rose, on wove paper, unused single from position 9, good to large margins 
with all frame lines visible, very fine and very scarce in this quality.

240 - 300

51146 DCE   Scott 1
1865 Medio Real black on rose, on wove paper, unused single from position 10, good to large margins 
with all frame lines visible, very fine and very scarce in this quality.

200 - 300

51147 L  /  View the image/s online Scott 1-4
1865 Coat of Arms Sperati photos of the forgeries, three original size and two enlarged, unusual & 
scarce (5), all backstamped in magenta Sperati Reproduction.

60 - 80

51148 DCE   Scott 3
1865 Medio Real black on green and, attractive and rare set of three reprints on wove paper, laid paper 
and watermarked paper, unused, all with good to large margins showing all with frame lines visible, an 
extremely rare set particularly the example with watermark, and 1865 Medio Real black on buff, reprint 
on wove paper, unused, thinned.

400 - 500
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51149 H   Scott 6
1866 Un Real black on pale green, laid paper, used with Santo Domingo cds, good to large even 
margins all round, tiny corner thin, clear sharp impression, extremely rare in this quality, fewer than 25 
examples of this stamp unused or used exist today

700 - 800

51150 H DCE  /  View the image/s online Scott 29
1870-73 Medio Real black on yellow, ordinary paper, group of unused and used, with three unused 
singles in different shades, all with good to large margins (one with pinhole), and three used singles 
showing different FRANCO cancels, all with clear to good margins (one thinned), plus 1870-73 Un Real 
black on violet, ordinary paper, unused, fine (7).

100 - 150

51151 DCE  /  View the image/s online Scott 29var
1870-73 Medio Real black on yellow, ordinary paper, unused, two singles, one showing small “R” in 
CORREOS variety, both with good to large margins, one with slight thin, scarce.

50 - 70

51152 View the image/s online Scott 44
1880 Coat of Arms 1p gold, die proof, very fine & scarce.

70 - 100

51153 C   Scott 142
1901-06 Coat of Arms 1p black and grey, four mint singles, fine and a scarce group of the rarest value 
in the set

100 - 150

51154 C   Scott C8a
1930 20c Yellow-brown, mint imperf. vertically variety in horiz. pair, very fine and scarce.

300 - 400

51155 C   
BRITISH OFFICES: Small selection of five stamps, showing Porto Plata C86 type I on two different 
value, the scarce type II on 6d grey, St. Domingo C87 also on two different values, a couple with small 
faults, a scarce group (5).

500 - 700
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Ecuador

51156 F  /  272 Scott 4a
1869-73 1r yellow-buff pair on watermarked paper, clear to very large margins, tied by red Guayaquil 
Franca cds (26 March 73), on complete folded letter to Lima, bs on April 1st, an attractive and unusual 
combination with the red cds and a remarkable late use.

100 - 200

51157 F  /  View the image/s online 
1929-38 Cover lot of five commercial envelopes sent to Switzerland, all underpaid and with postage 
dues on arrival, all sent from Guayaquil, two to Basel, and one to Zurich, Lucerne and St Gallen, the 
latter sent via New York in 1929, with a strip of three 5c and 1c, charged 25c on arrival, also a 1930 
envelope with 10c airmail stamp; fine lot.

120 - 150

Egypt
Early Letters

51158 F   
1882 (Sep 2) stampless soldiers cover to England endorsed From “Pte George Stevenson A H Corps 
c/o Bde Surgeon McDowell AMD Ismalia” and countersigned by David Pringle (Captain of Orderlies 
Army Hospital Corps) with very fine BRITISH ARMY POST OFFICE/EGYPT despatch cds (type ZA1 
Proud type D/S 4) at upper right. Charged 1d postage due on receipt with T and 1d tax marks on face 
confirming that this letter was allowed at the 1d Concession Rate. Backstamped at Lewes (SP 14). 
Minor cover faults but a very rare and important stampless Soldiers Concession Rate cover from an 
Army Post Office. Ex Sattin and Firebrace and illustrated on page 66 of his book Nineteenth Century 
Wars in Egypt and the Sudan. Rare, being one of only two such stampless Soldiers Concession 
Rate items from this campaign recorded by Firebrace the other being a front only.

1’200 - 1’500

French Post Offices

51159 F  /  272 Yvert 48, 49
1887 (April 18) Cover from the French post office in Alexandria, sent to Tuscany, Italy, franked with 80c 
carmine and 40c orange, tied by a fine strike of the “5080” Alexandria, with Egypt cds to front, transit 
Messina 22 April, and arrival 26th, ironed out central vertical crease now almost undetectable, very clean 
and rare in such fine condition.

160 - 200
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Egyptian Post Offices Abroad

Consular Offices

Gedda

51160 51163

51160 F   
1874 (Sep 23) Entire from Gedda to Suez with two 1872 1pi tied by blue “POSTE KEGEDVIE EGIZIANE 
/ GEDDA” cds, cover and stamp faults, a very rare cancel especially in this colour, von Uexkull records 
only 5 covers of the 1872 issue bearing this postmark and only one other cancelled in blue, a major 
Saudi Arabia rarity.

1’000 - 1’500

1872-75 Penasson

51161 C J  /  272 NP D15n
1872 10pa mauve perf.13 1/3 mint top left corner sheet marginal block of four, fresh & very fine.
Note: The left hand vertical perforation is shorter than the rest because the sheet had to be turned 
around due to the narrowness of the margin, and was therefore perforated in the other direction.

200 - 300

51162 F  /  272 NP D21
1872 (Sep 29) Folded entire from Suez to Cairo with 1872 20pa blue litho pair tied by Suez cds with 
further strike adjacent, posted at Suez railway station hence struck with scarce “DALLA STAZIONE” hs 
(6mm high), very fine, attractive & scarce.

300 - 400

1874 Bulaq

51163 F   Sassone T17, T26
1876 (March 4) Cover to Alexandria, Egypt, franked with Kingdom of Italy Vittorio Emanuele II, 10c 
yellow ochre and 20c blue - both of the Turin editions, tied by the 196 numeral cancel of Venice, 
redirected to Cairo and additional postage applied, 1872 Egypt 1p pink-red, tied by cds of the “Egyptian 
Post Alexandria” dated 9 March 1876, with arrival in Cairo of the same date, some minor tears and 
vertical crease, otherwise fine; a rare combination franking of Italian and Egyptian stamps on a 
redirected cover; cert. Bottacchi (2018).

750 - 1’000

1888-1906 New Currency

51164 F  /  276 
1890 (Nov 11) Italian post office in Egypt 5m rose postal stationery card, sent to Paris, with two line 
horizontal “Postal Steamers / From Egypt” in black italics, sent from Port Said, a fine example; rare 
usage of this card being transported by steamer to France.

500 - 600

51165 F  /  276 
1910 (Nov 12) Souvenir flight postcard sent to Heliopolis, franked with Egypt 2m green tied by the 
“Heliopolis Aerodrome” cds (9:31am), cigarette advert with artistic image of Cairo with biplane overhead, 
fine and scarce; cert P. Smith (2005). 

180 - 240
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1922-1936 King Fouad I Definitives

51166 CC J P  /  276 NP D106-108, 110-113, 115-117, 119, 122-123 v
1927-37 The Second Portrait issue, Royal misperf part set of thirteen, mint n.h. blocks, different shade 
values, superb selection.

700 - 1’000

51167 CC J P  /  276 NP D129a, D130a
1936-37 King Fouad Postes Issue 1m orange-yellow and 2m deep-black, cancelled on reverse Royal 
imperforate proofs, top right and bottom right corner respectively sheet marginal block of four, very fine 
and scarce.

150 - 200

51168ex

51170

51172

51168 CC P   NP D129a-D135a
1936-37 King Fouad Postes Issue 1m to 20m set of seven Royal imperforate pairs with cancelled on 
reverse, 20m has crease and oil spot in margin above, otherwise very fine rare (NP $740).

600 - 800

51169 CC J  /  276 NP D132d
1936-37 King Fouad Postes Issue 5m brown block of twelve showing tête-bêche half and half, a 
dramatic bottom left marginal, very fine and rare.

700 - 1’000

51170 CC P   NP D132f
1936-37 King Fouad Postes Issue 5m brown imperf. tête-bêche pair, cancelled on reverse, very fine 
(NP $500).

300 - 400

1936-1952 King Farouk Definitives

51171 CC J  /  View the image/s online NP D136b/153a
1937-46 Young Farouk part set of imperfs with “Cancelled” backs (missing 13m, 20m grey-violet both 
30m, 100m and £E1), all very fine except for 50pi with chip at top and corner crease in margin at top.

200 - 300

51172 CC J   NP D140ct(e)
1937-46 Young Farouk 5m colour trial in blue in mint nh block of four, very fine, reverse with black hs 
of the Royal collection.

1’200 - 1’500

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, davidfeldman.com
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51173 J P   NP D144bka
1937-46 Young Farouk 15m booklet pane of 12 imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse, from the top of the 
sheet, very fine and very rare, only 20 exist.

1’300 - 1’500

51174 CC J  /  276 NP D146b
1937-46 Young King Farouk 20m grey-violet, showing oblique perforations, mint n.h., bottom left corner 
marginal control block of four, with “A/39, A/40, A/42, A/43” control number, fresh, very fine and unique 
as there was only one misperfed sheet for this value.

500 - 800

51175 CC P   NP D147(a)
1937-46 Young Farouk 30m imperf. sheetlet of 9 in light grey on gummed watermarked paper, printed 
for the Palace Collection, tiny tear at foot and a few light handling bends, very rare.

4’500 - 5’000
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51176 CC J P  /  276 NP D150c
1937-46 Young King Farouk 50m greenish-blue, mint n.h. bottom left corner marginal control block of 
twelve, with A/42 (crossed out), B/42 control number, showing oblique perforations, fresh and very fine.

400 - 600

51177 CC J P  /  276 NP D151c
1937-46 Young Farouk 100m dull purple, mint n.h., bottom right corner marginal control block of 
twenty-five, with A/39, B/39, A/43 (crossed out), B/43 control number, showing oblique perforations, 
fresh and very fine.

400 - 600

51178 CC J P  /  276 NP D153c
1937-46 Young King Farouk, 50pi green and sepia, mint n.h., bottom right corner control block of four 
A/39 (crossed out) A/40, with oblique perforation, three such controls exist, very fine and a showpiece.

500 - 800

51179 CC J P  /  276 NP D153c
1937-46 Young King Farouk 50pi green and sepia, with oblique perforations, mint n.h., A/45 control 
block of four, one of only three such controls, very fine.

500 - 800

51180 CC J P  /  276 NP D153c
1937-46 Young King Farouk, 50pi green and sepia, mint n.h., bottom right corner control block of 
four A/39 A/40 (crossed out) A/41, with oblique perforation, three such controls exist, very fine and a 
showpiece.

500 - 800

51181 CC   NP D153e
1937-46 Young Farouk 50pi mint nh imperf. with centre only, very fine

1’000 - 1’200

51182 C J P  /  280 NP D154h
1937-46 Young Farouk £E1 mint block of 9 with oblique perforations from the top right corner of the 
sheet, very fine.

700 - 800

51183 CC J   NP D154h
1937-46 Young Farouk £E1 with oblique perforations, mint n.h. A/40, A/43, B/43 (scored out) A/44 
control block of four, one of only three such controls, couple of small gum imperfections, very fine 
and rare.

400 - 500

51184 CC J  /  276 NP D154h
1937-46 Young King Farouk £E1 blue and sepia, with oblique perforations, mint n.h. A/44 control (with 
A/40, A/43 and B/43 all scored out) lower right corner marginal block of four, one of only three such 
controls, very fine and rare.

600 - 900

51185 CC J  /  280 NP D154h
1937-46 Young King Farouk, £E1 blue and sepia, mint n.h., bottom right control block of four, A/45, with 
oblique perforation, three such controls exist, showpiece, all being offered in this sale.

600 - 900
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51186 CC J  /  280 NP D154h
1937-46 Young King Farouk £E1 blue and sepia, with oblique perforations, mint n.h. A/44 control (with 
A/40, A/43 and B/43 all scored out) lower right corner marginal block of six, one of only three such 
controls, very fine and rare.

600 - 900

51187 CC J   
1942 Italian Occupation of Siwa Oasis: The unauthorised set of ten Young Farouk 1m to 20 m in mint 
nh marginal blocks of four overprinted with “OASI DI SIWA / OCCUPAZIONE / MILITARE / ITALIANA”, 
made when the Italian Army occupied the oasis and captured stamps were found by a Lieutenant in the 
Ariete Division from Bologna who was an ardent philatelist, odd tone spot, very rare (the first set that 
we have offered). 
Note: See Peter Smith’s book p. 810. A set of singles was sold for €2’800 plus hammer in the sale of 
Peter Smith’s collection.

6’000 - 7’000

51188 CC J P  /  280 NP D155-156, 158-160, 162-170 var
1944-51 Military issue, Royal Misperf part set of sixteen different values, mint n.h. control blocks, some 
duplication in values, superb selection.

700 - 1’000

51189 CC J   NP D155f
1944-51 Military issue 1m orange-brown, mint n.h., bottom left corner control marginal block of four, 
with control A/44, showing perforation misplaced leftwards, very fine and a scarce multiple.

200 - 300

51190 51191

51190 CC   NP D168a var
1944-51 Military issue 50m imperforate marginal pair, with doctor blade flaw, mint n.h., printed on 
gummed paper, crown wmk, very fine.

500 - 800

51191 CC   NP D172a var
1944-51 Military issue £E1 blue imperforate pair, mint n.h., with central doctor blade flaw running 
horizontally, printed on gummed paper, crown wmk, very fine.

700 - 1’000
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51192 CC C J  /  280 NP D172d
1944-51 Military issue £E1 blue & sepia, mint n.h. bottom right corner marginal control block of nine, 
with A/49, A/50 control numbers in roman & Arabic, showing oblique perforations, hinged thin in lower 
margin, very fine.

1’500 - 2’000

Commemoratives 1914-1953

51193 CC   NP C14a-C16a
1926 International Navigation Congress set of three values cancelled on reverse, Royal imperforate 
proofs, marginal singles, 5m brown, 10m red and 15m black, scarce and very fine (NP $375).

300 - 400

51194 CC J  /  280 NP C14b-C16b
1926 International Navigation Congress set of three values with oblique perforations, mint n.h. blocks of 
four, side marginals, 5m brown, 10m red and 15m blue, rare and very fine (NP $1,020+).

800 - 1’200

51195 CC J  /  280 NP C14b-C16b
1926 International Navigation Congress set of three values with oblique perforations, mint n.h. control 
(A726) blocks of four, corner marginals, 5m brown, 10m red and 15m blue, rare and very fine (NP 
$4,080).

3’000 - 4’000

51196 H   NP C17-C20
1926 Port Fouad 5m to 50pi used set of four with 21 DE 26 first day of issue Port Fouad cds, very fine.

800 - 1’200

51197 CC P   NP C21a-C23a
1927 International Cotton Congress set of three values, cancelled on reverse, Royal imperforate proofs, 
5m brown, 10m red and 15m blue, mint n.h., very fine (NP $325).

200 - 300

51198 CC J P  /  280 NP C24-26 var
1927 Statistical Congress Royal Misperf set of three values, mint n.h. A/27 control blocks, 5m red-
brown block of six, 10m red and 15m blue both blocks of nine, superb and spectacular.

3’000 - 4’000

51199 CC   NP C24b-C26b
1927 Statistical Congress set of three values with oblique perforations, 5m red-brown, 10m red and 
15m blue, mint n.h., very fine (NP $255).

200 - 300

51200 CC J  /  284 NP C33b-C35b
1931 Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition set of three values with oblique perforations, mint n.h. blocks 
of four, 5m brown, 10m red and 15m blue, mint n.h., very fine (NP $1'020+).

800 - 1’200
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51201 CC C J  /  284 NP C36,C37
1931 Visit of Graf Zeppelin to Egypt 50m on 27m and 100m on 27m lower right “A 29” control blocks 
of four, 50m on 27m mint n.h., 100m on 27m hinge to one stamp and tone spot on two perfs, fine and 
rarely offered control blocks (NP $240).

150 - 200

51202ex

51205ex

51203ex

51202 CC P   NP C38a-C41a
1933 International Railways Congress set of four values, cancelled on reverse, Royal imperforate 
proofs, 5m brown, 13m red, 15m violet, and 20m blue, very fine (NP $700).

600 - 800

51203 CC P   NP C42a-C46a
1933 International Aviation Congress set of five values, cancelled on reverse, Royal imperforate proofs, 
side marginals, 5m brown, 10m violet, 13m red, 15m purple, and 20m blue, very fine (NP $875).

700 - 900

51204 CC J  /  284 NP C42b-C46b
1933 International Aviation Congress set of five values, oblique perforations, blocks of four, mint n.h., 
5m brown, 10m violet, 13m red, 15m purple, and 20m blue, very fine (NP $2'000+).

1’500 - 2’000

51205 CC P   NP C47a-C60a
1934 Universal Postal Union Congress, set of fourteen values cancelled on reverse, Royal imperforate 
proofs, 1m to £E1, superb and very attractive (NP $2,060).

1’500 - 2’000

51206 CC J P  /  284 NP C47b-C60b
1934 Universal Postal Union Congress, Royal misperf set of fourteen values, 1m to £E1, superb and 
spectacular mint n.h. blocks of six up to 200m and blocks of four 50pi and £E1 (NP $7'500+).

8’000 - 10’000

51207 G   NP C59/C60
1934 Egypt Commemoratives The Monarchy Period 10th Universal Postal Union Congress Cairo 50pi 
sepia and £E1 greenish blue both tied to small piece by Naghamadi dated 7 AP 34, very fine and 
apparently unique with the Naghamadi cancel.

300 - 400
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51208 CC P  /  284 NP C66b-C68b
1936 Anglo-Egyptian Treaty, set of three values, oblique perforation, blocks of four, 5m chocolate-
brown, 15m dull-purple and 20m blue, very fine, mint n.h. (NP $840).

700 - 1’000

51209 CC P  /  284 NP C69b-C71b
1937 Abolition of Capitulations at the Montreux Conference, set of three values with oblique perforations, 
marginal blocks of four, 5m red-brown, 15m dull-purple and 20m blue, very fine, mint n.h. (NP $1'020+).

700 - 1’000

51210 CC P   NP RPC72
1937 15th Ophthalmological Congress, Royal Printing, 5m red-brown, mint n.h., strip of three imperforate 
with marginal sides, from the trial sheet of nine, printed on gummed paper, crown wmk sideways to the 
left, very fine (NP $1800).

1’500 - 2’000

51211 C A   NP E454, E462
1938 Two Essays by the Survey Department Cairo for the 18th International Cotton Congress, photograph 
of young girl in cotton field for the centre of the stamp, with photographic essay of the adopted design 
of the frame (NP $825).

600 - 900

51212 CC J  /  284 NP C75b
1938 Royal Wedding of King Farouk and Queen Farida, 5m red-brown, oblique perforation, block of 
six, small mark on the back of the sixth stamp just showing through and top marginal square has mark, 
otherwise very fine (NP $1'500+).

1’200 - 1’500

51213 CC P   NP C76a-C78a
1938 18th International Cotton Congress, set of three cancelled on reverse, Royal imperforate proofs, 
5m red-brown, 15m dull-purple and 20m blue, very fine (NP $375).

200 - 300

51214 CC J P  /  284 NP C76b-C78b
1938 18th International Cotton Congress, set of three oblique perforations, marginal corner blocks of 
four, 5m red-brown, 15m dull-purple and 20m blue, very fine (NP $1'500).

1’200 -  1’500

51215 CC P  /  284 NP RPC76
1938 18th International Cotton Congress, Royal Printing, 5m red-brown, corner marginal imperforate, 
mint n.h., from the trial sheet of nine, printed on gummed crown wmk paper, very fine (NP $750).

600 - 800
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51216 C   NP C83a-C85a
1938 International Leprosy Congress, set of three imperforates, 5m red-brown, 15m dull-purple and 
20m blue, hinge remnants, very fine (NP $400).

300 - 400

51217 CC J P  /  284 NP C86b
1940 5th Birthday of Princess Ferial, 5m brown-lake oblique perforations, mint n.h., block of four, very 
fine.

200 - 300

51218 CC P  /  284 NP C87b-C90b
1942 Millenary of Al-Azhar University (unissued), set of four values, oblique perforation marginal corner 
pairs, 6m green, 10m violet, 15m dull-purple and 20m grey; 6m has a tiny tear in top margin and 20m 
has small soiling spot in margin, otherwise very fine, scarce set (NP $2000+).

1’500 - 2’000

51219 CC J  /  288 NP C91a
1943 5th Birthday of Princess Ferial, 5m brown-lake overprint error in Arabic date (position 98), control 
(A49) marginal corner block of six, mint n.h., very fine and scarce (NP $200+)

150 - 200

51220 CC P   NP C94a
1945 50th Anniversary of the Death of Khedive Ismail Pasha, 10m olive-green cancelled on reverse, 
Royal imperforate proof, side marginal, very fine (NP $125)

100 - 150

51221 CC J P  /  284 NP C97b
1946 Visit of the King of Saudi Arabia, 10m pale and deep yellow-green, oblique perforations, block of 
four side marginal, mint n.h., very fine (NP $340+).

200 - 300

51222 CC P  /  288 NP C102a
1946 Withdrawal of British Troops from the Cairo Citadel, 10m brown and green imperforate vertical 
pair, marginal side, mint n.h., very fine (NP $300+).

200 - 300

51223 CC P   NP RPC104-RPC110
1946 Arab League Congress at Inshas Cairo, set of seven values, Royal imperforate proof singles, top 
marginal, 1m to 15m, very fine (NP $3,500)

2’000 - 3’000

51224 CC J P  /  284 NP C104b-C110b
1946 Arab League Congress at Inshas Cairo, set of seven values, oblique perforation, blocks of four, 
mint n.h., side marginals, 1m to 15m, very fine (NP $2040+).

1’500 - 2’000

51225 CC P   NP C111a-C114a
1947 25th International Exhibition of Fine Arts, set of four values, imperforate printed on card with 
Arabic cancelled on reverse of the Royal imperforate proofs, n.h., 5m + 5m to 50m + 50m, very fine 
(NP $1,360+).

400 - 600

51226 CC J P  /  284 NP C111b-C114b
1947 25th International Exhibition of Fine Arts, set of four values, oblique perforation, blocks of four, mint 
n.h., top marginals, 5m + 5m to 50m + 50m, very fine (NP $1,360+).

800 - 1’200

51227 CC J P  /  288 NP C115a
1947 36th Conference of the Interparliamentary Union, 10m green Arabic cancelled on reverse, Royal 
imperforate corner marginal Arabic control block of four, very fine and scarce.

1’000 - 1’500

51228 CC J P  /  288 NP C115a
1947 36th Conference of the Interparliamentary Union, 10m green Arabic cancelled on reverse, Royal 
imperforate corner marginal control block of four, very fine and scarce.

1’000 - 1’500
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51229 CC J P  /  288 NP C115b
1947 36th Conference of the Interparliamentary Union, 10m green Royal oblique perforations, mint n.h. 
bottom right corner sheet marginal plate block of four, wrinkle affecting one stamp, fine and extremely 
rare; ex The Palace Collection of King Farouk.

800 - 1’200

51230 CC J P  /  288 NP C115b
1947 38th Conference of the Interparliamentary Union, 10m green, Royal oblique perforation, mint n.h. 
bottom left corner sheet marginal plate block of four, control A/47, very fine and extremely rare control 
as only two sheets were produced; ex The Palace Collection of King Farouk.

800 - 1’200

51231 CC J P  /  288 NP C115b
1947 38th Conference of the Inter-parliamentary Union, 10m green, Royal oblique perforation, mint n.h. 
bottom right corner sheet marginal plate block of four, control A/47 in Arabic, very fine and extremely 
rare control as only two sheets were produced; ex The Palace Collection of King Farouk.

800 - 1’200

51232 CC C P  /  288 NP C118b
1948 Arrival of Egyptian Troops at Gaza, 10m green Royal oblique perforation, marginal block of four, 
mint n.h., very fine.

400 - 500

51233 CC C P   NP RPC121ct
1948 Centenary of the Death of Ibrahim Pacha 10m colour trial in unadopted brown & green, top left 
corner marginal Royal imperforate horizontal pair, mint, from the unique sheetlet of nine, extremely rare.

1’000 - 1’500

51234 CC P   NP RPC121ct
1948 Centenary of the Death of Ibrahim Pasha 10m imperforate horizontal pair, colour trial in olive green 
and purple, from the unique sheetlet of nine, mint nh, very fine.

1’000 - 1’500

51235 CC P  /  View the image/s online 
1949 CITEX officially prepared non-franking label group with mint nh imperf. between block of four 
in green, mint nh imperf. between block of four with oblique perforations and imperf. vert pair with 
“Cancelled” back, very fine.

160 - 200

51236 CC J P  /  288 NP C131b
1949 Abolition of Mixed Courts 10m green Royal oblique perforation, top corner marginal block of four, 
mint n.h., very fine and scarce marginal block.

400 - 500
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51237

51243ex

51237 CC P   NP C136a var
1951 Royal Wedding of King Farouk and Queen Narriman, 10m green and red-brown, imperforate 
vertical right marginal pair, showing red-brown printer vertical streaking, mint n.h., very fine and 
extremely rare.

2’000 - 3’000

51238 CC J P  /  288 NP C137c, C139c
1951 First Mediterranean Games two imperforate top corner blocks of four, 10m in red-brown and 30m 
in bluish green and brown, mint n.h., very fine and scarce (NP $1200+).

1’200 - 1’500

Arab Republic

51239 CC  /  View the image/s online NP 247a
1958 3m Princess Nofret mint n.h. imperf. pair, very fine.

40 - 60

Airmails

51240 CC J P  /  288 NP A3d, A6b, A8e, A11a, A12b-A15b
1933 Airmail stamps nine different value control corner blocks of four, cancelled on reverse, 1m A/38, 
3m A/38, 5m A/37, 8m A/37 and A/36, 9m A/38, 10m A/36, 20m A/36, and 30m A/38, mint n.h., very 
fine and rare.

2’000 - 3’000

51241 CC P   NP A3d-A23a
1933 Airmail stamps, complete set of twenty one values, imperforate with cancelled on reverse, plus 
three additional shades for 8m, 10m, and 30m, very fine and scarce (24).

700 - 1’000

51242 CC J P  /  288 NP A3e, A6c, A8f, A14d
1933 Airmail stamps selection of five values with Royal oblique perforations, control number multiples, 
mint n.h., including three corner sheet marginal plate blocks of four 3m (A/37), 5m (A/39) and 20m 
(A/36), and horizontal marginal pairs 1m (A/32) and 5m (A/38) very fine and rare.

1'000 - 1’500

51243 CC   NP A3e-A23b
1933 Airmail mint n.h. set of 23 with oblique perforations, very fine.

700 - 800

51244 CC J P  /  View the image/s online NP A24-A27 var
1941-43 Airmail stamps, Royal Misperf set of four values, mint n.h., blocks of four, including additional 
shade for the 25m, corner fold in the margin of one of the 25m, otherwise superb.

300 - 500
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51245 CC P   NP A30e
1947 Airmail stamps 5m brown-lake imperforate pair, corner marginal vertical pair, mint nh, very fine.

200 - 300

51246 CC J P   
1947 Airmail definitive colour proof, trial complete sheet of nine, 10m green imperforate, mint n.h., 
printed on gummed crown wmk paper, superb, unique piece.

8’000 - 12’000

51247 CC  /  View the image/s online NP A76a
1959 Airmail 15m imperforate right marginal, mint n.h., very fine.

40 - 60
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Ethiopia

51248 F  /  292 
1904 (Oct 6) Cover sent to French Somaliland, franked with Ethiopia 1g, 15c and two 5c, with “MELIKT” 
(Message) control overprint of the 1903 issue, the 1g tied by black cds the other postage by blue cds, 
scarce use as in general only postcards are recorded with these stamps.

500 - 600

51249 CC J  /  View the image/s online 
1930 & 1931 group of mint n.h. imperfs incl. 1930 Coronation lower marginal block of 15 (Yv. €3’000) 
and 1931 Empress Menen in two singles, two strips of three and strip of four (Yv. €3’000), very fine.

100 - 150

Guatemala

51250 F  /  View the image/s online Scott 224
1926 (Nov 16) Cover sent to Basel, franked with 1.50p dark blue, President Barrios issue, tied by a 
circular tax mark of Guatemala, endorsed via New York, with 10c and 20c Switzerland postage dues, 
applied upon arrival, tied to front by Basel cds, a fine and scarce usage.

40 - 50

Haiti

51251 F  /  View the image/s online 
1929 (Nov 13) Cover sent to Rebstein, Switzerland, franked with 10c red, tied by Port Au Prince slogan 
cancel, manuscript T and 20, and upon arrival a 20c postage due stamp applied, tied by Rebstein cds, 
a fine, unusual example.

40 - 50

Israel

51252 F  /  View the image/s online 
Judaica: 1941-42 Three registered covers/postcard sent from London by a relative to a female Shoah 
refugee detained at the Mauritius Beau Bassin prison, scarce. About 1500 Shoah refugees, mainly from 
Slovakia, Bohemia-Moravia, Austria, Hungary and some other Eastern European areas were not allowed 
to enter Palestine (based on the fact that they have arrived from enemy occupied territories) and were 
therefore sent on two ships to Mauritius, where they were held imprisoned for about four years.

240 - 300

51253 CC   
1952 Menorah 1’000m in mint n.h. complete tab strip of five from the bottom of the sheet, very fine.

500 - 700
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Japan

51254 F  /  292 
1875 (Dec 23) Postal Notice from the Italian Postmaster in Yokohama, Japan, sent to the Italian Consul 
in the same city, with blue arrival consular datestamp, notifying of the commencement of new postal 
rates which were to come into effect on New Year’s day 1876, with a list of country’s affected by a 
uniform rate of 18 cents via Brindisi, and mentions Book Post rates would in some cases be lower than 
before, and specifically the reduced rate to Italy, with a uniform Registration Fee of 12 cents to the 
countries listed as well as Italy, further reference is made of mail to the continent via Trieste, reduced 
rates to Portugal via Southampton, the Azores, Canary, Madeira and Hawaiian Islands, as well as 
reduced uniform rates via Batavia either by French or English Packet, and the facility for Registration at 
Hong Kong and Yokohama for United States packet mail; an important document which has significant 
relevance to many postal regions, a fascinating item for the discerning postal historian.

300 - 400

5125651255
51257

51255 C S   Michel 23x
1874 20 sen dark deep-reddish-violet, cherry blossom design, syllabic 4, on foreign paper, mint, 
overprinted specimen, positioned slightly high, gum crease horizontally, very attractive example, scarce 
issue, cert. Eichhorn (2020).

100 - 150

51256 C S   Michel 24y
1874 30 sen grey-black, cherry blossom design, syllabic 1, on native paper, mint, overprinted specimen, 
well positioned, gum wrinkles, pulled perf top, very fine example, rare issue, cert. Eichhorn (2020).

800 - 900

51257 C   Michel 25
1875 12 sen rose, bird design, syllabic I, mint, well positioned, fresh printing, original gum, ink dot to 
front, very attractive and scarce, cert. Eichhorn (2020).

150 - 200

51258 51259

51258 C S   Michel 26
1875 15 sen violet, bird design, syllabic 3, mint, overprinted specimen, positioned right, no gum, fine 
example, scarce, cert. Eichhorn (2020).

150 - 200

51259 C S   Michel 32
1875 10 sen ultramarine, cherry blossom design, syllabic 4, mint, overprinted specimen, well positioned, 
slight climatic toning, gum creasing, very attractive, scarce, cert. Eichhorn (2020).

100 - 150
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51260 51261

51260 C S   Michel 33
1875 20 sen rose, imperial crest design, syllabic 8, mint, overprinted specimen, well positioned, gum 
creasing, very attractive, scarce, cert. Eichhorn (2020).

100 - 150

51261 C S   Michel 36
1875 4 sen deep grey-green, crossed branches butchi, on foreign paper, mint, overprinted specimen, 
positioned left, thin and pulled perf, some toning to tips of perfs, part gum, attractive, scarce, cert. 
Eichhorn (2020).

100 - 150

51262 F   JSCA 37
1882 (Apr 7) Envelope from Yokohama to the USA with 1875 15s syll. 3 Cherry Blossoms tied by foreign 
registered mail “R” intaglio cancel, with octagonal registered violet ds adjacent, paying the correct rate 
of 5s postage and 10s registration, reverse with San Francisco and Philadelphia arrival ds, very fine 
and one of the most attractive covers known with the very rare 15s syll. 3, cert. Eichhorn (2022).

5’000 - 10’000

51263 F  /  View the image/s online 
1900 3s Lilac lettercard uprated by 1899-1902 3s and 4s singles tied by NAGASAKI 12 NOV 00 cds and 
addressed to Germany, taxed upon arrival as lettercard was no longer valid, scarce.

70 - 100
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51264 F  /  292 Sassone 83
1912 (June 12) Registered commercial printed cover sent to Nishiku Haka, Japan, franked with a 
horizontal pair of Italy 25c deep blue, tied by the Firenze cds, sent via Siberia, arrivals 5 July, undelivered 
and despite four attempts was returned (7 instruction labels fixed to front by the Japanese post office), 
several manuscript and instructional marks to front and various Japanese marks to the back, arrives 
back in Firenze 25 Sept 12; an interesting and characterful envelope.

120 - 180

Japan Post in Korea

51265 F  /  292 
1898 (Sep 21) 2s postal stationery card to Australia, uprated with four Japan 5s tied by Gensan IJPO cds, 
sent by stamp dealer J. H. Parry, with Brisbane transit, minor soiling, fine, a most unusual destination.

300 - 400

Jordan

51266 CC J  /  View the image/s online Scott 812-816
1975 Women’s national costumes set of ten values 5f to 60f, mint n.h., full sheets of 50, the values 30f 
to 60 not listed, very fine.

500 - 600

Mexico

51267 F  /  View the image/s online 
1810 (Nov 3) Entire letter from Mexico City to Veracruz, bearing “MEXICO” straight-line hs in black, 
including very interesting comments about the War of Independence which broke out one month and 
a half before the date of this letter (spelling and grammar errors in the original text): “Aqui dudamos 
el destino que han tomado los ynsurgentes, se cree ayan retrocedido sobre Toluca pero otros opinan 
ayan desfilado por tierra (...?) sobre Puebla: de todos modos años van de vida; esta capital oy es el 
mejor puesto de seguridad (...?) que ayer el Reyno un sin igual jefe bela sin cesar, dos mil Patriotas 
ymbencibles no cesamos en nuestras fatigas y el Pueblo esta muy adecto a la justa causa; esta capital 
(...) todos seguimos guarnecidos con tropas (...?) artilleria Patrioticas e Yndias entusiasmados que 
balen por mil cada uno (...) estoy de guardia y boy a salir de Patrulla, ace cinco dias que solo me apeo 
del caballo pa. comer” (sic); a fascinating historical letter.

50 - 100

51268 A   
Early classic essays in for colours, rose, blue, violet and green, “REAL” all without value tablet, scarce (4).

80 - 120

51269 F  /  292 
1911-36 Cover lot of eleven postage due examples, sent to Switzerland, includes one 1911 5c postal 
stationery envelope, tax mark in violet of 25c, with Helvetia postage due of 25c tied by Einsiedeln cds, 
and five postcards, each charged a different postage due rate, and am advertising envelope dated 
1924, from Guadalajara, sent to St Galle, franked at 10c and with an additional 40c added on arrival, 
an interesting and scarce lot.

300 - 400
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51270

51271

51270 CC   
1975-87 Meat cuts marked on steer 80c bright carmine, mint nh, top left imperforate pair, very fine 
and scarce.

200 - 300

51271 P   O1b
Officials: 1884-1893 scarlet, sunken die proof on card, very fine and scarce.

100 - 150

51272 51273

51272 C S   O22
Officials: 1895 10p deep blue, mint, showing MUESTRA ovpt, very fine and rare.

400 - 600

51273 H   O22
Officials: 1895 10p deep blue, used, very fine and scarce (Sc. $500).

150 - 200

51274 C   O123
Officials: 1918 5p green and black, mint, fresh, very fine and scarce (Sc. $575).

100 - 150
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51275 51276

51275 H   O192 var
Officials: 1927-28 5p carmine & black, used, showing error OFICAIL instead of OFICIAL, fine & scarce

80 - 120

51276 H   Scott O193
Officials: 1927-28 5p green & black, used, very fine and scarce (Sc. $500)

150 - 200

51277 CC C J   Scott O208 var
Officials: 1933 50c olive green, mint block of four, showing double overprint variety, very fine and 
scarce, cert. MEPSI (1990)

150 - 200

General issues

5128051279
51278

51278 H   O45
OFFICIALS: 1898 10c lilac rose, used, fine and scarce (Sc. $500)

150 - 200

51279 C   O193
OFFICIALS: 1927-28 5p green & black, mint, very fine and scarce (Sc. $375)

100 - 150

51280 H   O193
OFFICIALS: 1927-28 5p green & black, used, very fine and scarce (Sc. $500)

150 - 200
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Mongolia

51281

51282ex

51281 CC J   3D
1924 Sceptre of Indra 5c perf.11 mint nh block of four, folded along perfs, a very fine and rare multiple 
(Mi. 3D).

400 - 500

51282 CC C   
1925 “POSTAGE” on fiscals group incl. 50c, 1d and 5d mint, the 1d with light diagonal bend at lower 
left corner, signed Champion (twice) on reverse and cert. Scheller (2021), plus 10c in mint block of six 
(corner crease), 5c mint block of four and 2c irregular mint block of 8, each double signed Champion 
and Scheller, a scarce group.

400 - 600

51283 P  /  292 
1932 Pictorials 25m colour trial in dull purple affixed to card with red “ПРОЕКТ” (Essay) overprint, very 
fine and rare.

600 - 800

51284 CC   
1943 Landscapes mint nh set of eight, very fine and very scarce in unmounted condition (Mi. 59-66).

2’000 - 3’000

51285 CC C J DCE collection  /  View the image/s online 
1945-59, Nice collection, mostly mint n.h., in good condition with all issues presented incl. 1954 
definitive State Coat of Arms with 20M mint and used, 1956 Revolution 30M brown two tête-bêche 
pairs, 60M green imperforate pair and 60M orange pair with double perforation, 1958 State Coat of 
Arms 20M block of eight (with gum) vertically imperf. (two pairs) (Mi. 67/132,148).

4’000 - 6’000

You may bid LIVE by Internet at davidfeldman.com
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Nepal

51286 F  /  300 Hellrigl 27b
1901-07 1 Anna light blue on local paper with recut-frame variety (Hellrigl/Vignola 27b), two singles used 
on 1906 cover from Karnali to Kathmandu, tied by very rare non-standard circular Karnali handstamp 
(Hellrigl C38, “RR” 100p), with negative hand-dated postmark Karnali (N36) alongside, on album page. 
The stamp at right has a slightly rubbed surface otherwise very fine. Dr. Hellrigl certificate (1985).

350 - 400

Nicaragua

51287 F  /  View the image/s online 
1919 (May 22) Cover censored sent to Switzerland, franked with Republic of Nicaragua 5c brown, 
underpaid and upon arrival in St Gallen a 50c postage due applied, with “Controle Postal Militaire” 
censor tape across the top, soiled and some flaws, scarce example.

40 - 50

Oman

51288 CC J  /  View the image/s online S.G. 145
1972 25b on 40b black and orange, mint n.h., block of twelve, very fine example of this scarce issue 
(S.G. £2500).

100 - 150

51289 C H  /  View the image/s online Michel 153I-154I
1973 Opening of Ministerial complex set, 25b emerald and 100b brown-orange, overprint variety “1873” 
omitted, used singles, fine and scarce.

250 - 300

51290 CC J  /  292 Scott 190A-190C
1978 International women’s year 50b on 150b, National day 40b on 150b satellite station, and National 
day 75b on 250b telecommunications network, blocks of four, two gutter pairs, mint n.h., within the 
margins is the imprint “QCSPL” and colour reference sheet marks, very fine; from the values 40b and 
50b there are only 10 pairs possible; showpiece.

3’000 - 3’500

51291 H   Scott 190A-190C
1978 International women’s year 50b on 150b (surcharge misplaced), National day 40b on 150b satellite 
station, and National day 75b on 250b telecommunications network, used singles, very fine examples 
of this rare set.

500 - 750

51292 CC P  /  View the image/s online 
1986-94 Fiscal revenue proof corner blocks of four eleven examples, including 50b grey-blue, 50b 
deep-blue, 100b pale greyish-lilac, 250b deep-yellow, 500b dull-rose, 1r blue-grey, 1½r red, 3r deep-
green, 4r pale-buff, 5r violet and 10r brown, eight which are signed and dated, attractive and scarce.

450 - 550
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51293 CC P  /  View the image/s online 
1987 Fiscal revenue 5r white proof, corner blocks of four, signed spotted sheet 17/11/87, very fine and 
attractive.

180 - 200

51294 CC P  /  View the image/s online 
1990 Fiscal revenue 1½r violet proof, corner blocks of nine, signed 19/2/90, “Spotted sheet”, very fine 
and attractive.

180 - 200

51295 CC P  /  View the image/s online 
1990ca. Fiscal revenue 3r green proof, corner blocks of four, unsigned, two print spots circled, very 
fine and attractive.

180 - 200

Palestine and Holy Land
E.E.F & British Administration

51296 51300

51296 H   S.G. 58
1921 1m sepia, perf.14, with overprint type SG 6a, neatly used with cds, two faintly toned perfs 
otherwise very fine and scarce, cert. Muentz (1984) (S.G. £2’250).

400 - 600

51297 F P  /  View the image/s online 
1937 “Cygnus” crash mail, two covers with one from Jerusalem to Argentina with multiple franking and 
French “SERVICE POSTAL FRANCAIS” four-line cachet, and other from Haifa with 13m to England with 
“DAMAGED BY SEA / WATER” cachet, nice pair plus a couple of newspaper clippings about the crash.

70 - 100

Panama

51298 F  /  300 
1905-11 Selection of six postage due postcards, all sent to Switzerland, one originally posted to The 
Hague, redirected to Interlaken, with 1c paid in Panama, 10c postage due on arrival, and two UPU 2c 
cards, both cancelled by “Agencia Postal Nacional” flag postmark, charged 10c postage due, tied by 
Berne cds, a fine and interesting lot.

220 - 260

Paraguay

51299 CC  /  View the image/s online 
1881 §10c bluish green, imperforate, complete sheet of 100 with full original gum, superb and rare; 
Scott $2'500+.

300 - 600

Peru

51300 H   Scott  1
1857, 1r blue, touched on two sides, clear to large margins in other respects, cancelled by “LIMA/ENE 
12/58” cds, being one of 14 recorded by Moll cancelled in Lima; cert. R.P.S. (1945); ex Brahms and 
Bustamante.

300 - 500
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51301 H   Scott 14
1868-72, 1d green, well margined exhibiting “IZ/CUCHA/CA”hs, virtually complete and ideally struck 
(Lamy-Rinck 80; Emsing 125), a delightful and rare usage.

80 - 100

51302 F  /  300 
1875ca Envelope from the USA to Captain Allen on the whaling ship “Eric the Red”, with 1875 2c 
Jackson and 15c Webster cancelled by cork cancels with Richmond ME despatch cds and New York 
transit adjacent, sent care of the American Consul (address affected by water), with Peru 5c ranked on 
the reverse paying postage due, fine and scarce; ex Bargholtz.

300 - 400

51303 F   
1927-38 Three underpaid covers, two to Berne (one a postcard), one a commercial envelope to 
Scharnachtal, Switzerland, with postage due stamp applied upon arrival, 15c, 20c and 20c respectively, 
the envelope to Berne is toned, has a vertical filing crease, an interesting lot.

70 - 80

Puerto Rico

51304 F  /  View the image/s online 
1867 (Feb 8) Cover to Genoa sent from Mayaguez, via Puerto Rico, London, and Calais with departure 
marking of Puerto Rico, transit in London, with very clear “GB 1f 60c” mark to front and Genoa arrival 
to reverse, horizontal and vertical filing crease with some splits and damaged.

120 - 150

Saudi Arabia

51305 G  /  View the image/s online 
1937 Cover franked with 3g ultra and 1/2g scarlet General Hospital Mecca postal tax stamp sent to 
Wien, and a picture postcard of the Mecca franked with four 1/2g red and a 1/2g scarlet General 
Hospital Mecca postal tax stamp, a fine duo.

100 - 150

51306 F  /  View the image/s online 
1959 (Aug 26) Decorated airmail cover franked definitives 1/4g + 7/8g +3g violet-blue + airs 1949 1g 
green bearing RYAD 26.8.59 cds to Germany, a lovely cover.

80 - 100

51307 CC J   S.G. 2011
2000 25h lilac and reddish-orange, Al Khafji Rig, mint n.h., block of twenty, with central gutter and 
marginal top and base.

80 - 100

Thailand

51308 F  /  300 
1900 Registered cover from Bangkok (26.12.00) via London to New York bearing complete set of nine 
values of the 1900 definitives, parts of a label on surface of one stamp, very fine & scarce.

600 - 800

51309 F  /  View the image/s online 
1892-1900 Two Bangkok covers, one an 1898 commercial envelope sent to Bangkok franked with 
pair of 5k pale-rose tied by Trieste cds, some slight damage to top and left corner, and a 1900 Siam 
postcard franked with a 4a on 12a tied by Bangkok cds sent to Budweis, with arrival to front, a fine duo.

100 - 150
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51310 CC J P   Scott 208
1928 Siam King Rama VII “King Prajadhipok” three proofs of the 3s value, in blocks of four, in red, 
brown and deep-blue, mint n.h., large even margins, gum, attractive and scarce.

150 - 200

51311 F  /  304 S.G. 277-279
1939 (Jun 17) Two picture postcards sent to Bodenbach, Germany franked with the three Red Cross 
Fund overprints (two on one card one on the other), tied by Bangkok cds, attractively typed address and 
content which relates to stamp collecting, a fine duo of these high value overprints.

300 - 400

Tibet

51312 F   
1924 (July 9) Mount Everest Expedition photo postcard to Forestville, South Australia, sent from 
Yatung Siliguri base in Tibet, bearing Expedition blue label tied by “Mt Everest Expedition / Rongbuk 
Glacier Base Camp / 1924” in black (Type IIc), with “Rongbuk Glacier Main Base Camp 17,000ft” 
cachet alongside, franked with George V India 1a and 1/2a, sent by runner to the British post office in 
Pharijong; written by Captain J.B.L. Noel, official photographer of the 1924 expedition; very fine 
condition, and extremely rare.

1’000 - 1’500

United Nations

51313 CC F   
1960-1990 Collection of mint stamps and envelopes, including nine albums of United Nations first day 
covers with a good mix of cancels from the 1960s to 1980s, and six albums of mint n.h. stamps, similar 
period, three France and two Italy, a clean and comprehensive lot, worth closer inspection.

200 - 300
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United States

Detail of the signature of Abraham Lincoln.

51314 Abraham Lincoln Signed Document, Sixteenth President of the United States (1809-1865), Lincoln 
successfully led the country through its greatest constitutional, Military and Moral crisis - The American 
civil war (1861-65). He was assassinated at the close of the civil war in 1865. 
An Attractive vellum partly printed Civil war dated Naval document Signed by Lincoln, appointing 
“George Washington Hayward” a midshipman in the navy of the united states. Nicely signed at the 
conclusion in black ink by Lincoln, countersigned by Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles, dated June 
1st 1861, measures 420mm x 315mm, a few intersecting storing folds as to be expected on a document 
this size (one through the opening stroke of the signature) and a few other light creases, though all 
writing including Lincoln’s is very clear and bold. A great rarity.
Note: This document has been generously donated to be sold on behalf of Medicines Sans Frontières 
and is sold without reserve, so please bid generously.

10’000 - 15’000

51315 F  /  300 
1852 Entire from Tasmania, Australia, to San Francisco, datelined Hobart Town, endorsed “pr Architect” 
and seemingly carried by favour and placed into the mails with San Francisco 15 May cds and a very 
fine strike of the fancy “SHIP / 6” hs, with interesting contents written by a ship’s master who states 
“I am waiting the arrival of more American whalers to furnish me with more oil...Capt Libby and all the 
Ship’s company has gone to the Victoria diggings...”, “Colonial gold...and its quality and value per oz 
considerably exceed that of California gold. This is really a 2nd California. It is with great difficulty that 
good order can be maintained at the Mines. All kinds of depredations are being committed, as bad if 
not worse than California ever was”, some minor foxing, an interesting cover.

440 - 500
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51316 H   Scott 12
1856 5c red-brown, four margins, neatly cancelled by a crisp New Orleans cds, a very fresh and fine 
example, cert PF (1989).

300 - 400

51317 F  /  300 
1859 Envelope to Sweden endorsed “via New York first closed mail”, with “28”, oval “STEAM SHIP” 
hs and Helsingborg arrival ds on obverse, reverse with New York and Hamburg ds, minor cover 
imperfections, fine and scarce.

400 - 600

51318 F  /  300 Scott 35
1859 (Jun 4) Wrapper from New Orleans to Oberndorf am Neckar (Wurttemberg), paying the Prussian 
closed mail rate (as endorsed at top) with 1859 10c green, type V in vertical strip of three, tied by 
dispatch cds’s. With Boston Br. Pkt. 7c cds indicating credit to Prussia, following conveyance of 
the Cunard SS “America” to Liverpool, showing red framed “AACHEN 28/FRANCO” hs on obverse, 
backstamped on arrival; an appealing usage.

200 - 400

51319 F  /  300 
1860-62 Two transatlantic stampless covers sent to Rome from the USA, one with large circular 
“Charleston” datestamp, endorsed “Steamer”, with “New York Packet Paid” mark in red, both sent 
via Liverpool, London, Paris and Marseille, France, with transit mark “Civitavecchia Dalla Via di Mare”, 
some opening tears to both, and one with lower left corner missing, but scarce examples of this mail 
by sea across the Atlantic.

100 - 120

51320 F  /  304 Scott 69
1864 (Mar 28) Envelope to Scotland with 1861-62 12c vertical pair cancelled by magenta pen marks 
with ms despatch alongside, sent underpaid with “Short Paid” and “10” hs, reverse with Boston and 
Edinburgh arrival, some minor faults to reverse, fine.

150 - 200

51321 F  /  304 
1865 (Sep 25) Envelope from Bryan, Texas, sent to the King’s official notary in Württemberg, franked with 
five 1861-62 3c tied by blue Bryan duplexes, New York transit, reverse with Hamburg, Württemburg, 
Stuttgart and Schorndorf ds, incl. original contents, fine and attractive.

200 - 300

51322 F  /  View the image/s online Scott 63, 68a
1867 (Nov 30). Cover from New York to Genoa, paying the single rate with 1861-62 1c and 10c (2), tied 
by cork cancels, below red exchange cds on dispatch denoting fully payment, placed on board the 
C.G.T. “St. Laurent” with corresponding “ETATS UNIS/PAQ. FR. H N° 4/30 NOV 67” octagon; a scarce 
mail through this route and exhibiting a French ship mail datestamp.

100 - 150

51323 F  /  View the image/s online Scott 77
1868 (Feb 8) Entire from New Orleans to France with 1861-66 15c Lincoln tied by New Orleans cds and 
cork cancel, with blue French “ET. UNIS / SERV. AM. CALAIS 3” blue cds, arrival bs, fine transatlantic 
cover.

80 - 100

51324 J P  /  304 
1869 Pictorial 90c carmine, “shell” die proof, block of four, printed on yellowish wove paper, the portrait 
of Abraham Lincoln void centre, attractive, has been pinned to right.

150 - 250
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51325 F   Scott 118
1869 15c brown & blue, type I, wide margins, unusually fine centring, deep rich colours, neatly cancelled 
by cork cancel, prepaying 15c rate on small cover to Mulhouse, France, red “New York Paid Nov. 2 
26” credit datestamp, various other French packet markings alongside, negligible cover tear, stamp 
removed for examination and expertly put back on the cover; a wonderful item of superb appearance.

500 - 800

51326 F  /  View the image/s online Scott 95, 96
1869 (Jan 10) Envelope from Pittsburgh to Rome, underpaying the 19 cents rate for closed mail via the 
North German Union with 1867-68 5c and 10c, and therefore struck with red “4” credit hs at lower right, 
red framed “HAMBURG/FRANCO” ds after arriving with the HAPAG “Alemannia” and charged with 25 
centesimi in ms on arrival, Verona and Rome bs, fine.

100 - 150

51327 H   Scott 158
1873 3c green, showing complete “Skull & Crossbones” fancy cancel, very fine and rare; certs. 
Westminster Stamp Co. (1950) and Phil. Foundation (2015).

240 - 300

51328 F  /  304 
1882 (Aug 29) Envelope from Chicago Illinois to Victoria, Australia, with 1880-82 2c and two 5c, posted 
Aug 29th and handstamped “RETURNED / FOR POSTAGE”, sent again on the 31st (with what looks like 
one 5c and 2c added) with hs erased in blue crayon, reverse with San Francisco transit and Melbourne 
arrival, minor imperfections, a unusual usage.

400 - 500

51329 F  /  304 Scott J4
1887 (May 23) Cover sent from Tuna near Uppsala to Altona, Illinois, USA unfranked and with wonderful 
railway transit on reverse “PKXP Nr 2 B. UTR N” dated 24 May, postage due mark applied on arrival in 
New York Jun 3, with pair of 5c postage due stamp added, fine example.

200 - 300

51330 F  /  350 
1889 (Jun 1) Envelope from San Francisco to Tasmania, Australia, with 1879 10c and 1887 2c green 
tied by duplexes, reverse with Launceston and New Town arrival cds, some minor cover wrinkling, fine 
and scarce destination.

200 - 300
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51331ex

51332

51333

51331 CC   Scott 279Bjs
1897-1903 Specimen Booklet: Practically complete booklet showing seven out of eight panes of six of 
the Washington 2c red, with each stamp with Specimen ovpt, plus Specimen also on the booklet cover, 
front cover torn and repaired by tape, plus back cover part missing, still and extremely rare example of 
this booklet, practically never offered on the market, a true rarity.

800 - 1’000

51332 CC J   Scott 299
1901 10c Pan American Exposition mint n.h. marginal imprint plate block of six with “Bureau, Engraving 
& Printing” and “1151”, weak perfs vertically and probably expertly re-attached, still a very attractive 
and scarce positional multiple.

600 - 800

51333 CC   Scott 312
1902-03 $2 Deep blue mint nh, very fine and fresh, cert. PF (1982) (Scott $2’475)

500 - 600

51334 F  /  View the image/s online 
1919 (March 15) Cover to Suriname, South America franked with dramatic mis-perforation strip of three 
1c greens and a 2c dark rose, tied by Chicago cds, arrival on reverse 28th April, a fascinating usage and 
visually appealing.

100 - 120

Local Stamps

51335 F   Scott 19L1
1852 Boyce's City Express Post, New York N.Y., 2c black on green glazed paper, large to ample margins 
on three sides and only slightly touched at left, uncancelled on 1854 envelope (upper flap missing) 
with full contents to Philadelphia showing "New-York 5 Cts. FEB 18" integral-rate circular datestamp 
alongside, fine: about eight to ten covers known exhibiting the Boyce's City express post stamp (of 
which only a handful show the year date) as well as about five known off cover; signed in pencil by 
Jakubek (1974); ex Boker.

1’000 - 1’500
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The Jack Thompson Collection of the  
1898 Puerto Príncipe Surcharged Provisionals

The Jack Thompson collection of Puerto Príncipe Provisionals is a highly significant 
presentation of probably the most challenging issue of Cuba, including many of this region's 
rarest items. 

To fully appreciate these intriguing surcharged Spanish colonial stamps it is important 
to understand the backdrop to their existence. The city of Puerto Príncipe was occupied 
by the American troops on 24 November 1898. As the American issues for Cuba were not 
available yet and following the suggestion of the Administrator of the Post in Puerto Príncipe 
(General Lope Recio Loynaz), the Governor of the Province of Camagüey, U.S. Army Brigadier 
General Louis H. Carpenter approved a provisional issue for Puerto Príncipe by surcharging 
low denominations of the 1898 “Autonomía'' issue for Cuba. These stamps were surcharged 
at the local “Las Dos Repúblicas” newspaper plant during the night for security reasons, 
using a flatbed press, and were produced in horizontal strips of five stamps. There were five 
printings, the first one was executed on 9.12.1898, the second and the third ones on 24.12, 
the fourth one on 27.12 and the fifth on 11.1.1899. These five distinct printings have over 
time been reconstructed by specialists and collectors, creating a captivating area of study 
and an array of scarce and valuable stamps. The Scott specialised and Edifil catalogues 
illustrate and outline their characteristics in detail of the five printings. Due to the poor lighting 
conditions at the time of their production and limitations with equipment, in addition to the five 
specifications, several errors exist, some of which are very rare. The postal history is also of 
great scarcity, as the usage of this issue was only possible for one month, between 19.12.1898 
and 20.1.1899, when the U.S. issues for Cuba arrived.

If we consider the circumstances surrounding the Puerto Príncipe stamps, including the 
provisional nature of the issue, its usage confined to few localities in Cuba, the very  
interesting study and classification of the various printings as well as the very short period 
of usage, this is a field of great fascination. As a matter of fact, it has attracted the interest 
of some of the most renowned philatelists in history such as Philippe Ferrari de la Renotière, 
Arthur Hind and Josiah K. Lilly, who possessed remarkable assemblies of Puerto Príncipe. 
The Jack Thompson collection is the most significant assembly ever formed on the Puerto 
Príncipe issue, and also comprises items originating from the most important past former 
collectors of this territory, including Henry G. Brock, Ferrars H. Tows, John C. Juhring,  
Peter A. Robertson, Ignacio Prats and Yamil H. Kouri Jr.

In conclusion, this is a unique opportunity to obtain rarities from this enchanting provisional 
issue, as it will be extremely difficult to repeat such an offering on this scale due to the wide 
selection of material from Puerto Príncipe which is available in this distinguished sale.

Las Vegas, May 2022     Pedro H. Ortiz

We thank Pedro H. Ortiz for his assistance  
to ensure the correct classification of positions and printings of the lots.
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U.S. Possessions

Puerto Príncipe

First Printing

51336 51338

51336 C   Scott 176, 177
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, first printing, mint reconstructed strip of five made from rejoining a 
strip of three and a pair, making the complete setting, good centring, right hand stamp with thin spot, 
otherwise very fine and clean; only 600 printed, cert. P.F. (1975); ex Tows and Prats.

600 - 800

51337 F   Scott 176, 178
1898 (Dec 28) Cover sent to Havana, franked with 1c on 1m and 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, 
tied by the Puerto Principe cds, with arrival cds for Havana dated Jan. 8 1899, slight imperfection to 
top right of envelope which by no means affect the significance, this being an extremely important 
provisional mailing with the 3c Spanish colonial rate for inter-island correspondence; there being thirty 
covers with stamps of this issue known but many of these are in the Cuban Postal Museum in Havana; 
one of two reported examples of the 1c value on cover; cert. P.F. (2014).

700 - 900

51338 G   Scott 178
1898 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, position 4, used, tied to a piece by a scarce and crisp 
military station Puerto Principe postmark, some climatic toning to edges, rare cancel on this issue, 
normally found with the island cds, and rarely so finely struck; cert. P.F. (1976); ex Prats.

50 - 80
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51339 G F   Scott 178
1898 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, tied to large piece, the letter must have been addressed 
within the province and then forwarded to France; some creasing, some damage and soiling that do not 
diminish its importance; the 2c Spanish colonial rate being a very rare franking; ex Prats.

500 - 700

51340 F   Scott 178
1898 Registered mail receipt from a correspondence originating in Yaguarachi (Ecuador), franked with 
2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, position 3, tied by blue Puerto Principe cds in January 1899; 
some creasing and imperfection at top; a very rare 2c Spanish colonial rate for this type of postal 
document; one of two known registered mail receipts with Puerto Principe franking (both included 
in this sale); ex Manning.

1’000 - 1’500

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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51341

51342 51343

51341 G   Scott 178
1898 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, position 5, used, tied to a piece by a spectacular military 
station Puerto Principe oval ds, scarce postmark on this issue, which is normally found with the island 
cds and extraordinarily scarce so fine; ex Prats.

50 - 80

51342 G   Scott 178
1898 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, position 2, tied to a piece by a superb military station 
Puerto Principe postmark, dated November 11, this being one of the best examples of this cancel, very 
fine; ex Prats.

50 - 80

51343 F   Scott 178
1898 Registered mail receipt from a correspondence originating in New York (USA), franked with 
2c on 2m orange-brown, position 4, first printing, tied by blue Puerto Principe cds on 18 January 
1899, backstamped in Havana (22 January, just two days before the stamps were withdrawn); some 
creasing and damage at top not detracting; a 2c Spanish colonial rate is very rare for this type of postal 
document, being one of two known registered mail receipts with Puerto Principe frankings (both 
included in this sale); ex Prats.

800 - 1’000

51344 C A   Scott 178, 179
1898 2c on 2m black, first printing, trial impression of the complete setting of five on green paper; very 
fine and clean; one of only three recorded; cert. P.F. (1989); ex Prats.

700 - 800
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51345
51346

51345 C   Scott 178, 179
1898 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, mint strip of five, rejoined and hinged to reinforce separation, 
positioned low, very small thin spot at left, otherwise very fresh and clean; only 600 printed; signed 
Bloch; ex Prats.

250 - 400

51346 G   Scott 178, 179
1898 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, positions 1-2, used pair, tied to a piece unusually by a 
military station Puerto Principe postmark, some climatic toning to edges, rare postmark on this issue 
normally found with the island cds and with the two types of surcharge (Scott 178 and 179); cert. P.F. 
(1976); ex Prats.

60 - 100

51347 F   Scott 178, 179
1899 (Jan) Registered cover sent to Germany, franked with 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, 
positions 1-2-3-4-5, applied as two pairs and a single, the complete five settings tied to the back by 
the Puerto Principe cds, with purple registry handstamp on front, very fine condition and extremely 
important, being the 5c Spanish colonial rate for foreign mail plus 5c registry fee; this is the only 
recorded cover with complete setting of five as well as the only known example to Germany; 
signed Bloch; ex Tows, Brock, Juhring, Robertson and Kouri.

2’500 - 3’000
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51348 F   Scott 178, 179
1898 (Dec 28) Cover sent to Nuevitas (Cuba), franked with 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, strip 
of five with the displaced two cent overprint, neatly tied by the Puerto Principe cds, although a much 
reduced cover with soiling and damage, not detracting from this important item being a rare example 
of the 10c triple Spanish colonial rate overpaid by 1c, as well as the only known cover with an intact 
strip of five from this provisional issue; ex Tows and Prats.

800 - 1’200

51349 F   Scott 178, 180
1899 (Jan) Cover sent to Columbia, franked with 2c on 2m position 4, and 3c on 3m position 5, orange-
brown, two different values from the first printing, tied by Puerto Principe cds, 16 January transit of 
Havana and arrival on back, minor flaws to envelope, an important item showing the 5c Spanish colonial 
rate for international mail, as well as being a significant piece; one of two known 3c stamps from the 
first printing on cover (both offered in this auction); cert. P.F. (2013). 

1’000 - 1’500
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51350 51351

51350 H G   Scott 178a
1898 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, positions 2, 4 & 5, three singles each exhibiting the inverted 
surcharge variety, used, Puerto Principe cds, two tied to piece, a useful selection of the overprint error, 
with just minor toning to position 2, otherwise fine; positions 4 and 5 have cert P.F. (2005); ex Prats.

100 - 150

51351 H   Scott 178a
1898 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, position 1, inverted surcharge, used, Puerto Principe blue 
cds on 22.12.98, fine example of the overprint error; cert. Graus (1990).

50 - 100

51352
51353

51352 G   Scott 179
1898 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, position 2 and position 1 surcharge on sheet selvage, tied 
to piece by a very fine 28.12.98 Puerto Principe cds, well centred stamp, clear printing, very fine, a 
spectacular example of this scarce error printing of overprint on selvage; ex Roberston.

200 - 300

51353 H   Scott 179a
1898 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, position 2, error of inverted surcharge, used, Puerto 
Principe cds, perfectly centred stamp, crisp printing, very fine, a wonderful example of the inverted 
overprint; cert P.F. (2005).

150 - 200

51354 C   Scott 180
1898 3c on 3m orange-brown, first printing, positions 1, 3, 4 & 5, four mint singles, hinged, position 
1 with a thin and tone spots, position 4 a small corner crease, otherwise all fine examples, a scarce 
selection, 600 printed from this issue; ex Prats.

150 - 200
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51355 F   Scott 180
1898 (Dec 20) Cover sent to Havana (Cuba), franked with 3c on 3m orange-brown, first printing, position 
4, neatly tied by blue Correo de Puerto Principe cds, with crisp blue Havana cancel to back dated 29 
December, horizontal creases and small tear to the top hardly perceptible, a very fine example; one of 
only two known 3c stamps of the first printing on cover; ex Prats.

1’000 - 1’500

51356 H   Scott 180a
1898 3c on 3m orange-brown, first printing, position 3, inverted overprint variety, used, Puerto Principe 
cds, fine example of the surcharge error; cert CPSA (2004).

100 - 150

51357 51358

51357 H   Scott 180a
1898 3c on 3m orange-brown, first printing, position 5, surcharge overprint inverted, used with blue Puerto 
Principe cds, well centred, pulled perf at base, otherwise very fine example of the error; signed Bloch.

100 - 150

51358 H   Scott 180a
1898 3c on 3m orange-brown, first printing, position 5, inverted overprint, used, blue Puerto Principe 
cds, beautifully centred, good colour, perforation nibbled at base, very fine example of this scarce 
surcharge variety; signed Bloch; ex Prats.

80 - 120
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51359 51360

51359 G   Scott 180a
1898 3c on 3m orange-brown, first printing, position 4, inverted overprint error, used, tied to piece by blue 
Puerto Principe cds, a fine example of this surcharge variety; signed Bloch and Tows; ex Tows and Prats.

100 - 150

51360 G   Scott 180a, 181a
1898 3c on 3m orange-brown, first printing, positions 1-2, a spectacular inverted surcharge combination 
used pair, neatly tied to a small piece by a blue Puerto Principe cds dated 20.1.1898, presenting 
superior quality, very fine and clear impression, with the single cancel further enhancing appearance; 
signed Bloch and Tows; ex Tows and Prats.

350 - 500

51361 51363

51361 G   Scott 181
1898 3c on 3m orange-brown, first printing, position 2, mint, well centred, clean and very fine example, 
hinge remains to back, scarce issue with only 600 printed; signed Tows; ex Tows and Prats.

200 - 300

51362 C   Scott 188, 189
1898 5c on 5m orange-brown, first printing, mint strip of five, positions 1 to 5, a rare example of the 
complete setting, rejoined from a pair to left and three singles attached with hinges to back, middle and 
left stamp with small thins and tone spots to the pair and the penultimate stamp, otherwise fine and 
fresh; a significant and scarce piece with only 200 printed; cert. Echenagusía (1993).

700 - 800

51363 H   Scott 188a
1898 5c on 5m orange-brown, first printing, position 3, inverted surcharge variety, used example 
cancelled by the Puerto Principe cds, vibrant printing, thin lower corner, otherwise very fine example of 
the inverted overprint; ex Prats.

200 - 300
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51364 51365 51367

51364 H   Scott 188a
1898 5c on 5m orange-brown, first printing, position 4, used example exhibiting the inverted overprint, 
Puerto Principe cds, nicely positioned, thin top corner and paper remnants to back, otherwise very fine 
surcharge variety; ex Prats. 

200 - 300

51365 H   Scott 188a
1898 5c on 5m orange-brown, first printing, position 5, surcharge overprint inverted, very attractive side 
marginal example, cancelled with a clean strike of the Puerto Principe cds, well centred, heavily hinged, 
however one of the finest looking examples of this scarce error; signed Bloch; ex Prats.

200 - 300

51366 F   Scott 188a
1898 (Dec 19) Cover to Nuevitas, franked with 5c on 5m orange-brown, inverted surcharge, first 
printing, position 4, tied by blue Puerto Principe cds dated on the first day of issue, envelope reduced 
at left with vertical and horizontal creases and a corner repair at bottom left, which do not lesson the 
importance of this exceptionally rare item, which is also a scarce survivor of the 5c civilian mail rate; one 
of two known first day covers of this Puerto Principe Provisional variety; a marvellous opportunity 
to acquire this historically significant item; cert. P.F. (2019).

3’000 - 4’000

51367 H   Scott 188a, 189a
1898 5c on 5m orange-brown, first printing, positions 1-2, amazing inverted surcharge combination pair 
illustrating both overprint types used on this issue, cancelled by a single Puerto Principe cds, very fresh 
and clear impression, exhibiting the distinctive surcharge characteristics; ex Prats.

400 - 500
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Second Printing

51368 51369 51370

51368 H   Scott 179F
1898 3c on 2m orange-brown, second printing, position 5, used with a double circle cancel, bright 
colour, minor flaws such as thin and apparent perf imperfections (all known examples are defective to 
some degree), fine colour; the rarest Puerto Principe Provisional; signed Bloch and Tows; ex Tows, 
Juhring, Robertson, Prats and Kouri.

500 - 1’000

51369 H   Scott 179G
1898 3c on 2m orange-brown, second printing, position 4, lightly used with cds of Puerto Principe, very 
fresh colour, a most important example, being one of two known from this printing; cert. P.F. (1988); 
ex Prats.

600 - 1’000

51370 H   Scott 182
1898 5c on 1m orange-brown, second printing, position 3, used, military station Puerto Principe cds, 
well centred and crisp example of this issue; 500 printed; signed Bloch; ex Prats.

60 - 100

51371 51373
51374

51371 G   Scott 182
1898 5c on 1m orange-brown, second printing, position 3, mint hinged example, well centred, good 
clean vibrant colour, very fine and rare; cert P.F. (1975), signed Tows; ex Tows and Prats.

300 - 500

51372 J  /  View the image/s online Scott 182
1916 Picture postcard of Port au Prince, bearing 1898 5c on 1m orange-brown, second printing, tied by 
“Cuerpo de Telegrafos/Estacion de Sueca” circular handstamp, repeated on reverse, a most unusual 
and scarce item, a perfect compliment to an exhibit or detailed study of this fascinating issue.

60 - 100

51373 G   Scott 182
1898 5c on 1m orange-brown, second printing, position 5, attractively tied to piece by crisp Puerto 
Principe black cds, minor climatic tone spots, fine appearance, and a scarce issue; just 100 printed; 
signed Bloch and Bartels; ex Prats.

60 - 100

51374 G   Scott 182, 183
1898 5c on 1m orange-brown, second printing, positions 1 and 2, used pair illustrating the two differing 
types of overprint, tied to small piece by the cds of Puerto Principe, well centred and fresh example of 
this rare combination; only 160 printed; signed Bloch and Tows; ex Tows and Prats.

500 - 1’000
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51375 51376

51375 G   Scott 182a
1898 5c on 1m orange-brown, second printing, position 5, surcharge inverted error, used, tied to piece 
by black cds, fresh colour, attractively centred, fine example of this overprint variety; signed Bloch and 
Tows; ex Robertson, Tows, Juhring and Prats.

60 - 100

51376 G   Scott 183a
1898 5c on 1m orange-brown, second printing, position 2, inverted overprint error, tied to small piece 
by Puerto Principe cds on 17.1.99, fine used example of this rare surcharge variety; cert Friedl (1978), 
signed Tows; ex Prats.

400 - 500

51377 C   Scott 184
1898 5c on 2m orange-brown, second printing, positions 3-4-5, mint strip, clean, crisp impression, tiny 
thin left stamp and larger thin to base of the other two, which does not detract from the importance of 
this piece; only 100 printed; this being a unique mint strip of three; ex Prats.

1’000 - 2’000

51378
51379 51380

51378 G   Scott 184
1898 5c on 2m orange-brown, second printing, position 3, used and tied to small piece by a splendid 
military station Puerto Principe oval ds, fine stamp of this scarce issue; signed Bloch and Tows; ex Prats.

100 - 150

51379 C   Scott 184, 185
1898 5c on 2m orange-brown, second printing, positions 1 and 2, mint pair exhibiting the two differing 
types of surcharge overprint (Scott 184 and 185), very clean fresh example of this rare combination; only 
100 printed; one other recorded multiple; cert. Behr (2008).

600 - 700

51380 C   Scott 186
1898 5c on 3m orange-brown, second printing, position 5, unused no gum, small thin top and apparent 
perf flaws, however extremely rare stamp; just 200 printed, most of which are known used; cert P.F. 
(2008); ex Prats.

400 - 600
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51381 51382 51383

51381 G   Scott 186
1898 5c on 3m orange-brown, second printing, positions 4-5, used, an incredible example with the 
surcharge printed on the selvage, tied to a piece by cds, very fine and visually appealing, rare error of 
overprint; only 200 were printed of this issue; almost certainly a unique item; signed Bloch and Tows; 
ex Prats.

150 - 200

51382 G   Scott 186
1898 5c on 3m orange-brown, second printing, position 1, used and tied to small piece unusually by a 
single rimmed cds, fine stamp of this rare issue; of which there were only 200 printed; ex Prats.

100 - 150

51383 G   Scott 186
1898 5c on 3m orange-brown, second printing, position 3, used, tied to a piece by Puerto Principe 
cds, well centred, very fine used, rare issue; only 200 printed; cert P.F. (2008), signed Bloch and Tows; 
ex Prats.

100 - 200

51384 51385
51386 51387

51384 G   Scott 186
1898 5c on 3m orange-brown, second printing, position 4, used, tied by military station oval ds of 
Puerto Principe to piece, well centred, rare stamp, very fine used; just 200 printed; cert P.F. (2008), 
signed Bloch and Tows; ex Prats.

100 - 200

51385 G   Scott 186a
1898 5c on 3m orange-brown, second printing, position 1, inverted overprint variety, tied to piece by 
cds of Puerto Principe, particularly appealing due to the clarity of the error of surcharge; cert. Friedl 
(1978), signed Tows; ex Tows and Prats.

100 - 200

51386 G   Scott 186a
1898 5c on 3m orange-brown, second printing, position 4, inverted surcharge error, used, tied to a 
small piece by Puerto Principe cds, rich colour, fine example of this overprint variety; ex Prats.

100 - 200

51387 G   Scott 186a
1898 5c on 3m orange-brown, second printing, position 4, inverted surcharge error used and tied to a 
small piece by Puerto Principe cds, faint climate toning, attractive with the clear profile, fine example of 
this overprint error; signed Bloch and Tows; ex Robertson, Juhring and Prats.

100 - 200
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51388 51389 51390

51388 C   Scott 187
1898 5c on 3m orange-brown, second printing, position 2, mint single, fresh impression, fine and 
scarce, hinge remains to back; 1000 printed of this issue, rare stamp in this condition.

300 - 400

51389 C   Scott 188
1898 5c on 5m orange-brown, second printing, positions 1, 3 & 5, three mint singles, hinge remains, 
all with vibrant colour, positions 1 and 5 have thins, some minor tone spots to 3 and 5, otherwise a fine 
selection; only 200 printed of this issue; each has a cert P.F. (2008).

100 - 150

51390 H   Scott 188
1898 5c on 5m orange-brown, second printing, position 4, used, Puerto Principe cds, thin to side, minor 
imperfections, scarce example; only 200 printed of this issue; ex Prats.

80 - 150

51391 51392 51393 51394 51395

51391 C   Scott 188a
1898 5c on 5m orange-brown, second printing, position 4, mint example showing the inverted overprint 
variety, superb colour, nicely centred, has two faint diagonal creases, otherwise very fine; cert. P.F. 
(1979).

800 - 900

51392 C   Scott 189
1898 5c on 5m orange-brown, second printing, position 2, mint, lightly hinged, very fine, clean, vibrant 
colour, a unusually fresh example of this rare stamp; only 200 printed of this issue and most are found in 
used condition; probably the finest unused example; signed J.-F. Brun; ex Tows and Prats.

1’000 - 2’000

51393 C   Scott 189a
1898 5c on 5m orange-brown, second printing, position 2, surcharge inverted variety, mint, crisp colour, 
small tear top right and tiny thin, hinge remains to back, very rare stamp, few unused examples exist, a 
fantastic opportunity to acquire this prestigious overprint error; ex Prats.

400 - 600

51394 C   Scott 190
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, position 5, mint, small hinge thin and discolouration top, 
well centred and a good unused example; only 800 printed of this issue of which most are used; ex 
Robertson and Prats.

100 - 150

51395 C   Scott 190
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, position 4, mint, hinge remains to back, tiny thin, fresh 
colour, a fine unused example of this much rarer position; just 160 printed of this issue; signed Bloch 
and Tows; ex Prats.

100 - 150
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51396 51397

51396 C   Scott 190
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, position 3, mint, small hinge remnant to back, tiny thin, 
extraordinary fine colour, very fine appearance of this scarce stamp; only 800 printed; signed Champion.

100 - 150

51397 C   Scott 190
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, position 1, mint, climate toning, thin and minor perforation 
imperfections, scarce example; only 800 printed of this issue of which most are used; cert P.F. (1975); 
ex Prats.

80 - 120

51398
51399

51398 H   Scott 190
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, positions 3 and 4, pair with overprint to selvage, 
attractively cancelled with a single Puerto Principe cds, very fine postal use of this visually appealing 
surcharge error; cert. P.F. (2008), signed Champion; ex Prats.

250 - 350

51399 G   Scott 190
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, position 3-4-5, strip of three with selvage at centre and 
with the surcharge applied, a spectacular example, fine condition, superbly illustrating the overprint 
error to gutter; cert. P.F. (2008), signed Bloch and Tows; ex Tows and Prats.

250 - 350

51400 51401

51400 G   Scott 190
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, positions 4 and 5, used strip of three with overprint to 
selvage at centre and without surcharge to right, very fine spectacular multiple tied to small piece by cds, 
rare example of this extraordinary combination of varieties, postally used, visually attractive; ex Prats.

300 - 400

51401 G   Scott 190, 191
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, positions 1 and 2, pair with overprint to selvage, and with 
the two types of surcharge, tied to a small piece by a single rimmed cds of Puerto Principe, fine postal 
use of this attractive variety; ex Prats.

200 - 250
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51402
51403 51404

51402 H   Scott 190a
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, position 3, used single, Puerto Principe cds, with 
overprint inverted, thin and two small corner folds, otherwise a good example of the surcharge error; 
cert P.F. (2005).

80 - 150

51403 G   Scott 190a
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, position 4, tied to piece by double circle Puerto Principe 
cds, surcharge inverted, apparent tropicalisation, otherwise a good used stamp illustrating the overprint 
error; cert P.F. (1975).

80 - 150

51404 G   Scott 190a
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, position 5, neatly tied to small piece by the cds of Puerto 
Principe, inverted overprint variety, a very fine and attractive example of this surcharge error; certs. 
CPSA (1995) and P.F. (2005).

80 - 150

51405 51406
51407 51408

51405 G   Scott 190a, 191a
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, positions 1 and 2, used pair, tied to piece by cds, with 
the inverted surcharge variety, both types of overprint represented (Scott 190a and 191a), some climate 
discolouration, a rare opportunity to acquire a combination pair illustrating the error; cert CPSA (2004); 
ex Tows.

300 - 500

51406 G   Scott 190b
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, position 5 (left), pair one without surcharge, tied to a 
piece by the Puerto Principe cds, fine example, used of the overprint error used in combination with the 
correct issue; cert. P.F. (2005); ex Prats.

150 - 200

51407 C   Scott 191
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, position 2, mint, hinge thin, very fine, vibrant colour, 
nicely centred, scarce in such clean condition, and a rare opportunity to acquire an unused example of 
this issue; only 160 printed; ex Prats.

350 - 500

51408 C   Scott 193
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, second printing, position 2, mint, very fresh and fine; only 160 printed; 
cert. Behr (2008); signed J.-F. Brun.

150 - 200
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Third Printing

51409 51410 51411 51412 51413

51409 C   Scott 177
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 3, mint, crisp and fine example, minor hinge 
remnants to reverse, scarce; only 180 printed; ex Prats.

200 - 250

51410 C   Scott 177
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 4, mint, fine example, fresh colour, hinge remains, 
scarce issue; only 180 printed; ex Prats.

200 - 250

51411 C   Scott 177
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 1, mint, vibrant and fine stamp exhibiting strong 
colour, small hinge remains, very few found in this condition; ex Prats.

100 - 150

51412 G   Scott 177
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 5, used tied to a small piece, fine scarce example, 
only 180 printed; cert. Graus (1990); ex Prats.

100 - 150

51413 G   Scott 177
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 3, used, tied to a piece by a military station Puerto 
Principe postmark, dated November 11, eye catching, very fine example; signed Bloch; ex Prats.

50 - 100

51414 F   Scott 177
1899 (Jan 29) Cover to St. Louis franked with three 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing (positions 3-4-
5), in combination with pair of U.S. Administration 1899 1c green, tied by Puerto Principe cds, arrival to 
reverse on Feb. 6; horizontal filing crease top of envelope which does not detract, a very clean example, 
one of two covers known at the 5c international mail rate used with the 1c value; signed Bloch.

1’200 - 2’000
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51415

51416
51417

51415 H   Scott 177, 177a
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, used strip of three, positions 2-3-4, tied to small piece by 
military station machine cancel, slight tropical staining as often encountered, otherwise fine and scarce; 
cert. A.P.S. (1975); ex Prats.

200 - 250

51416 C   Scott 177a
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 2, mint, lovely fresh and very fine appearance, 
small hinge remains to reverse mentioned only for accuracy, does not affect importance, scarce issue; 
only 180 printed; ex Prats.

600 - 700

51417 G   Scott 177a
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 2, used tied to a small piece by a military station 
cds, fine scarce example; signed Bloch; ex Prats.

100 - 150

51418
51419 51420 51421

51418 H   Scott 177b
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 3, inverted overprint error, very minor creasing and 
tiny thin otherwise fine used example of the surcharge variety; cert. P.F. (1975); ex Prats.

100 - 150

51419 G   Scott 177b
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 5, inverted overprint variety with the broken “D”, 
used on small piece, fine and clean example of the surcharge error; signed Bloch; ex Moorhouse.

150 - 200

51420 G   Scott 177b
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 1, inverted overprint variety, used on small piece, 
very fine and clean example of the surcharge error; ex Prats.

150 - 200

51421 G   Scott 177b
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 4, used, inverted overprint error, tied to small 
piece, a fine example of the surcharge variety.

150 - 200
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51422
51423 51424 51425

51422 G   Scott 177b
1898 1c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 5, inverted overprint variety, tied to small piece, 
very fine used example of the surcharge error; signed Bloch; ex Prats.

150 - 200

51423 C   Scott 179B
1898 3c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 5, mint, small thin otherwise very fine and fresh, 
only 40 printed, signed Tows; ex Tows and Prats.

100 - 150

51424 C   Scott 179B
1898 3c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 4, unused, no gum, hinge remains, fine scarce 
example, only 40 printed; signed Bloch; ex Prats.

100 - 150

51425 G   Scott 179B
1898 3c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 5, double surcharge variety, used, tied to small 
piece, heavy horizontal crease, rare example of the overprint error; ex Prats.

500 - 750

51426 F   Scott 179B
1899 (Jan) Cover sent to Havana, franked with 3c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 3, tied by 
Puerto Principe cds, very fine condition, uncreased and very minor stain to base, and extremely unusual 
in this condition being the 3c island mail rate during the Spanish colonial period; one of five recorded 
covers from the third printing; ex Prats.

1’000 - 1’500
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51427 F   Scott 179B
1898 Cover sent to Havana, franked with 3c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, position 1, tied by 
indistinct cds, blue cachet to reverse, vertical and horizontal creasing, tear reinforced to prevent 
splitting and part of side and back missing, which do not detract from the prestige of this rare use of a 
3c Spanish colonial rate for island mail; one of five recorded covers from the third printing; ex Prats.

800 - 1’500

51428 F   Scott 179B, 178
1899 (Jan 6) Cover sent to New York (USA), franked with 2c on 2m first printing, and 3c on 1m third 
printing, orange-brown, positions 1 and 3 respectively, tied by Puerto Principe cds, transit of Havana 
and arrival in New York on reverse, whilst creased and tear with edge flaws at top otherwise fine, a most 
significant rare usage; one of five recorded covers from the third printing; signed Bloch; ex Tows, 
Robertson and Kouri.

1’500 - 2’500
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51429 C   Scott 179B, 179D
1898 3c on 1m orange-brown, third printing, mint horizontal strip of three, positions 2-3-4, with 
combination overprint from Scott spec. 179B (position 2-3) and 179D (position 4); slight hint of a hinge, 
stain spot at bottom of middle stamp, fresh well centred, very fine and rare strip; only 180 printed; cert. 
P.F. (1992); ex Kouri.

500 - 1’000

51430 51431

51430 G   Scott 192
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, third printing, position 4, used tied on small piece, horizontal crease, 
scarce example, only 160 printed; cert. P.F. (2005).

100 - 150

51431 H   Scott 192
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, third printing, positions 1 and 3, two used singles, cancelled by black cds, 
thins to both, well centred, good colour, scarce issue; only 160 printed; position 5 has cert P.F. (2005).

50 - 80

51430
51430 51431

51432 G   Scott 192
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green issue, third printing, position 3, used selvage with surcharge overprinted, 
tied to small piece by cds, an extraordinary usage, very fine condition, rare overprint error to selvage 
used as postage; cert. P.F. (2008); ex Prats.

150 - 300

51433 G   Scott 192
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, third printing, position 4, used tied on small piece, very fine example, 
scarce example, only 160 printed; signed Bartels and Kleine; cert. P.F. (1992).

100 - 150

51434 G   Scott 192, 193
1898 5c on 1/2m blue-green, third printing, positions 2-3-4, horizontal strip of three, gutter stamp to 
centre and stamp on left having the thin numeral (Scott 193), used on small piece, toned and some 
stains, scarce example; signed Bloch and Tows; cert. Friedl (1978).

400 - 600
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Fourth Printing

51435 C   Scott 196
1898 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 4, mint, original gum, tone spots, hinge remains to 
back, well centred and a good example of this scarce issue which had just 400 printed; ex Prats.

60 - 100

51436 G   Scott 196
1898 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, positions 4 and 5, used pair, overprint to selvage error, very 
fine and attractively tied to small piece by single cds, a rare example of the surcharge variety used for 
postage, only two recorded; signed Bloch and Tows; ex Tows and Juhring.

150 - 200

51437 F   Scott 196
1899 (Jan 9) Commercial cover to Puerto Principe franked with 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, 
tied by oval grid of Santa Cruz del Sur and indistinct strike of a cds, blue company oval datestamp to 
left of address, vertical filing crease, reduced slightly to left and some minor tone spots to stamp, a fine 
and significant usage of; island mail illustrating the 3c Spanish colonial rate; one of four known covers 
originating in Santa Cruz del Sur (two offered in this auction); signed Bloch; ex Robertson and Kouri.

1’500 - 3’000
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51439

51438

51438 F   Scott 196
1899 (Jan) Cover to Puerto Principe franked with 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 1, tied 
by oval grid of Santa Cruz del Sur, blue Puerto Principe cds to back, vertical filing crease, small part 
of envelope missing on right side, which does not reduce the importance; being a 3c Spanish colonial 
rate use for island mail; one of four known covers originating in Santa Cruz del Sur (two offered in 
this auction); ex Prats.

1’500 - 2’000

51439 C  Scott 196
1898 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 5, mint, well positioned, crisp colour, has horizontal 
crease with small tear, some climatic tone spots, otherwise fine, scarce stamp with only 200 printed; 
cert P.F. (2005); ex Prats.

100 - 150

51440 F   Scott 196
1899 (Jan 8) Cover to Havana (Cuba) franked with 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, tied by Puerto 
Principe cds, envelope has vertical crease, torn, with soiling and damage to front, part of back missing 
which does not detract from the importance of this usage, being a rare example of the 3c Spanish 
colonial rate for island mail; one of five known covers franked with a single stamp from the fourth 
printing; cert. Friedl; ex Prats. 

1’500 - 3’000
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51441 F   Scott 196, 178
1899 (January 19) Cover to Nucia (Spain), franked with 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, and 2c 
on 3m orange-brown, first printing, tied by indistinct oval grid, faint horizontal filing crease, very minor 
soiling, attractive and appealing composition, fine and significant usage of; an extremely important 
combination cover illustrating the 5c international rate; only recorded Puerto Principe cover to Spain; 
cert. Soro, signed Roig; ex Prats.

1’500 - 2’000

51442 51443
51444

51442 C   Scott 196, 197
1898 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, positions 1-2-3, mint strip of three, original gum, diagonal 
crease to centre stamp, superb vibrant colour, very nicely centred, fine example featuring the two 
overprint types (Scott 196 and 197); only 400 printed from this issue; signed Tows; ex Prats.

150 - 200

51443 H   Scott 196a
1898 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 5, inverted overprint error, lightly used, Puerto 
Principe cds, one minor missing perforation lower right, otherwise very fine, clean stamp, scarce use of 
this surcharge variety; signed Bloch; ex Prats.

150 - 200

51444 G   Scott 196a
1898 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 1, inverted overprint error, tied to small piece by 
a very light strike of a cds, clean and fresh colour, very fine example of this scarce surcharge variety; 
signed Bloch and Tows; ex Prats.

150 - 200
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51445 51446

51445 G   Scott 196a
1898 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 3, inverted overprint variety, used, tied to a piece by 
a Puerto Principe cds, very fresh colour, well centred, a scarce example of this surcharge error; signed 
Bloch and Tows; ex Prats.

150 - 200

51446 G   Scott 196a
1898 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 4, inverted surcharge variety, used, tied to a piece 
by a blue Puerto Principe cds, very minor tone spots to tips of some perforations, strong colour, well 
centred, a fine and scarce example of this overprint error; ex Prats.

150 - 200

51447 51448

51447 H   Scott 197a
1898 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 2, inverted surcharge variety, used, Puerto 
Principe cds, hinge thin to back, very minor climate colouration, a scarce example of this overprint 
error; ex Prats.

150 - 200

51448 H G   Scott 198
1898 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 1, used single tied to piece by the military station 
Puerto Principe oval ds, fresh colour, a scarce cancel, in fine condition; ex Prats.

60 - 80

51449 51450

51449 H G   Scott 198
1898 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 4, tied to piece by Puerto Principe military station 
oval ds, good colour, well centred, scarce this fine; ex Prats.

50 - 70

51450 H G   Scott 198
1898 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 5, used, tied to piece by the military station Puerto 
Principe ds, good strong colour, nicely centred, a scarce use in fine condition; ex Prats.

60 - 80
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51451 F   Scott 198
1899 (Jan 26) Cover to St Louis (USA) franked with 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 3, tied 
by Puerto Principe cds, vertical filing crease, small part of envelope missing to right side and repaired, 
minor soiling, which does not detract from the importance of the item; carried at 5c Spanish colonial 
rate for international mail; one of two known Puerto Principe frankings on a Spanish American War 
Patriotic cover; ex Prats.

1’500 - 3’000

51452 G   Scott 198
1898 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 3, used on piece, with military station Puerto 
Principe oval ds, fine clarity of shade, minor climatic tone spots; ex Prats.

60 - 80

51453 C   Scott 198, 199
1898 3c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, positions 1-2-3 strip of three on left and a pair positions 4-5 
on right, mint, reconstructed strip of five, original gum, hinged, stunning colour, centred nicely, clean 
and attractive example with the two overprint types; 3,000 printed from this issue; ex Prats.

150 - 250
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51454 51455
51456 51457

51454 H   Scott 198a
1898 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 5, inverted surcharge, used with unusually crisp and 
clear strike of the Puerto Principe cds, good colour, well centred larger stamp, two minor perforation 
bends top, a fine example of this overprint error; ex Robertson and Prats.

150 - 250

51455 H   Scott 198a
1898 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 4, inverted surcharge variety, used, strong colour, 
fine example of this appealing overprint error; cert CPSA (2004); ex Prats.

150 - 200

51456 G   Scott 198a
1898 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 1, inverted surcharge variety, tied to a piece by a 
clear Puerto Principe cds, clean stamp, fresh colour, well centred, a fine and scarce example of this 
overprint error; signed Bloch; ex Prats.

150 - 250

51457 G   Scott 198a
1898 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 3, inverted overprint, used and tied to piece by 
cds, very fine example, tremendous colour, illustrating this scarce surcharge error; cert CPSA (1995); 
ex Prats.

150 - 250

51458 51459
51460

51458 G   Scott 198a
1898 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, pair, positions 3 and 4, with surcharge printed on blank 
gutter, used and tied to a piece by a single strike of the Puerto Principe cds, attractive, fresh colour, well 
centred, very fine and scarce example of this overprint error; signed Bloch; ex Robertson and Prats.

100 - 150

51459 H G   Scott 199
1898 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 2, used singles, tied to piece by oval ds from military 
station in Puerto Principe, vibrant strong colour, well centred, scarce and fine; ex Prats.

70 - 100

51460 G   Scott 199a
1898 5c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, position 2, inverted surcharge, used and tied to a piece 
by Puerto Principe cds, some climate toning, strong colour, good example of this rare overprint error; 
signed Bloch; ex Prats.

750 - 1’000
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51461 F   Scott 200, 217
1899 (Jan) Registered cover to Havana (Cuba), franked with 10c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, 
position 2, and 5c on 4m blue-green, fifth printing, position 4, tied to a homemade envelope by the 
Puerto Principe cds, arrival to back January 22, vertical filing crease; a most significant usage being a 
6c rate for double weight island mail plus 8c registry and 1c overpayment; one of four covers known 
bearing the fifth printing; and an incredible combination mailing with the fourth and fifth printing 
used together, which has been held in many of the great collections of this region; ex Houtzemer, 
Robertson, Prats and Kouri. 

1’500 - 2’500

51462 F   Scott 200, 178
1899 (Jan) Registered cover to Munich (Germany) franked with 10c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, 
and 2c on 2m orange-brown, first printing, tied by black indistinct cds, 10c also tied by purple boxed 
registry mark, blue arrival datestamp to back dated February 1st, a surprisingly very fine condition cover 
with just minor wear, most significant usage; carried at 5c Spanish colonial rate for international mail 
plus 5c registry fee and 2c overpaid; one of two recorded covers with the 10c on 1c and further 
enhanced by being registered to Europe; ex Kouri.

1’500 - 2’000
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51463 C   Scott 200, 200a
1898 10c on 1c black-violet, fourth printing, strip of three positions 1-2-3, and pair positions 4-5, mint, 
original gum, a reconstruction of the five settings, crease and thin to second pair, and crease to single, 
fresh strong colour, fine example of this scarce printing; ex Prats.

150 - 200

Fifth Printing

51464 G   Scott 183b
1898 5c on 1m orange-brown, fifth printing, position 1, error of surcharge incorrectly applied on the 
1m orange-brown, tied to small piece by Puerto Principe cds, an absolutely stunning piece of great 
importance and as such an exhibition item; the unique example from position 1 of the fifth printing; 
cert. Behr (1986), signed Tows; ex Tows and Prats.

800 - 1’500

51465 51466
51467

51465 C   Scott 201
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, positions 2-3, mint pair, original gum, hinge remains to back, 
fresh colour, very crisp surcharge, fine example; one of three known pairs of this stamp (two offered 
in this auction); ex Prats.

200 - 300

51466 C   Scott 201
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, mint, original gum, very crisp surcharge, fine 
example; cert APS (1974), signed Tows; ex Prats.

100 - 150

51467 G   Scott 201
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, used, tied neatly to a piece by a very fine military 
station number 11 duplex ds, attractive and fine; signed Bloch and Tows; ex Prats.

100 - 150
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51468
51469 51470

51468 C   Scott 201, 202
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, positions 4-5, mint pair, original gum, hinge remains to back, 
fresh colour, very crisp surcharge, fine example; one of three known pairs of this stamp (two offered 
in this auction) and this showing the two surcharge types (Scott 201 and 202); cert P.F. (2008); ex Prats.

400 - 600

51469 G   Scott 201, 202
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, pair, positions 3-4, misplaced surcharge variety, tied to piece 
by two blue Puerto Principe cds, vibrant colour, crisp impression, a marvellous combination pair with 
shifted overprint; ex Prats.

300 - 400

51470 G   Scott 201a
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, inverted surcharge, used, tied to small piece by 
Puerto Principe cds, fine example of the error of overprint; signed Bloch and Tows; ex Prats.

150 - 300

51471 51472 51473
51474

51471 G   Scott 201a
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 2, inverted surcharge, used, tied to small piece by 
cds, fresh colour, vibrant printing, very fine example of the error of overprint; signed Bloch and Bartels; 
ex Prats.

150 - 200

51472 G   Scott 201a
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 5, inverted overprint, used, tied to piece by Puerto 
Principe cds, fresh clean colour, very fine example of the error of surcharge; signed Bloch and Tows; 
ex Prats.

150 - 200

51473 G   Scott 201a
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 5, inverted surcharge, very fine used, tied to small 
piece by black cds, fresh clean example of the “eents” error of surcharge; signed Tows; ex Prats.

150 - 200

51474 G   Scott 201a, 201c
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, positions 4-5, inverted surcharge and overprinted on selvage 
error, used, tied to piece by crisp Puerto Principe cds, some climatic toning as is often the case, 
stunning showpiece being the; unique inverted surcharge with surcharged margin showing “eents” 
variety; cert Friedl (1978); signed Bloch and Bartels; ex Prats.

400 - 600
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51475
51476

51477

51475 G   Scott 201a, 201c
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, positions 4-5, Surcharge variety “eents” instead of “Cents” 
and overprint on selvage error, used tied to piece by single rimmed Puerto Principe cds, some climatic 
toning as is often the case, wonderful exhibition piece being the; unique type L surcharge with type 
K surcharge in gutter margin; signed Bloch and Bartels; ex Prats.

200 - 300

51476 G   Scott 202a
1898 3c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 4, inverted surcharge variety, tied to small piece 
by blue Puerto Principe cds, slight climatic toning as often encountered, a fine example of this rare 
overprint error on this specification; cert. Friedl (1978), signed Bartels; ex Prats.

300 - 400

51477 C   Scott 203
1898 3c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, position 3, mint, fresh bright colour, tiny almost imperceptible 
thin, otherwise very fine example of this rare issue; most are used; ex Prats.

500 - 600

51478 51479
51480

51481

51478 C   Scott 203
1898 3c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, position 5, mint, small thin, hinge remains, nicely placed 
overprint, a good example of this rare issue; most known are used; cert. CPSA (1995); ex Prats.

500 - 600

51479 H   Scott 203
1898 3c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, lightly cancelled by a Puerto Principe cds, crisp 
clear overprint and nicely centred, a very fine example of this scarce issue; cert CPSA (1995); ex Prats.

150 - 200

51480 G   Scott 203
1898 3c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, position 2, used on small piece, tied by Puerto Principe cds, 
stunning crisp overprint, vibrant colour nicely positioned; signed Bloch; ex Prats.

100 - 150

51481 G   Scott 203b
1898 3c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, position 2, inverted surcharge variety, tied to small piece by 
blue cds, nicely centred and good colour, the odd tone spots on perfs, a very fine overprint error; ex 
Robertson and Prats.

500 - 600
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51482 C   Scott 204
1898 3c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, position 4, mint, vibrant colour, hinge remains, clean and fine 
appearance, rare issue, very few known in this condition; cert. A.P.S. (1975), signed Tows; ex Tows 
and Prats.

1’000 - 1’500

51483 C   Scott 205, 205b, 206
1898 3c on 3m blue-green, fifth printing, complete setting of five in strip, a few climatic tone spots, 
hinge reinforcing the join between third and fourth stamp, exhibits the “eents” variety of surcharge these 
two stamps, fantastic colour, strong impression, clean looking, attractive strip, a most important piece 
being; the only recorded intact full setting of this rare provisional issue; (one of the highlights of the 
Kouri collection); ex Walsh, Robertson, Prats and Kouri.

1’500 - 3’000

51484
51485

51486 51487

51484 G   Scott 205, 206
1898 3c on 3m blue-green, fifth printing, pair, surcharge overprinted on selvage error, used and tied 
to a small piece by Puerto Principe cds, minor climatic tone spots, a stunning example of this scarce 
variety; Type L surcharge with Type K overprinted in sheet margin; signed Bloch and Tows, ex Tows 
and Prats.

300 - 500

51485 H   Scott 205a
1898 3c on 3m blue-green, fifth printing, position 2, inverted overprint variety, used, cancelled by a blue 
Puerto Principe cds, crisp colour, fine example of this rare surcharge error; signed Bloch.

250 - 400

51486 G   Scott 205a
1898 3c on 3m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, inverted surcharge error, used, tied to small piece 
by blue Puerto Principe cds, good strong colour, fine example of this rare overprint variety; signed 
Bloch, Bartels and Tows, ex Tows and Prats.

250 - 400

51487 G   Scott 205a
1898 3c on 3m blue-green, fifth printing, position 5, inverted surcharge variety, used, tied to piece by 
blue Puerto Principe cds, some climatic toning, well centred, fine example of this rare overprint error; 
ex Prats.

250 - 400
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51488
51489

51490

51488 G   Scott 206a
1898 3c on 3m blue-green, fifth printing, position 4, inverted overprint variety, used, tied to piece by 
blue Puerto Principe cds, apparent climatic toning, piece is vertically cut but to left but does not affect 
stamp, strong colour, fine example of this rare surcharge error; ex Prats.

250 - 500

51489 C   Scott 211
1898 5c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 5, mint, fresh, vibrant colour, clean stamp, small thin, 
hinge remains, very fine, attractive example, with only mint examples extant of this rare early Puerto 
Principe issues; cert. Behr (2008), signed J.-F. Brun.

600 - 1’000

51490 G   Scott 211
1898 5c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 4, used, tied to piece by light strike of a Puerto 
Principe cds, well centred, good colour, some faint tone spots to perforations, otherwise very fine; one 
of the rarest stamps of early Puerto Principe issues; ex Robertson and Prats.

800 - 1’200

51491 51492 51493
51494

51491 G   Scott 211
1898 5c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, used, very neatly tied to piece by a light strike of 
a blue Puerto Principe cds, vibrant fresh colour, well centred, very fine example of this rare issue, a 
showpiece, reflected in the elite collections it has been held; cert. Friedl (1978); ex Robertson and Prats.

600 - 1’000

51492 G   Scott 211
1898 5c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 2, used, tied to piece by black Puerto Principe cds, 
has vertical tear top centrally, otherwise a fine example of this rare issue; cert. Friedl (1978), signed 
Tows; ex Tows and Prats.

500 - 600

51493 G   Scott 211a
1898 5c on 1m blue-green, fifth printing, position 3, overprint error “eents” instead of “cents”, used, 
tied to small piece by black Puerto Principe cds, well centred, fresh colour, very fine, exhibition item; as 
illustrated by its prestigious provenance; one of the rarest varieties from the early Puerto Principe 
issues; cert. Friedl (1978), signed Tows; ex Andreini, Robertson, Tows and Prats.

1’000 - 2’000

51494 C   Scott 213
1898 5c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, position 5, mint, superior colour, fresh and vibrant stamp, has 
a corner crease and hinge remains; only 100 printed, one of the rarest stamps of the early Puerto 
Principe issue in this condition; signed Brun, V. Kneitschel and Soto Hermanos, cert. Behr (2008); ex 
Robertson and Juhring.

1’000 - 1’500
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51495 51496 51497

51495 C   Scott 213
1898 5c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, position 2, mint, fresh, vibrant colour, small thin, hinged, very 
fine otherwise, and clean example, in very fine condition; only 100 printed, one of the rarest mint 
stamps from the early Puerto Principe issues; cert. P.F. (1975), signed Tows; ex Prats.

900 - 1’500

51496 H   Scott 213
1898 5c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, used, well centred, fresh and clean example, in very 
fine condition; only 100 printed, one of the rarest stamps from the early Puerto Principe issues; ex 
Robertson and Prats.

500 - 1’000

51497 G   Scott 213
1898 3c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, pair, positions 1-2, overprint surcharge in gutter variety, tied to 
piece by Puerto Principe cds; an exceedingly scarce usage of this error in one of the rarest used 
stamps of the early Puerto Principe issues.

1’000 - 2’000

51498 51499
51500 51501

51498 C   Scott 213a
1898 5c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, position 3, mint, overprint variety “eents” instead of “cents”; 
very fine colour, fresh and clean example; one of the rarest varieties on stamps of the early Puerto 
Principe issues; cert. Graus; ex Prats. 

1’000 - 1’500

51499 G   Scott 214
1898 5c on 2m blue-green, fifth printing, position 4, used, tied to a small piece by cds, fine example of 
this rare issue; signed Bloch and Bartels; ex Robertson and Juhring. 

500 - 800

51500 C   Scott 215
1898 5c on 3m blue-green, fifth printing, position 2, mint, intensely rich deep colour, pristine freshness, 
has a small thin, otherwise very fine, scarce issue, especially in such clean and vibrant mint condition; 
only 500 printed. 

150 - 200

51501 H   Scott 215
1898 5c on 3m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, used, cancelled by blue Puerto Principe cds, small 
thin, otherwise fine, scarce issue; only 500 printed; ex Prats. 

100 - 150
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51502 51503

51502 G   Scott 215
1898 5c on 3m blue-green, fifth printing, position 5, used, tied to piece by a blue Puerto Principe cds, 
nicely centred, good colour, clean, fine, scarce issue; only 500 printed; ex Robertson and Prats. 

150 - 200

51503 H   Scott 215a
1898 5c on 3m blue-green, fifth printing, position 3, used, variety of overprint “eets” instead of “cents”, 
lightly cancelled by a black cds, fresh colour, fine example of this scarce issue; only 500 printed; cert. 
Friedl (1978). 

250 - 350

51504 51505

51504 C   Scott 216
1898 5c on 3m blue-green, fifth printing, position 4, mint, fabulously colour, fresh, clean stamp, small 
thin; only 500 printed; cert P.F. (1978), signed Tows; ex Prats.

1’000 - 1’500

51505 C   Scott 217
1898 5c on 4m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, mint, incredibly fresh colour, beautifully clean 
stamp, small thin; rare; only two examples are recorded of this Puerto Principe issue with original 
gum (both offered in this sale); only 300 printed most being in used condition; cert P.F. (1978); ex 
Robertson, Juhring and Prats.

1’000 - 1’500

51506 51507

51506 C   Scott 217
1898 5c on 4m blue-green, fifth printing, position 2, mint, clean crisp appearance; fine and rare; there 
are just two recorded examples of this Puerto Principe issue with original gum (both offered in this 
sale); only 300 printed most found in used condition; cert. A.P.S. (1974), signed Tows; ex Prats.

1’000 - 1’500

51507 C   Scott 217
1898 5c on 4m blue-green, fifth printing, position 5, mint, part original gum, diagonal crease lower left, 
otherwise a fine example of this rarity; one of the rarest stamps of the early Puerto Principe issue in 
unused condition; only 300 printed; ex Prats.

800 - 1’200
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51508 F   Scott 217, 218
1899 (Jan) Registered cover to New York (USA), incredibly franked with a pair of 5c on 4m blue-green, 
fifth printing, positions 4-5, tied by a clear strike of the Puerto Principe cds, the right stamp also tied by 
the purple registry mark, arrival datestamp to back 21 January, carried at 5c Spanish colonial rate for 
international mail plus registration fee; the left stamp has a tear lower left, the right a missing corner top 
right, the cover a vertical filing crease and small tear at top with a tiny part of the back missing; these 
imperfections pale into insignificance given the importance of this cover which exhibits the unique fifth 
printing pair on cover to pay the combination of the international destination and the registration 
fee; a remarkable envelope which has rightly graced the collections of many of the great Puerto Principe 
collectors; cert. Friedl (1978), signed Tows; ex Robertson, Tows, Juhring and Prats.

1’500 - 2’500

51509 51510 51511

51509 C   Scott 217a
1898 5c on 4m blue-green, fifth printing, position 3, mint, error of overprint “eets” instead of “cents”, 
extremely fresh and vibrant colour, beautifully clear impression, very fine example of this rarity; one of 
the rarest varieties of the early Puerto Principe issues; cert Friedl (1974), signed Tows; ex Prats.

1’000 - 1’500

51510 H   Scott 217b
1898 5c on 4m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, inverted surcharge, used with cds, fine example of 
this variety; one of the rarest overprint errors of the early Puerto Principe issues; only 300 printed 
most in the standard specification; cert P.F. (2016); ex Walsh and Kouri.

750 - 1’200

51511 H   Scott 217b
1898 5c on 4m blue-green, fifth printing, position 5, inverted surcharge variety, used, cancelled by 
a black cds, fine example of this error; one of the rarest overprint varieties of the early Puerto 
Principe issues; only 300 printed predominately the standard specification; cert. Graus (1993), signed 
Echenaguaía; ex Kouri.

750 - 1’200
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51512 51513 51514 51515

51512 G   Scott 217b
1898 5c on 4m blue-green, fifth printing, position 2, inverted overprint, used, tied to a small piece 
by the Puerto Principe cds, fine example of this error; one of the rarest overprint varieties of the 
early Puerto Principe issues; only 300 printed predominately as per the standard specification; cert. 
Echenagusía (2008).

800 - 1’200

51513 C   Scott 218
1898 5c on 4m blue-green, fifth printing, position 4, unused, no gum, some soiling and thin top right; 
one of the rarest Puerto Principe issues in unused condition; only 300 printed most found in used 
condition; ex Prats.

500 - 700

51514 H   Scott 219
1898 5c on 8m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, used, cancelled by a black cds, clean, fresh and a 
fine example of this scarce issue; only 300 printed; ex Prats.

400 - 600

51515 H   Scott 219
1898 5c on 8m blue-green, fifth printing, position 5, used, cancelled by a blue cds, only 300 printed, a 
fine example of this scarcer issue; signed Bloch; ex Prats.

400 - 600

51516 51517 51518

51516 G   Scott 219
1898 5c on 8m blue-green, fifth printing, position 2, used, tied to small piece by a blue Puerto Principe 
cds, strong colour, vibrant and a fine example of this scarce issue; just 300 printed; cert. Friedl (1973); 
ex Prats.

400 - 600

51517 H   Scott 219a
1898 5c on 8m blue-green, fifth printing, position 2, inverted surcharge variety, used, cancelled by a 
black cds, good colour, a fine example of this scarce error of overprint, only 300 printed; ex Prats.

400 - 600

51518 G   Scott 219a
1898 5c on 8m blue-green, fifth printing, position 1, inverted overprint error, used, tied to small piece 
by blue Puerta Principe cds, good colour, a fine example of this scarce variety of surcharge, only 300 
printed; signed Calves; ex Prats.

400 - 600
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51519
51520

51519 G   Scott 219a
1898 5c on 8m blue-green, fifth printing, position 5, surcharge inverted variety, used, attractively tied 
to a small piece by a Puerto Principe cds, some climatic toning to some perfs, strong colour, a fine 
example of this scarce error of overprint; cert P.F. (1989); ex Prats.

400 - 600

51520 G   Scott 219b
1898 5c on 8m blue-green, fifth printing, position 3, error surcharge “eents” instead of “cents”, used, 
tied to small piece by blue Puerta Principe cds, rich colour, a fine example of this rare variety of overprint, 
one of the rarest varieties on the early Puerto Principe issues; ex Prats.

900 - 1’500

51521 H   Scott 219c
1898 5c on 8m blue-green, fifth printing, position 3, inverted surcharge and “eents” instead of “cents” 
variety, used, cancelled by a Puerto Principe cds, rich colour, crisp detail, very fine example of this rare 
combination of errors on the overprint, only 300 printed of this issue and very few with both varieties; 
cert CPSA (2004).

900 - 1’500

51522 51523

51522 H   Scott 220
1898 5c on 8m blue-green, fifth printing, position 4, used, and tied to a piece by a Puerto Principe 
cds, clean and fresh appearance, fine example of this rare issue, only 300 printed; cert CPSA (2004); 
ex Prats. 

800 - 1’500

51523 G   Scott 220a
1898 5c on 8m blue-green, fifth printing, position 4, used, inverted surcharge variety, tied to a piece 
by a faint cds, vibrant shade, clean and attractive appearance, very fine example of this rare overprint 
error; ex Prats. 

900 - 1’500
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51330

 
51526ex

 
51527ex

 
51535

 
51536

 
51538

Bidding Steps  All bids in Euro

 50-100 5
 100-200 10
 200-500 20

 500-1000 50
 1’000-2’000 100
 2’000-5’000 200
 5’000-10’000 500

 10’000-20’000 1’000
 20’000-50’000 2’000
 50’000-100’000 5’000
 100’000-200’000 10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Guam

51524 51525ex 51530

51528ex

51524 C   1 var
1899, 1c green from the 1900 Special Printing, original gum with light hinge, “SPECIAL SURCHARGE” 
hs on reverse, very fine and very scarce; cert. PF (2009).

500 - 600

51525 C S   1s-12s, E1s
1899, 1c to $1 set of 11 and Special Delivery 10c with “Specimen” handstamps, all lightly hinged with 
large part original gum, the Special Delivery 10c with pulled corner perf, fresh colours throughout, fine 
to very fine.

300 - 400

51526 F  /  350 1, 3, 7, 217
1898-1902 Group of 16 covers/cards, incoming and outgoing mail, military cancels comprising Baker 
C-6, C-7, D-1, D-2, including 2c stationery to Germany, appealing miniature envelope, fragment with 
US forerunners from 1c to 8c in seven pairs tied by Baker D-1, postage dues, diff. frankings, soldier’s 
letter cachets, military receiving soldier’s cachet, and a 1902 cover from the Zug correspondence sent 
registered to Washington franked with 1c, 3c and 8c, tied by “AGANA ISLAND OF GUAM” cds, (ex 
Curtis) and a 1900 cover from Manila to Paris, franked by 10c type I, tied by Manila Military Station 
duplex cancel (Baker C-6), occasional usual faults; an interesting and unusual selection.

400 - 600

51527 F  /  350 1, 2, 5, 7, 10
1899 Selection of seven covers all bearing GUAM overprint frankings, including 1899 (Dec 9) “Makins & 
Co” envelope from San Luis D’Apra to California, with 1c, 2c and 5c, tied by blue rubber straight-lines 
(earliest recorded date of this cancel), two envelopes dated 1899 (Dec 13) franked with 1c, 2c and 5c, 
tied by blue rubber straight-lines and so-called “Bear’s Paw” cork killers (earliest recorded date), 1900 
cover with 2c pair tied by the scarcer San Luis D’Apra cds, 1900 Agana to California envelope franked 
with 15c tied by straight-line “AGANA, GUAM”, a 1901 (Feb 28) registered envelope from Agaña to New 
York with 5c and 8c (faulty) paying the correct rate, tied by straight-line “AGANA, GUAM” violet hs, and 
another registered cover dated April 16 1901 to New York, with 1c and strip of three 3c, tied by faint 
straight-line “AGANA, GUAM” violet hs, a fine to very fine lot and rare group.

750 - 1’000

51528 C   2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 var
1899 Group of six stamps from the 1900 Special Printing with GUAM overprint in black, including 2c 
red, 3c Purple, 4c lilac-brown, 5c blue, 6c lake and 8c violet-brown, mint, with either full original gum or 
part, each with certificate, the 1c has a slight bend, otherwise all fine to very fine, very scarce stamps 
and rare as a collective.

1’500 - 2’000

51529 C G  /  View the image/s online 2-4, 6, 10
1899 Issue, small group incl. mint 3c, 4c, 6c, 15c and Special Delivery 10c, plus 2c strip of five on piece 
with complete “SAN LUIS D’APRA, GUAM” hs and ds.

80 - 100

51530 C   9
1899, 10c brown type II, mint original gum with light hinge, very fine and scarce; Scott $2’750.

400 - 600
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51531

51532 51533

51531 DCE   13
1899, $1 black type II unused, faint trace of a thin, fine and fresh appearance with good perfs, very 
scarce; Scott $3’750.

250 - 400

51532 CC J   Scott E1a
1899 Special Delivery 10c blue showing “dots in curved frame above messenger’s head” variety, in mint 
n.h. top plate number 882 and imprint block of six, deep rich colour on bright paper, slightly glazed gum, 
a very fine and very rare block from this plate with the variety, ex Robert L. Markovits (Scott $4’250).

900 - 1’200

51533 C   Scott E1a var
1899 Special Delivery 10c blue from the 1900 Special Printing, original gum with top imprint selvage 
separated and hinged in place, manuscript on reverse of selvedge “B. 11506, Special Surcharge, O.”, 
very fine and well centred, ex Robert. L. Markovits.
Note: In March 1900 one pane of each denomination was prepared for the Paris and Pan-American 
Expositions. H.G. Mandel stamped most of these with “Specimen” on stamps that were mounted by 
him for the displays at the expositions, the remainders lack the handstamp.

500 - 700

51534 F   
1899 (May). Occupation mail at time of Spanish administration, undated envelope with manuscript 
“USS Yosemite / Guam / Ladrones” and “1st letter”, written by John M Hubbard, clearly a very early item 
of mail after the arrival of the American Navy in the Marianas on August 7th, roughly opened at right; an 
exceptional historical cover and superb opening item for an exhibit collection of this area.

1’000 - 1’500
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51535 F  /  350 E1a, 4
1900 (Oct 4). Envelope sent registered to Saipan, Mariana Islands, with 1899 Special Delivery 10c 
showing variety “dots in curved frame above messenger” and 1899 4c tied by violet “AGANA GUAM” 
two-line ds, with Saipan arrival cds below, a very rare usage; cert. PF (1978); ex Robert L. Markovits.

750 - 1’000

51536 F  /  350 8
1901 (Apr 20). Envelope sent registered from Agana to Germany, with 1899 10c block of ten tied 
by straight-line “AGANA, GUAM” black hs with matching datestamp below, with Agana registration 
handstamp below with “hump” in rim to facilitate the Spanish “’tilde” accent mark over the “N” of Agana, 
reverse with Philippines transit and Dresden arrival, some cover folds with one affecting franking, fine 
and spectacular multiple on cover.

900 - 1’200

51537
51540

51537 F   11
1901 (Nov 30). Envelope from the Zug correspondence sent registered to Washington, with 1899 50c 
horizontal pair, tied by “AGANA ISLAND OF GUAM” cds, with Agana Guam registration handstamp 
below with “hump” in rim to facilitate the Spanish “’tilde” accent mark over the “N” of Agana, stamps 
slightly oxidised, detracting little from the very fine appearance; ex Whitpain; signed Richter.

600 - 1’000

51538 F  /  350 E1, 2, 6
1902 (Mar 1). Envelope from Agana to Vermont, with 1899 6c and two 2c with Special Delivery 10c, 
each tied by “AGANA / ISLAND OF GUAM” cds, reverse with N.Y. & CHI. R.P.O. cds and Essex Junction 
arrival, some toning to the stamps and cover, fine and scarce usage of the Special Delivery stamp.

400 - 500

51539 F  /  354 11
1905 (Jun 10). Envelope from the Zug correspondence sent registered to Washington, with 1899 50c 
tied by “GUAM / ISL. GUAM” duplex, with registered dispatch cds adjacent, reverse with Everett arrival 
cds, some minor water staining not mentioned by the cert, otherwise very fine; cert. PF (1981); ex Curtis.

400 - 500

51540 F   12
1905 (Jun 10). Envelope from the Zug correspondence sent registered to Washington, with 1899 $1 tied 
by “GUAM / ISL. GUAM” duplex, with registered despatch cds adjacent, reverse with Everett arrival 
cds, cover with light horizontal fold at foot, very fine; cert. PF (2007).

600 - 900

Hawaii

51541 F  /  View the image/s online 
1900 (Jun 5) Group of 5 picture postcards to Austria, all bearing 1899 1c or 2c frankings, all with 
Honolulu duplex cancels, used just 9 days before US stamps came into use because of the annexation 
of Hawaii by the US, one card showing early surfer, fine and scarce group.

100 - 150
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Philippines

Military Mail and Stations

51542 F  /  354 
1898 (June 8). Soldiers letter on pre-printed envelope “Co. B, 13th Minn. Inft., U. S. V./Remember the 
Maine” envelope to San Francisco, with “Philippine Station/San Francisco, Cal.” departure military 
duplex cancel (Baker D-1), stampless on dispatch with 2c postage due affixed and tied on receipt, 
rough opening, but a scarce early usage from Cavite. This cancel was into use in Cavite between 
30 July and 13 August 1898 only, before the post office was established in Manila on 14 August. 
Additionally with very interesting full contents including: “Sunday night the Spanish and the California 
boys got into a little mix (...) There are gunboats here in the bay from Germany, England and Japan. The 
Germans are looking for a mix and they’ll get it too (...) We expect to take Manila inside of three weeks”.

200 - 300

51543 F  /  354 
1899 (March 27). Soldiers illustrated letter with cachet of the Chaplain of the 57th Iowa Volunteers, with 
2c forerunner tied by Cavite Military Station duplex cancel (Baker C-7a), being seldom seen so crisp, an 
early usage of this cancel during the first month of usage.

200 - 300

U.S. Administration - Regular Issues

51544 F  /  354 
1900-18 Group of 20 covers/cards incl. stationery envelopes, registered mail, thirteen different 
frankings, destinations incl. Shanghai, German, Costa Rica, Australia, France, USA, G.B., and noted 
1903 uprated postal card (Scott UX1) with 2c regular issue from Manila to Kenzingen (Germany), a 1c 
stationery card (Scott UX5) dated Oct 4 1905 from Manila to Shanghai, and a cover sent July 22 1918 
from Cavite to Wisconsin, U.S.A., bearing three 1914 2c Rizal, comprising a horizontal pair and right 
single from booklet pane, and others in good to very fine condition, worthy closer inspection.

400 - 700

51545 C   Scott 225
1901 $5 dark green, mint o.g. with light h.r., very good centring showing horizontal guide line at base, 
outstandingly fresh, only 782 stamps were overprinted, very fine; cert. APEX (1997) (Scott $500).

180 - 240

51546 F  /  354 Scott E1
Special Delivery. 1901 10c dark blue on 2c postal stationery envelope (Scott U18) from Manila to 
Everett, Washington (John Zug correspondence), tied by December 4, 1901, duplex on the first day of 
usage, very fine and rare.

300 - 400

51547 F  /  354 Scott 216
1901 (Nov 8) Cover from Manila addressed to the Command of the German Fleet on board of the 
S.M.S. “Fürst Bismarck” operating in Chinese waters, delivered through the Imperial German Consulate 
in Shanghai, redirected to Tsingtao, with interesting paper seal of the German Consulate in Manila, 
franked by 5c regular issue pair, tied by Manila duplex cancel, showing “Shanghai/Deutsche Post”, 
“Shanghai/Local Post” and German “Tsingtau/Kiautschou” on reverse; a very scarce destination and 
full of character.

300 - 500

51548 F  /  354 Scott 216 var
1901 (Nov 12). U.S. Penalty Cover to New York via Hong Kong, bearing 5c regular issue featuring first 
“P” broken in the overprint, tied by indistinct town duplex cancel (possibly Cavite), corner endorsement 
partially crossed out and official use of the penalty cover over-ridden by use of postage stamp for 
private use, Hong Kong and arrival bs; a scarce and much sought-after cover.

200 - 300
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51549 C  /  View the image/s online Scott 237
1903 $1 black, mint o.g. with h.r., outstanding centring with ample even margins, extremely fine 
appearance (Scott $300).

80 - 120

51550 C   230 var
1904, 5c blue, Special Printing (not specified in the certificate which of the two), mint with light h.r., 
exceptionally well centered, very scarce in this extremely fine condition; photocopy of PF cert. (1980) 
for a block of four (this stamp originating from the upper left corner); Scott $900.

200 - 300

51551 CC  /  356 Scott 241b
1906 2c deep green, booklet pane of six, mint n.h. with small dull spot in the original gum in top left 
stamp (not a hinge mark), good colour and of great appearance, very fine without perf. separations 
which occasionally affect these panes (Scott $1,500).

240 - 300

51552 CC  /  356 Scott 242b
1906, 4c carmine, booklet pane of six, mint n.h., very fresh displaying a rich colour, very fine (Scott 
$1’250).

300 - 500

51553 CC J  /  View the image/s online 260
1909, 1p pale violet, a magnificent “22000” plate marginal block of four, mint n.h., very fine; Scott $440+.

60 - 80

51554
51555ex

51554 C   260
1911, 4p deep blue, mint with h.r., “22008” plate marginal example from the top of the sheet, couple of 
very slightly toned perforations, of which one is barely visible on front at lower right, of great appearance 
and rare; Scott $550+.

200 - 300

51555 S   J1S-J5S
Postage Dues. 1899 1c to 50c, “Specimen” diagonal overprint, the 1c without gum, others with 
disturbed original gum, the 5c reperforated at top, a fine and scarce set; Scott $2,500.

400 - 600

51556 C  /  View the image/s online Scott J5, J7
1899-1901 Postage Dues 30c and 50c deep claret, mint h.r., nice centring and remarkable freshness 
(Scott $500).

80 - 120
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51557 CC C H G   E1
Special Delivery. Selection of 23 stamps mainly mint, including left margin arrow block of four and 
imprint plate strip of three and O.B. overprint varieties, few stamps with faults which do not affect the 
most significant items.

800 - 1’200

Filipino Revolutionary Mail

51558 DCE  /  View the image/s online 
1898, Newspaper Stamps, 1m black imperforate, complete sheet of 220, folded in half, minor toning 
common for this period, even blocks of this stamp are rarely seen in this condition; exceedingly rare.

200 - 300

51559   /  View the image/s online YP1a
1898, Receipt Issue, 10c red, used on 1899 Province of Abra salary ledger page and tied by ms 
signature “Marco Baula”, a provincial tax authority, very fine.

100 - 150

51560 CC C   
La Unión Provisionals. An extraordinary group of 59 stamps featuring the “blank paper” issue, with 24 
singles o.g., all except one being marginal, including 2c to 25c three sets of eight each printed in black, 
violet and red, partial sheet reconstruction of 2c comprising 35 stamps and containing one marginal 
block of ten at top featuring the two horizontal rows at top, few examples with imperfections; a very 
rare assembly; ex Lange.

1’200 - 1’800
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Puerto Rico (U.S.)

Spanish Issues

51561 F  /  View the image/s online 136, 166
1898 Two covers including an envelope franked with 6c “Habilitado” overprinted on cover front to 
Barcelona, tied by “Admon. Central/Puerto Rico/15 Oct98” cds, couple of faintly toned perforations 
not detracting from the rare usage of this issue on cover; ex Roca and Acevedo; (Edifil 169), and an 
1898 envelope franked with 2m tied by blurred San Juan cds in blue on September 14 pre-printed 
commercial letter to Barcelona; a scarce printed matter usage; (Edifil 131).

140 - 200

US Military Mail

51562 F  /  354 
1898 (Aug 2) Envelope (edge tears at top) with contents from Cape San Juan by a member of the USS 
“Amphitrite” to New Jersey, showing on reverse “Forwarded by THE UNITED STATES / GOVERNMENT 
DESPATCH AGENT / NEW YORK, U. S. A.” three-line hs in violet, this being an exceedingly scarce 
usage; one of the first mails after troops arrived on July 25 and before the Military P.O. opened.

400 - 600

US Military Stations

51563 F  /  356 
1899 (April 18). 2c stationery envelope (reduced at left) to Ponce, tied by “ARECIBO STA./PORTO 
RICO/1” duplex cancel, backstamped on arrival with the Mil. Sta. No. 1 cds; a scarce domestic 
commercial usage and a magnificent strike of this very rare postmark, of which only fourteen examples 
are recorded.

300 - 500

U.S. Administration - Regular Issues

51564 F  /  356 
1898 (Aug 11) Registered cover to France, franked by forerunner 2c, 5c (2) and 6c, tied by cork cancels 
with Ponce registration cds at lower left, New York registration exchange label alongside, backstamped 
in transit at New York, few usual tone perforations; a very rare franking to pay the unusual double rate 
registration franking.

400 - 600

51565 F  /  356 
1902 (Apr 8) Registered cover from Ponce to France, franked by forerunners 3c and 15c, with usual 
peripheral tone perforations, tied by cork cancels with dispatch registration cds in purple adjacent, N.Y. 
exchange registration label at left.

300 - 400

51566 F  /  356 
1899-1902 Selection of eleven covers incl. stationery envelopes and one additional cover front, noted 
large “War Department” official envelope sent to New York by an attorney in the U.S. Provisional Court, 
endorsed “Via SS Caracas”, franked at reduced rate with Puerto Rico 1899 2c (ex Gallagher and Vega), 
a 1900 (Jan 12) legal size penalty cover from San Juan to Washington, bearing 1899 2c & 8c type I, 
tied by segmented cork cancels, alongside showing framed San Juan registration ds, and a uprated 2c 
stationery envelope dated Feb 17 1900 from Puerto Rico with 1899 1c & 2c, tied by Playa Ponce, other 
destinations include Belgium, Great Britain (London and Liverpool), and Porto Rico, some filing crease 
and faults to be expected, a fine lot and scarce group.

600 - 1’000

51567 F  /  356 Scott 211a, 214
1899 (May 31) Registered 4c stationery envelope (Tittmann correspondence) to Santa Ana (Texas), 
uprated by 2c marginal pair with overprint at 25 degree angle, and 10c, each tied by Spanish boxed “R” 
registry marking, faint dispatch cds at lower left, New York and Santa Ana bs; scarce.

180 - 240

51568 F  /  356 210, 211, 211a
1899 (June 2). Cover to Chicago bearing Puerto Rico 1899 1c and 2c se-tenant pair, pos. 45-46, the 
right stamp showing overprint “U” in “Portu” variety, tied by Ponce Military Station No. 1 duplex cancel, 
very fine.

200 - 300
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51569 F  /  356 210-213, U1
1899 (July 21). Registered 5c stationery envelope to Iowa, additionally franked by 1899 1c, 2c (2), 5c 
and 8c, tied by Spanish boxed “R” registry marking, with purple “Registered./Ponce. Porto Rico.” cds 
alongside, New York transit on back; very fine and scarce.

200 - 300

51570ex

51576

51570 C M   R1-R9
Revenues: 1901 1c to $50 Excise Revenue overprints in complete mint set, plus 1c and 10c blocks of 
four, fresh and fine to very fine, with the “key” $50 exceptionally nice; Scott $815; ex Tolman and Curtis.

240 - 400

51571 F  /  360 212, 213a, U14
1900 (Nov 13). Registered 5c stationery envelope from San Francisco to Batavia (Dutch Indies), 
additionally franked with 1899 5c & 8c, the latter with 25 degree angle overprint, lightly cancelled 
on dispatch, the 8c also tied by purple dispatch oval registration ds, New York registration label and 
London transit on face, New York and arrival ds on reverse; a rare destination.

300 - 500

51572 F  /  360 213, 214, U14
1900 (Nov 15). Registered 5c stationery envelope from San Francisco to Plymouth (England), uprated 
with 1899 5c & 8c, tied by oval cancels on dispatch and alongside purple San Francisco registration 
oval ds, New York exchange registration label, and red London oval transits, backstamped on arrival; 
minor tone perforations, a rare registered usage.

200 - 300

51573 F   
1903-27 Two postcards sent to Switzerland, underpaid, including a 1903 Casa Blanca card, franked 
with USA 2c red to front, tied by a dumb cancel, with 10c postage due tied to back with Nyon cds, and 
a 1927 photo postcard of the Hotel Condado, with USA 2c, tied by San Juan wavy line cancel, and a 
15c Switzerland postage due tied by Basel cds, fine examples.

70 - 80

Uruguay

51574 F  /  360 
1876 (May 8) Envelope to Italy with 1866-67 20c perf. vert. pair tied by Montevideo cds, with “Da 
Montevideo / Coi Postali Italian” hs above, endorsed “p. Europa”, underpaid with 2L postage due tied 
by Genova cds on arrival, small cover fault at top right, fine and scarce high franking postage due.

280 - 360
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51575 F  /  360 Scott 36
1876 (Jan 14) Cover from Montevideo to Genoa, franked on reverse with two pairs of 1868-72 10c tied 
by small dispatch cds, additionally struck on front, carried by the “Sud America” and charged on arrival 
with “4-00” lire paid with postage dues 2L pair, tied by Genoa cds, an exceedingly scarce multiple 
franking of this 10c value, with the additional value of the scarcely used pair of 2 lire postage dues, 
signed Bottacchi.

300 - 400

51576 F  /  361 Scott 38
1876 (Jan 17) Large envelope from Montevideo to Genoa, franked by 1868 20c Montevideo Printing in 
strip of three, tied by blue cds’s on dispatch, carried via French steamship with red French entry cds, 
with ms “42” collected on arrival with postage dues 10c vertical pair and 2L horizontal pair. One of the 
largest frankings recorded of this stamp (probably the largest if we only consider outgoing mail), 
and the largest multiple of this value on cover (less than five recorded), further enhanced by the rare 
usage of the postage due 2 lire. Cert. Bottacchi (2020).

600 - 800

51577 F  /  360 
1872 (May 6) Envelope to Italy with 1877-79 10c and 20c cancelled by “B” in barred oval and tied 
by Montevideo despatch, disinfection slits (one affecting the 20c) with rare “con Bastim. Mercant.” 
cursive hs below, underpaid with 30c and 40c postage dues tied by Genova cds on arrival, very fine, 
signed Bottacchi.

220 - 280

51578 F  /  360 
1879 (Nov 3) Envelope to Italy with 1877-79 5c pair tied by Montevideo octagonal ds, endorsed “per 
Sud America”, underpaid with due hs and Italian 1L and 30c postage dues on arrival in Genova, opening 
tear at top clear of stamps, very fine, signed Bottacchi.

160 - 200

51579 F  /  360 
1902-30 Postage due lot of eight covers and one front, all originating from Uruguay sent to Switzerland, 
including a 1903 envelope to Lugano, franked with pair of 5c dull blue girls issue, tied by Montevideo 
cds, with 100c Swiss postage due tied by cds on arrival to front, and commercial mail, such as printed 
business envelope to St Galle, franked with 8c dark blue Artigas portrait, underpaid and charged 40c in 
Switzerland, with tied postage due of 40c, an interesting and scarce lot.

160 - 200

Venezuela

51580 F  /  372 Scott 4a
1859 1/2r yellow, first coarse printing, tied by La Guaira cds on Oct. 13, 1860 entire letter to Caracas, 
slightly mixed margins showing part of neighbours on two sides, fresh and attractive, fine; cert. Scheller 
(2008), signed Roura.

100 - 150

Yemen

51581 F  /  View the image/s online 
India Used in Aden: 1899 (Dec 13) Norddeutscher Llyod Bremen picture postcard from Aden to Austria 
with India 1a brown (2) and 1/2a tied by Aden hatched circle ds, with Rodaun arrival, very fine.

80 - 120

51582 F  /  View the image/s online 
1935 Envelope sent registered from Maouia to Belgium with 1930-31 4b, 6b and 10b tied by Maouia 
bilingual cds with registration label below, Aden transit bs, some creasing and toning, scarce.

100 - 150

51583 F  /  View the image/s online 
1967 (Aug 13) Envelope sent registered to Switzerland with 1967 “For POISON GAS VICTIMS” overprint 
on 3 different values, tied by Camp Mansur cds with “DELAYED IN TRANSIT” cachet, sent by a member 
of the Red Cross, rare stamps on cover.

100 - 150
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51584 F  /  View the image/s online 
1790-1945, Mix of postal history with 25 covers incl. 1790 Letter from Cape Haitian to Paris, 1844-49 
two disinfected covers from the French P.O. in Alexandria, Ottoman Holy Land 1884 1pi Blue and grey 
tied by Nasrie cds, Switzerland 1857-62 60c on cover from Bern, and 1942-1945 group of 20 covers 
from the UK and US army/air force post offices in Algeria.

100 - 150

51585 CC C H G F J S  /  View the image/s online 
1834-1993 Accumulations of mostly hundreds of covers and cards with strength in Switzerland, 
Egypt, South America with Argentina, incl. illustrated postal. cards, postal stationery some with 
Meustra overprints, also some stamps including GB from 1840, mixed to very fine (100’s of covers & 
100’s of stamps).

300 - 500

51586 F  /  View the image/s online 
1838-56 Group of five pre-stamp covers incl. 1838 wrapper from Isle of Wight with “Received and 
forwarded / Your Obedient Servant / R. R. Hunter / Consul USA / Cowes” hs, 1839 entire from 
Pernambuco to Holland with “Engeland / over Rotterdam” and “LIVERPOOL/SHIP LETTER” hs, 1847 
cover from Buenos Aires with “COVE/SHIP LETTER” two-line hs and 1856 entire carried privately from 
Argentina via Liverpool to Sweden; and Ireland 1797 (Oct 24) entire from Dublin to London with violet 
“POST / PAID / D” hs.

100 - 150

51587 CC C H F  /  View the image/s online 
1840-1990s, Collection in 7 volumes with better France in 2 stockbooks incl. 1925 Paris Expo mint 
n.h. souvenir sheet (minor foxing on gum), PEXIP mint n.h. sheet, Polar Bear 100F sheetlet mint n.h. 
(signed Dr. Oertel), various mint Orphans issues incl. mint h.r. 1917-18 1F+1F, Israel with 2 stockbooks 
incl. Menorah tab, Camel tab, 1948 New Year tabs; booklets from Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland 
and some worldwide and better French incl. 1929 Sourire de Reims (exploded), a four margined penny 
black, small stockbook of Danzig, etc., ideal for a dealer.

1’500 - 2’000

51588 C H DCE   
1840-1910s, Maury printed album from 1901, well used with additional pages added by the collector, 
with better GB incl. penny black, France, India with 4a, China incl. Large Dragons and Small Dragons, a 
nice old-time collection, potential finds to be had so worth closer inspection, mixed condition.

700 - 900

51589 C H G F DCE   
1840-1950s, An old-time collection in an old illustrated album by Richard of Paris as well as shoeboxes, 
cigar boxes and packets, with stamps and covers, the album with very attractive cover, toned inside 
some better classic stamps from Italian States, German States, France, GB incl. four-margined penny 
black, very mixed condition.

300 - 500

51590 F  /  View the image/s online 
1840-1959, Group of 158 all world covers incl. better items such as a very fine unused 1d Mulready, 
France Merson 20F etc. on cover to Saigon, USA catapult post Bremen-Southampton, 1878 Jammu 
Kashmir cover, 1842 “Malta Post Office” hs, better Romania WWI occupation covers, spectacular 
Liberia 1901 franking with Elephant stamp, Memel 1921 wrapper, BEA cover from Mombasa sent 
from an Australian navy ship, Cyprus “Martial Law” censor hs, etc., an interesting lot for the postal 
history dealer.

750 - 1’000

51591 C H DCE   
1840-1905, Two Arthur Maury printed albums (13th & 15th edition, early 1900s), one better filled than the 
other incl. better GB with four margined 1840 1d black, one-margined 1840 2d blue, four margined 1841 
2d blue with MC, France with 1849 1F, 1853 1F with French and US cancels, etc., mixed condition, a 
nice pair of albums, both intact with nothing removed.

600 - 1’000
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ALBUM TIMBRES POSTE 
8th Edition by Justin Lallier, produced by A. Lenègre in 1869

51592 CC C H G DCE S M L  /  367-369 
1840-1864 Stunning and decorative old-time leather bound all world album, practically complete, 
essentially in unused condition with also a very good representation of used and, as usual with these 
types of album, a fine array of postal stationery cut outs, revenues issues and in some case local issues.
This very early album being described throughout in French is laid out and arrange by continent and 
includes the following countries:
Europe: Austria, Baden, Bavaria incl. 1849 1kr black used, Belgium incl. 1849 20c epaulette unused, 
Bergedorf, Bremen, Brunswick, Denmark with 1851 2Rbs used in very fine condition, Finland with Ovals 
present, France with 1849 Ceres issues to 1f carmine and 1849 1f vermilion unused, 1859 postage 
due 10c (Yv.1) unused, Hamburg, Hannover, Great Britain incl. well margined & very fine unused 1840 
1d black & 1840 VR Official 1d black with wide margins and fine with only small toning spots (cert.), 
plus revenues and College issues etc., Greece, Italy, Lubeck, Luxembourg, Mecklenburg, Modena, 
Naples, Netherlands, Papal States, Parma incl. the rare 1852 25c unused in extra fine condition, Poland, 
Portugal with Dona Maria to 100r and Colonies, Prussia, Romania with exceptionally fine Moldavia 
Bulls Heads 1858 54pa with only bottom margin barely touched (a new discovery, not mentioned in the 
Heimbuüchler census), Moldavia 108pa marginal cancelled Berlad, Romagne, Russia with Levant Ropit 
issues, Saxony with two used examples of the famous "Sachsen 3er", Serbia, Sicily, Spain incl. the very 
rare 1851 2 reales unused with Scheller cert, rare unused telegrafos sets of 1864, 1865, 1866 and 1868 
which are very fine and signed by Spanish experts, Sweden showing all the Skilling values, Switzerland 
with a fine array of Cantonals showing 1843 Geneva 5c left half-double & right half-double, 1843 Zurich 
4Rp and 6Rp, 1845 Basel Dove 2 1/2Rp, rare unused Rayons and Strubels etc., Turkey with Toughra 
issues, local posts and DDSG, Tuscany rarities, Wurttemberg with many 18kr.

100’000 - 150’000

Large lot: 
pages 367-369
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America (Amérique): Antigua, Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, Bolivia, Brazil, British Guiana 
with the famous Cotton Reels present incl. 1850 8c Cotton Reel cut round with wide margins all around, 
an extremely fine example that is among the finest known and a selection of the 1862 Provisionals, 
New Brunswick, Buenos Ayres, Chile, Canada, Columbia and States, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican 
Republic, Ecuador, Grenada, Jamaica, Mexico with a very rare and fine 1867 mint 1/2r black on buff 
with gothic MEXICO overprint (Scott 35), Nevis, Newfoundland with 1857 1s scarlet-vermilion, a very 
beautiful example of this rare stamp, Nicaragua, Nova Scotia, Peru with an extremely fine 1858 1/2 peso 
yellow-buff (Scott 6) unused gem of this rarity and the only in this shade we have recorded as well as 
attractive Pacific Steam Navigation Company issues, Philippines, Prince Edward Island, St. Lucia, St. 
Thomas, St. Vincent, Trinidad, Uruguay incl. 1856 Diligencia, United States showing 1847 5c and 10c, 
plus a useful array of revenues and locals, Vancouver, Venezuela, Virgin Islands.

Large lot: 
pages 367-369
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Oceania (Océanie): Hawaii, New South Wales with a fine range of Sydney Views, plus revenues, New 
Zealand, New Caledonia incl. a rare full sheet of the 1859 Triqeura, Queensland with Chalon Heads 
and revenues, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria, Western Australia with a fine array of Swan issues.
Africa (Afrique): Cape of Good Hope with triangulars including the Woodblock 1d pale bright blue error 
of colour instead of vermilion (SG 13ca, one of only 15 examples recorded of which 14 have some type 
of faults), and the 4d carmine error of colour instead of blue (SG 14ea) which is a much better than usual 
almost fine three margined example were only the right corner tip is slightly touched (only 19 examples 
of this famous stamp are recorded in the carmine shade of which 18 have some types of fault), Egypt 
with Suez Canal issues and some Interpostal seals, Liberia, Mauritius with array of primitives, Natal 
including the 1857-58 Embossed Issues, Orange Free State, St. Helena, Sierra Leone.
Asia (Asie): Ceylon showing 1859 Chalon Heads including very fine 8d brown used, Hong Kong 
selection of QV to 96c, India with all lithographs present and a valuable assembly of officials and 
telegraphs, Malacca (Strait Settlements), Shanghai locals with large and small dragons.
Condition: Some usual faults, repairs and other defects throughout, some reprints and forgeries, 
otherwise generally mixed to very fine.
Expertise: Many of the key stamps have certificates and or experts signatures.
A wonderful opportunity to own a truly great worldwide collection which includes many of the 
iconic stamps that all collectors dream to one day own.

Large lot: 
pages 367-369
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51593 CC C H G F J DCE  /  View the image/s online 
1843-2003 Various odds and ends in one medium sized box, showing strength in Belgium with a 
general collection housed in three Davo albums, plus a folder with a fine array of vignettes/poster 
stamps, also a few Brazil classics, some British Empire especially a range of Nevis modern sheets all 
showing inverted centres etc., mixed to very fine (100’s of stamps and a few covers including Japan 
1901 colourful franking to France).

300 - 500

51594 CC C G F   
1845-1960 Old time estate collection in 28 albums, including 18 Yvert et Tellier and 10 others, some 
classic style albums, all packed with mint and used stamps, includes some covers, strong in Belgium, 
France and Germany, but also some USA, South America and British Commonwealth, very mixed, 
some very fine and scarce material noted, a must view lot.

500 - 1’000

51595 CC C H G F  /  View the image/s online 
1846-2010 Accumulation incl. Japan, Cilicia and some covers of interest.

100 - 150

51596 CC C H G F P  /  View the image/s online 
1847-1942 Mixed array of odds and ends, mostly USA with a few attractive illustrated advertising 
envelopes, plus some unused Confederate States and a few odd cork cancels, plus some British & 
Mexico etc., an unusual assembly.

150 - 200

51597 C H  /  View the image/s online 
1849-1953 Four clean balance collections of Bavaria, Denmark, Greece and Spain, showing mostly 
used classic, with a fine array of early Spain & Greece with Large Hermes Heads, plus some useful early 
Bavaria, mixed to fine (100s).

500 - 700

51598 CC C H G F J DCE DFE  /  View the image/s online 
1849-1960 Estate lot in more than 35 small and large stockbooks, strength in Switzerland including a 
well mounted collection and France, also PRC, mixed to very fine (1000’s & some covers).

500 - 1’000

51599 CC C H G F J  /  View the image/s online 
1849-1977 Old-time accumulation housed in approximately fourteen albums, showing strength in 
France and French Colonies, Poland, Luxembourg, Netherlands, etc., and much more, some staining, 
mixed to very fine (100’s).

500 - 800

51600 C H DCE   
1850s-1960s, Europe used collection incl. Italy in 3 printed albums (earlier sparsely filled) and ranges of 
Germany, Austria, Belgium and Andorra in an old-time stockbook.

100 - 200

51601 C H DCE   
1850s-1940s, Mint & used collection of Europe & Colonies crammed in 3 albums, incl. Greece with 
Large Hermes Heads onwards, Bosnia, Austria, Switzerland incl. used PAX set, Italy, Spain with a range 
of classics, etc.

1’200 - 1’500

51602 CC C H G DCE  /  View the image/s online 
1850-1960 Dealers stock neatly arranged on hundreds of small file cards housed in eight boxes, all 
neatly catalogues and ready for retail sale and or internet selling, showing strength in France & Colonies, 
Germany & Colonies, Italy, Italian States & Colonies, Japan, Portugal & Colonies, Sweden with useful 
mint, used and town cancels, Switzerland, USA with Hawaii, Revenues etc., plus much more, mixed 
to fine (1000’s).

4’000 - 8’000

51603 CC C H J DCE L  /  View the image/s online 
1850-1980 Attractive mint and used collection in seven large thick rather filled albums, four of the 
albums are the Minkus Global Stamp Albums, from classics to modern, some complete sets and many 
1000’s of singles, mixed to very fine (1000s).

700 - 1’000
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51604 CC C H G F J DCE L  /  View the image/s online 
1850s-1980s Mixed accumulation of odds and ends in two albums, envelopes and packet, plus various 
boxes, mixed to very fine (1000’s).

300 - 400

51605 CC C H  /  View the image/s online 
1851-1939 Selection of classics and semi-modern, on 8 small stockcards, noted Tuscany, Denmark, 
Netherlands, Spitzbergen, Switzerland and others, mint, some n.h., mixed to fine lot.

100 - 200

51606 C H DCE  /  View the image/s online 
1851-1910s, Small stockbook of mostly used Scandinavia incl. Norway #1 (torn), German States with 
Baden, Bavaria, etc., some other Europe, mixed condition.

50 - 70

51607 CC C H G F J  /  View the image/s online 
1851-1960 Estate in two large boxes housed in more than 18 albums and or small stockbooks, showing 
strength in France, plus a fine range of USA including some early classic issues used, some Japan, 
Formosa and British Empire etc., mixed to fine (100’s of covers & 1000’s of stamps).

2’400 - 3’000

51608 CC C H   
1854-1970, Album with majority from European countries including some better Liechtenstein but also 
France, Deutsches Reich, used Inflation stamps, Italy, Belgium, etc.

120 - 150

51609 F  /  372 
1854-1918 Group of 21 various covers incl. Swiss 1854 cover with two Rayon II 10rp, six underpaid 
covers from India (2), Austria (2) and France (2) incl. 1863 underpaid perf./imperf. franking to Italy; India 
1865 8a cover to Hong Kong; Malaysia 1892 and 1899 frankings from Singapore sent registered, 1913 
Thrace Autonomous Government 2pi + 1pi postal stationery envelope from Dedeagach;1915 cover 
from Madagascar, etc., a interesting mix and ideal for a postal history dealer.

700 - 1’000

51610 CC C H G DCE  /  View the image/s online 
1854-1960 Old-time collection in four small stock books, showing useful France & Colonies, Italy, 
Switzerland showing Strubels and later issues, generally mixed to fine, an interesting group (100’s).

300 - 400

51611 CC C H G F J DCE   
1854-1971 Estate in one large box housed in six large albums and various folders, with mostly used in 
singles and blocks, showing some useful France with some classics and Pexip block used, Germany, 
Switzerland, plus album of Europa etc., mixed to very fine (100’s and some covers).

400 - 700

51612 CC C H G J  /  View the image/s online 
1858-1986 Eleven albums and one folder, showing duplicated socks of mint modern Russia, Belgium 
and Spanish Colonies, plus additional ranges of mint and used South America, Great Britain, Romania, 
Italy & Germany, Mongolia, Vietnam etc, a few covers etc., mixed to fine (1000’s of stamps) (STC 
€28’141).

300 - 500

51613 CC C H G F J DCE DFE M C  /  View the image/s online 
1858-1990 Mixed accumulation of worldwide, with strength in United States with some useful revenues 
and locals, plus Japanese Occupation of Philippines, Ryukyu Island, Italy with locals etc., mixed to very 
fine, an interesting lot to pick through (1000’s).

500 - 600

51614 CC C H DCE   
1860s-1950s, Mint & used collection in 6 volumes and cigar box, one album with Germany, another with 
better Russia with used sets, Italy and Colonies, etc., useful for breaking down.

300 - 500

51615 CC C H F DFE   
1860s-1940s, Collection of stamps and covers from Morocco, Spanish Colonies, France & Colonies, 
etc., in 7 stockbooks/albums and loose, with 150+ classic French covers (mostly 20c rate), etc., mixed 
condition.

200 - 300
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51616 C H DCE  /  View the image/s online 
1860-1940 Collection of British North America and USA mint and used stamps on 12 A5 stockcards, 
with interesting Canada, New Brunswick with fine S.G.2 used, set 1860-63 mint, Nova Scotia S.G.1 
used, S.G.6 (fault), Newfoundland with many high values from early issues, Canada with Jubilee set 
including 5 dollar used, a selection of USA with early values up to 30c and a few complete sets, mixed 
condition with many fine examples.

500 - 800

51617 H   
1860-1920 ca Large accumulation of stamps, mostly France, stored in old tins and boxes, bundle ware, 
some Europe and elsewhere, cancel potential, very mixed condition (many 1000’s).

300 - 400

51618 F  /  View the image/s online 
1860-1945, An assemblage of 108 covers, fronts, picture postcards, and postcards mainly from Latin 
America (22 Chile), Central America and the US (30), included is a Zeppelin cover flight from Paraguay 
to Germany dated 26 May 1934, large cover from Chile with 2963 pesos in stamps, and many other 
interesting usages, mixed lot, generally good to fine.

150 - 200

51619 No lot.

51620 CC C H G J  /  View the image/s online 
1862-1981 Large estate and accumulation of mint and used in two large boxes housed in thirteen 
albums, showing strength in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, all world mixed, with some part are 
complete sheets, plus Swiss face value etc., mixed to fine (100’s of covers & 1000’s of stamps).

400 - 700

51621    
1863 Justin Lallier printed stamp album, what stamps were inside have been neatly removed, privately 
bound in leather with slipcase, with descriptions of the stamps in French on the opposite pages, fine 
condition, a rare and very early printed stamp album.

200 - 300

51622 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
1863-1947 Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey duplication comprising one stockbook with Romania, the rest 
envelopes with stockcards, including two 1st issue values from Turkey (Tughra); mixed to very fine.

150 - 200

51623 CC C H G J DCE   
1863-1986 Voluminous estate in seven large cartons, housed in more than 75 albums and or stockbooks, 
showing strength in France, Turkey with Toughra and a host of later issues, Great Britain and British 
Empire, plus a vast array of other countries including useful Asia with China and Japan, plus much 
thematic interest, mixed to fine (10’000’s of stamps)

3’000 - 5’000
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51624 F   
1867-1990 Group of covers and cards, noted China, Mongolia, Sweden, Uruguay, Curaçao, Algeria and 
more, mostly fine, to very fine group, also one album of modern football “Italia 90” covers.

200 - 300

51625 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
1868-2000 Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg accumulation with emphasis on Belgium & Netherlands, 
noted collections of Netherlands booklets, Colonies, stock of Belgium pre-annulé, 1 box with covers, 
etc., mint n.h., mint, unused, used, fine to very fine.

200 - 400

51626 1869 Justin Lallier printed stamp album, what stamps were inside have been neatly removed, original 
binding, with descriptions of the stamps in French on the opposite pages, fine condition, a rare and 
very early printed stamp album.

200 - 300

51627 F  /  View the image/s online 
1870s-1940s, All world postal history group of 150+ covers/cards, incl. postage dues, two with 
vignettes, used and unused stationery cards, airmails, censored, noted 1902 Egyptian maritime usage, 
commercial with printed envelopes, etc., a useful mixture.

200 - 300

51628 C H F  /  372 
1871-1980s, Collection in 11 albums plus 28 approval books and a small stockbook, with airmails in 8 
of the albums from 1912-50s incl. 1912 (Jul 31) Nancy pioneer flight with 25c vignette and cover with 
red cross overprint on the same vignette, mostly first flights incl. 1933 Mermoz flight ppc, 1937 (Oct 
16) round-the-world flight, many from French Colonies, some airmail ephemera, some Zeppelins, two 
Ballon Montés, etc., other three albums with All World mint & used, etc., useful lot for a dealer to break 
down for the internet.

600 - 800

51629 CC C H G F   
1878-2010 Estate world collection in eight large boxes containing a huge accumulation of stamps, 
covers and hundreds of albums, noted an presentation of gold stamps and a lot of officials, strong 
thematic selection including space, naked ladies, motor racing, royalty and many other topics, 
unchecked, masses of variety, viewing recommended.

500 - 800

51630 C H F   
1878-1900 An old French Album sparsely filled with stamps mint and used, with a selection of 30 covers 
and stationery cards from around the world loose, including Great Britain 1893 registered envelope 
uprated with Jubilee 5d sent to France, a number of Italian envelopes with different frankings, German 
and German states mailings amongst others, a very mixed lots, although one or two better stamps 
spread-out within the album.

100 - 150

51631 CC C H   
1884-1957 Levant collection in large stockbook with many thousands of stamps, mint and used, 
particularly strong in British Levant, Morocco Agencies and Tangier (QV to QEII), as well as Russian 
Levant, Romania, Spain and Poland, also includes British China, with many overprinted examples, 
substantial catalogue value, includes multiples and much duplication, condition is generally fine with 
many very fine, ideal dealer stock, or for closer study, undoubtedly rarities to be found, viewing strongly 
recommended.

3’000 - 4’000

51632 CC C H G F J DCE   
1884-1989 Small estate lot in medium box, housed in two album and a series folders, some France, 
Guernsey, Faroe Island etc., generally mixed to very fine (100s).

80 - 120

51633 C H G F   
1890-2000 Collection in 100 albums and stockbooks contained within five large boxes, many thousands 
of stamps, covers and postcards, completely unchecked, some early but predominately modern used, 
noted nice selection of Reunion Island stamps mint and used, strong in Europe including France, 
Belgium and Great Britain and Germany WWII, also Australia, South America, Asia, undoubtedly scarce 
material to be found and perfect lot for breaking down into smaller assemblages, viewing recommended.

400 - 800
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51634 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
1896-1984 Collection on French Caledonia, Guiana, Inini, Madagascar, Cameroon & Germany (Empire, 
Bundespost & Berlin), **,* or used, in 3 large Yvert albums.

200 - 400

51635 CC C H   
1899-1931 Group incl. small collection of Memel 1920-23 in album, Latvia on leaves and better group 
of mint Finland incl. 1931 1,25MK on 50p corner marginal pair IMPERF and 1931 PRO FILATELIA 1 + 
4MK corner marginal block of four.

100 - 150

51636 CC C H   
1900-40s, Impressive and valuable stock of better mint semi-modern sets, incl. Luxembourg with 1923 
10F sheetlets (4), 1935 mint sets (2), Vatican provisional sets (4), US Zeppelin sets (2), Austria WIPA 
sheets on granite (2) and six singles (granite/plain), 10s Dolfuss (4), Belgium with 1915 “FRANKEN” 5F 
(3), Orval sets, Liechtenstein Vaduz mini sheet, Germany incl. eight Posthorn sets, IPOSTA mini sheet, 
two Nothilfe sheets, the various Zeppelin and airmail stamps, plenty of Deutsches Reich, Saar, Italy with 
four Manzoni 5L, two 1933 triptych Atlantic Crossing sheets, Switzerland with PAX sets (2), a few other 
items such as German P.O. in China 1900 30pf on piece (Yv. €10’000, cert. Burn & Robineau), etc., etc., 
ideal material for a online retailer, worth closer inspection (STC €382’000+).

36’000 - 42’000

51637 CC C H G F   
1900-2000 Accumulation from an old time collection in five large boxes, mainly stamps used and mint 
some in albums, stockbooks, other crammed into shoe boxes and containers, many overflowing and 
loose, good coverage in most countries, some covers, condition very mixed, however an ideal lot for 
sorting and discovery scarcer material.

500 - 1’000

51638 F  /  View the image/s online 
1900-54 Selection of thirteen covers and cards all with decorative and or attractive publicity and 
advertising imprints, some with labels, noted Suchard, Moet Chandon, Fiat and others, mostly fine to 
very fine, interesting specialist group.

100 - 200

51639 F  /  View the image/s online 
1900s-20s, Group of 42 picture postcards depicting a variety of scenery incl. Hong Kong, some franked 
incl. C.I.P issues, Hong Kong, French & Russian P.Os, useful lot.

100 - 150

51640 C H G F  /  View the image/s online 
1900-1945 Europe mixed lot of odds and ends on stockcards, with early Monaco to 5F, Greenland to 
5Kr, plus useful Germany Berlin sets to 2M and 5M etc., mixed to fine.

300 - 400
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51641 CC C H G J  /  View the image/s online 
1900-2010 Large accumulation of mostly mint nh two large boxes housed in 20 albums, showing 
strength Swiss and Euro face value, with Malta, Order of Malta, Vatican City, Germany, Switzerland, 
United Nations, mixed to fine (100’s of covers & 1000’s of stamps).

400 - 700

51642 CC C H F  /  View the image/s online 
1909-33 Unusual eclectic mix of early Vatican City mint, plus covers and cards, also three large “Valeur 
déclarée” envelopes, two dated 1921 from Switzerland, plus 1909 “CHARGE” from France to Lausanne, 
Switzerland, mixed.

50 - 80

51643 DFE  /  View the image/s online S.G. 54, 61
1910 (Feb 19) Cover front to Vienna bearing 1888-1906 New Currency 3m orange-yellow pair (one 
creased) and 1p blue, both tied by “Habsburg Oe. Lloyd” maritime cds, a very decorative and scarce 
mixed currency franking.

100 - 200

51644 F   
1910-1960ca. Lot of about 230 covers and postal stationery from Europe, the WWII years are better 
represented and many covers are from France, to be mentioned is an illustrated Peugeot telegram of 
France, 1941 FDC from Guernsey, Italy rare postal card to France cancelled “Fontana Parma 9.6.1940”, 
one day before the beginning of war with France and detained by the French authorities as a result of 
the Italian entry in the war (RR), France with two different pseudo Semeuse postal stationeries, various 
censored mail, etc; viewing essential.

200 - 400

51645 CC C F   /  View the image/s online 
1911-1925 Accumulation of letter contents of about 6 different companies with very nice letterhead 
decorations (mostly companies dealing in sponges, grass and velvets), interesting texts.

100 - 200

51646 C H F   
1920-1960 Assemblage of ten albums of stamps mainly used, some mint, all world coverage, strong 
in France and colonies, some elements of British Commonwealth, Monaco, Madagascar, Russia and 
China noted, very mixed condition, some scarcer issue and usages, perfect for sorting or reselling.

400 - 800

51647 F   
1937-2000 Collection in two large boxes, containing many hundreds of covers and first day covers from 
French Territories and Switzerland, including good selection of balloon post, mostly modern, in fine to 
very fine condition, undoubtedly one or two surprise items to be found, worth closer inspection.

100 - 150

51648 F  /  View the image/s online 
1939-1944 WWII CENSORED MAIL: Collection of censored covers neatly mounted on 90 album pages, 
showing strength in France, plus a fine selection of worldwide covers, mixed to fine (160+)

300 - 400

51649 F   
1949-1986, MIDDLE EAST: Lot of about 170 covers, cards, with mostly modern legal size covers Iran, 
Syria, Yemen, Lebanon, Israel, etc., a couple from Jordan, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, mostly to Italy, mixed to 
very fine.

100 - 150

51650 F  /  View the image/s online 
1959-1965 Group of eight covers from Laos (6) and Cambodia (2) with high to very high franking, 
including one large size cover with mass franking of $100 with 38 examples, unusual lot.

150 - 200

51651 CC C H J DCE  /  View the image/s online 
1960s-90s, Accumulation of hundreds and hundreds of stamps from Thai, Laos, Indonesia, Korea, etc. 
in packets, incl. multiples

200 - 300

51652 CC C   
1960-70 Stock book containing Asia sets from Thailand, Korean, and Singapore, mint n.h., including 
1964 Olympic Games mini-sheets, strong in Thailand, other countries are present such as North 
Borneo, Brunei, Angola, well over 1500 stamp on 64 pages, high accumulative catalogue value.

350 - 400
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51653 CC C H G DCE   
1987-1995 Lot of modern in four Lindner albums, showing mostly mint, used, die proofs, including 
Korea, Vietnam, Liberia, Russia, Hungary etc., plus 1965-87 album of attractive stocks and shares 
many from Railroad companies, generally mixed to very fine (100s).

150 - 200

51654 CC C H G J  /  View the image/s online 
1990s Large estate and accumulation mostly modern, mint and used in two large boxes housed in 
twenty binders & albums, showing strength in United Nations, plus some face value etc., mixed to fine 
(some covers & 1000’s of stamps).

200 - 300

51655 CC C H G F J DCE DFE   
Afghanistan: 1870-1895 Specialised, extensive and valuable collection neatly presented and partly 
prepared for exhibition with mostly all written up in Italian on 65 pages, showing a wealth of covers, 
with single, multiple and combination frankings with India, with some fine usage of the 1871 and 1873 
issues, plus array of singles unused and used, unused multiples including large blocks, also 1899 2 
abasi large sheetlet of four being apparently of proof status, mixed to very fine, an excellent basis for 
study and expansion (180+ stamps in singles, pairs, strips and blocks, 57 covers).

8’000 - 12’000
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51656 F  /  372 
Afghanistan: 1872-1916 Collection of covers on leaves comprising 8 franked native covers all with 
contents and different frankings, mostly pen-cancelled from 1872-80 and 3 later stationery forms used, 
an exceptional offer.

750 - 1’000

51657 H G J  /  View the image/s online 
Afghanistan: 1880-1890 Attractive group of nine small native envelopes, mostly all with enclosed 
letters and franked with the 1880-1890 issue, plus three later Nepal stationery envelopes, plus unusual 
and strange red imperforate local issue perhaps from Persia tied by Arabic negative with Teherna cds 
alongside, a fun lot (13 items).

1’000 - 1’500

51658 F  /  372 
Airmails & Zeppelins: 1912-77, Group of 70+ covers, cards and picture postcards, incl. 1930 First 
Europe Pan America Zeppelin Flight from Uruguay with scarce football 1930 World Cup slogan cancel, 
two 1929 1s America Flight covers with 2M or 4M Zeppelin stamps, Olympiafahrt flight on a 1936 Winter 
Games stationery card, with South America, Germany and USA covers, an attractive lot.

400 - 600

51659 F  /  View the image/s online Scott 20-23
Airmails: 1917-56 Airmail collection of eight covers, including from Newfoundland with overprint Air 
Mail to Halifax 1921, Italy, Spain, a Lichtenstein Zeppelin flight to Lausanne, three experimental flights, 
a fine lot.

200 - 300

51660 F DFE  /  View the image/s online 
Airmails: 1925-1985 Collection mounted on more than 180 album pages, showing strength in airmails, 
first flights, early aviation postcards, good deal of modern usages including some Concorde flights etc., 
with France and French Colonies in quantities, mixed to very fine (100’s of covers)

400 - 700

51661 F  /  372 
Airmails - Zeppelins: 1929-34, Group of 20 covers on different Zeppelin flights from Germany to 
Switzerland mostly with two being internal Swiss flights, with better incl. 1929 1st Swiss flight sent 
unfranked with 20c postage due in Zurich, 1929 4th Swiss flight with Bern drop, 1929 5th Swiss Flight 
with Zurich drop, etc., an attractive group

300 - 400

51662 CC C H  /  View the image/s online 
Albania: 1925-1958 Lot of mostly medium values & sets, mostly mint n.h., some mint hinged & 
used, noted 1928 Constitution Convent in blocks of 4 (Mi Nr. 172-175, ca.€400), mostly very fine (Mi. 
ca.€1’400).

100 - 200

51663 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Americas: 1861-1977 USA, Hawaii, Honduras, Seebeck issues 1808-1899, etc., duplication in 1 album, 
2 stockbooks & glassines, mixed but some internship material, noted beautiful mulitcolour advertising 
cover with native American 1904, mixed to very fine.

150 - 200

51664 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Americas: 1870-1972 Stockbook with duplication, note some classic values, etc.

100 - 120

51665 C H F DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Asia: 1879-1990s, Group of 62 covers/cards from Japan (mostly), Singapore, Netherlands Indies, 
Vietnam, Pakistan, etc., some modern.

120 - 150

51666 CC C H J  /  View the image/s online 
Asia: 1880-2004 Accumulation of mostly medium to better items, noted North Korea (with proof 
sheets and sheetlets 1998 Sydney Olympics, 2004 WWF), Philippines 1925-31 10p green with red OB 
ovpt., North Korea 1965 silk worm breeding (8, incl. block of 4), Mongolia Copernicus mini sheet with 
SPECIMEN ovpt., South Korea 1957 Scouts mini sheet (slight image trace), etc., etc.

1’000 - 1’500
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51667 H  /  View the image/s online 
Australia - South Australia: 1868-1874 Selection of fifteen used overprinted examples (14 different) 
including A.O (audit office), G.P (government printer), B.G (barrack department), S.M (stipendiary 
magistrate) and others; we believe many of these rarities are genuine, the condition is as usual a 
little mixed.

400 - 600

51668 CC C H G F  /  View the image/s online 
Austria: 1850-1933 Accumulation in 2 stockbooks & 1 album with stockpages including stock of 
Austrian field post, noted some medium to better fieldpost with some perf.11 1/2, plus WIPA ordinary 
paper on airmail cover.

200 - 400

51669 C H  /  View the image/s online 
Austria: 1898-1945 Lot on small stockcards, including mostly medium and better values, noted 1908 
10k (7, 6 unused and 1 mint), 1910 10k (2, 1 mint 1 used), 1910 2k and 5k unused, 1911 postage dues 
10k mint, mixed to very fine.

150 - 250

51670 F  /  View the image/s online 
Austria: 1867-1909 Selection of 33 postal stationery cards, mostly unused relating to either Austrian 
Levante or Crete, very little duplication, also included is a receipt from 1891, a fine and interesting lot.

150 - 200

51671 F  /  View the image/s online 
Austria: 1914-16, Group of 21 parcel cards, in general franked with 1908 issue including a few with 
perfin “G.W.H.” (Gustav & Willhelm Heller of Vienna), all sent to Geneva, plus one from Breslau, Germany, 
to Basel, Switzerland (22).

150 - 200

51672 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Austria: 1920-80, Mint collection, in general mint n.h. with only a few hinged sets, the majority of the 
good sets included and almost all are in very fine condition, plus some FDCs (STC in 1995 ca.€6’000).

600 - 800

51673 CC C H F  /  View the image/s online 
Austrian Levant: 1866-1914 Collection on 70 album pages of Levant and Crete, noted blocks and pairs, 
difference colour shades and perfs, also postcards and covers, some fakes, mostly fine to very fine.

400 - 600

51674 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Balkans: 1900-50 Collection of stamps and covers from Albania, Greece, Serbia, Yugoslavia, 
including 25 album pages with mint and used Serbia money orders, parcel cards and telegraph 
money orders, also 500+ stamps from 1925 Albania 1f and 2f in mint n.h. blocks and sheets and two 
sets of mint 1923 postage dues 4q-50q, over 90 covers and cards, noted 1915 Greece registered 
printed envelope to Vienna with Red Cross vignette, various stationery cards including Yugoslavia 
with Serbia overprints, some WWII post with Hitler frankings, many more destination mailings, an 
interesting lot and a must view.

800 - 1’000

51675 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Baltics: 1918-1938 Duplication in small thick stockbook and various stockcards, with medium-better 
central Lithuania (sold as is - some signed Schmutz, Klein, Pochonski), etc., mixed to very fine.

100 - 200

51676 CC C H   
Belgium: 1849-2010 Collection of mainly mint stamps in six Davo albums and additionally two 
stockbooks crammed with used examples, high face value in mint n.h. condition, and includes several 
early issues used in fair condition, tidy lot.

400 - 800

51677 H F  /  View the image/s online 
Belgium: 1849-1944, Small collection incl. ca.200 imperf. and perf. Epaulettes and Medaillons (mixed 
condition), and 15 covers incl. 1858 to France with two 20c, plus three Netherlands Indies covers.

200 - 300
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51678 C H G F   
Belgium: 1849-58, Exceptional group of Belgium classics on stockcards with covers and stamps of 
Epaulettes and Medallions issues, range of cancellations, exceptionally large margined examples, 
shades, multiples, and varieties, a fine group.

2’000 - 3’000

51679 H F  /  View the image/s online 
Belgium: 1849-1863 Duplication on and off cover, including horizontal and vertical pairs, one strip of 
three, sheet-margin examples, few with strongly shifted perforations, all in small box, mixed to very fine.

200 - 300

51680 F DFE  /  372 
Belgium: 1869-1912, Group of 27 covers, fronts, cards and formulars, incl. 1869 front with Leopold 
I 40c in combination with 1869 20c, 1896 incoming cover from Germany with 30c postage due on 
arrival, 1884 cover to France under-taxed with 5c postage due, with mixed issue frankings, registered, 
stationery, insured, etc., a varied lot.

200 - 300

51681 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Belgium: 1871-1948 Old-time exhibition collection on Belgium postal stationery cards & picture cards 
on self-made pages, mostly unused, picture-cards mostly incomplete sets, occasionally used, generally 
very fine.

200 - 400

51682 F   
Belgium - Hotel Post: 1888-1928 Group of 36 illustrated covers or cards, 5 with accompanying 
letterheads, majority sent abroad, mostly fine and decorative lot.

400 - 500

51683 F  /  View the image/s online 
Belgium: 1897-1973 Group of ca 100 different illustrated postal stationery mint and used, fine.

150 - 200

51684 CC C H DCE   
Belgium Congo: 1886-1966, Mint & used collection in a stockbook, pretty full incl. mint and used sets, 
incl. postage dues, with better incl. 1886 5F lilac mint & used, 1887-94 5F used, a useful lot.

400 - 600

51685 F DFE   
Belgium Congo: 1886-1955, Collection of postcards and postal stationery, with 71 unused picture 
postcards (pre-1930), 36 used postal stationery picture cards (some missing stamps), 60 unused postal 
stationery cards and reply cards, and 12 covers & a front incl. official mail, airmails, registered and 
aerogrammes, a good lot.

600 - 800

51686ex
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51686 CC C H G F J DCE A DFE  /  380 
Bhutan: 1955-2000 Extensive, valuable and specialised collection / accumulation in five large boxes, 
neatly presented and housed in over 45 albums and many boxes.
Attractively prepared and knowledgeable written up on hundreds specially prepared album pages 
showing extensive ranges of mint, used, imperforates, blocks of four including plate blocks, proofs, 
handpainted proofs, varieties with inverted surcharges, covers with both commercial, philatelic usages 
and first day covers, with strength in thematic interest including Flowers, Olympic Games, Space, 
Wildlife, plus a vast range of duplication, a wonderful opportunity to acquire a unique assembly, an 
excellent basis for study and development (1000’s of stamps and 100’s of covers).

6’000 - 8’000

51687 F  /  View the image/s online 
Bhutan: 1960s-70s, Group of 50 covers/cards incl. official mail (10), postal stationery card, airmails, 
FDCs, etc. incl. holograph and circular die cut stamps.

70 - 100

51688 C H J DCE   
Bolivia: 1867-68 "Condor" Issue, a very interesting study comprising various hundreds, including the 5c 
green mainly unused, featuring various reconstructed plates with multiples up to part sheets of 50, the 
used condition represented by postal and mainly fiscal usages, 5c violet with over 50 stamps including 
some reprints, 50c yellow plate reconstruction of 50, 10c black in over 50 examples comprising singles 
and multiples with nearly half being reprints, 38 examples of 100c blue, very rare 50c blue in part plate 
reconstruction of 26 singles predominately unused incl. one pair, and scarce 100c green part plate 
reconstruction of 28 singles used and unused; all stamps are marked on reverse with the initial "HEBG" 
and the number of the position in the plate, and reprints additionally with an "R"; a most unusual and 
valuable lot with inspection being a must.

2’000 - 3’000
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51689 F DFE  /  384 
Bolivia: A magnificent collection of stampless postal history comprising around 220 items originating 
from the 18th and 19th centuries and around 25 from the 20th century, with a good section of scarce 
colonial mail including nine 1792-96 very scarce postal documents recording departures and arrivals of 
official and public correspondence (which is declared as addressed to different destinations including 
Spain) with manuscript notations as proof of departure, transit and delivery and showing red postmarks: 
"Franca", "Plata", "Peru", and "Certi-/ficado", 1792-1813 six money order receipts with handstamps 
of Cotagaita and Plata (including one rare external usage to Buenos Aires), external mail with various 
letters from Paz and Plata to Peru, letter from Potosi to Buenos Aires, 1822 "Rta. De Corr.os" red 
marking on postal document stating the shipment of official and royal correspondence, etc; it follows 
a comprehensive republican period with numerous interesting and scarce/very rare postmarks from 
Chayanta (illustrated with postman playing a post horn), Copacabana, Padilla, Miculpaya, Coripata, 
Libertad, Colamarca, Mapiri, Corque, Poopo, Challapata, mail to Peruvian cities occupied by Chile 
during the Pacific War, 10c octagonal Antofagasta marking, "Bolivia/Franca/Servicio Gubernamental" 
postmark on envelope sent by President Agustín Morales, 1870 letter from London sent to Cobija with 
British P.O. small cds on arrival, La Chimba negative blue postmark illustrated with ship on maritime 
mail (2) to Valparaiso, some forwarding agent usages; the 21st century with exceedingly scarce or 
unique examples of official postmarks from Higuera-Guayco, Tarvita, Talina, Otuyo, Tambo Huaico, 
Ocuri, Sacaca, Otavi, Tinguipaya, Uncia, Cañamina, La Torre, Tipuani, Puente Villa, Villa-Ulla, San 
Buenaventura, Santiago de Huata, Tacacoma, Viscachani, Guanay, Tambillo, Sinesipe, Cachuela 
Esperanza, Ventilla. A most unusual and wonderful collection representing an excellent advanced basis 
for further expansion, with viewing highly recommended.

5’000 - 10’000

51690 CC C H J S   
Bolivia: 1870-1980 Speciliased collection gathered in five volumes with a good and abundant display 
of specimen examples and varieties, subtypes, misplaced perforations, surcharges, imperforates, and 
revenue stamps, with some multiples and duplication; an unusual lot.

750 - 1’000

51691 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Bosnia: 1883-1919 Accumulation of about 100 postal stationary items, ppc’s and a few covers, noted 
many different cancellations, some fieldpost (Fliegerersatzkompanie 11, ex August 1918), etc., also incl 
Pillauer’s book on Bosnian cancels.

300 - 400

51692 C H  /  View the image/s online Scott 1-10
Brazil: 1843-1930 Collection in a stockbook and small album including Bull’s Eye 30r and 60r (4) used 
four margins with faults, group of 1844 slanting numerals 10r (5), 30r (4) and 60r (4) and a 90r, also 
several later 1850 type, run of later issues and also the scarce 1871 Telegraph stamps 200 to 100 mint 
and used, with very fine 500, a high value assemblage, mixed condition, with some finer examples, 
viewing recommended.

500 - 700

51693 H DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Brazil: 1844-66, Mostly used duplication on a double-sided stockpage with “Inclinados” up to 60r and 
“Verticais” up to 600r, mixed condition (ca.180).

200 - 300

51694 H DCE   
Brazil: 1850-1960s, mostly used collection on pages, stockcards, etc, a mixed lot.

100 - 150

51695 CC C H  /  View the image/s online 
Brazil: 1854-1970 Collection in one album and large stockbook, including early period and from 1941 
on a nice run of most issues in mint n.h. blocks of four.

300 - 400

51696 CC C H  /  View the image/s online 
Brazil: 1866-1904 Duplication in 4 stockbooks beginning with 1866 Coloridos, mostly used, mixed to 
very fine + a few more modern, worth a careful inspection.

3’000 - 4’000
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51697 C H  /  View the image/s online 
Brazil: 1946-2004 (approx.) Collection on the Brazilian Christmas postal stationery letters (folding 
letters) and there many different designs, also the sealing Christmas vignettes are present, mostly 
unused, but earlies are also used, mostly fine to superb, but also a few with filing holes, overall a 
collection difficult to repeat, approx. 140 items incl duplications.

100 - 150

51698 CC C H G DCE 
British Empire: 1840-1960 Dealers stock neatly arranged on hundreds of small file cards housed in 
eight boxes, all neatly catalogued and ready for retail sale and or internet selling, with both unused and 
used classic imperforates to semi-modern singles, part and complete sets, multiples, some useful used 
with clear cancels, showing strength in BNA and Canada with booklets, special delivery, postage dues, 
registered etc., British Africa, BWI, Great Britain with 1d blacks and 2d blue pair, Hong Kong with array 
of QV, India, Ireland with overprints sets and singles to Seahorse 10s, Mauritius, Rhodesia with some 
double heads, Malaya & States, plus much more, some duplications, mixed to fine (1000’s).

6’000 - 9’000

51699 CC C H S  /  View the image/s online 
British Empire: 1850-1950 Collection of mint and used stamps on 12 A5 stockcards, including Egypt, 
Mauritius (1883 set mint, 1902 Postal Revenue set mint, 1910 set mint), Nyasaland (with high values 
S.G. 12, 13, 18, 19, 26 mint), South Africa (Jubilee set in pairs), Seychelles (early material including 
Specimens), Niger Coast, Zanzibar (with high values up to 5R mint and used), Cape of Good (8 
triangulars including 2 woodblocks with faults), Rhodesia (13 regummed, double heads up to 2s mint), 
and Natal (S.G. 140.142 mint), Transvaal, many others, mixed condition with many very fine, a lot worthy 
of closer inspection.

800 - 1’200

51700 C H G F  /  View the image/s online 
British Empire: 1854-1900 Mixed lot of odds and ends on stockcards, with early GB Embossed Issues 
used, plus some later KEVII, useful Canada including Jubilee mixed lot of mint and used, with used $2, 
$3 and $5 etc., mixed to fine.

1’000 - 1’500

51701 No lot.

51702 CC C H F   
British Empire: 1870s-1980s, Estate incl. very fine and fresh Commonwealth collection from Aden 
to Zanzibar assorted in 41 albums with KGVI and QEII in mint n.h. sets and mini sheets (incl. 1974 
Anniversary of Singapore m/s Mi.€750), a great source of thematics such as royalty, fauna & fauna, 
and omnibus issues with 1935 Silver Jubilee incl. Basutoland 2d and 3d mint n.h. with “dot to left of 
chapel” variety, 1948 Royal Wedding incl. Hong Kong which also has KGVI $1 with short leg to R mint 
and “CHINA” ovpt to $5 mint, some earlier incl. Cape triangular used pair, etc., plus 19 albums with 
7 sparsely filled “New Age” printed stamp albums, Rhodesia incl. mint, loose in packets, covers and 
FDCs, approval books, etc., ideal material for a dealer to breakdown for retail or the internet.

2’000 - 3’000

51703 CC C H J DCE L  /  View the image/s online 
British Empire: 1872-1965 Attractive mint and used collection in seven specialised green Scott album 
Aden to Zululand, rather sparsely filled, some complete set to 10s, £1 or $1, strength in KGVI and QEII, 
mixed to very fine, excellent basis for study and expansion (100’s).

500 - 800

51704 F S  /  View the image/s online 
British Empire: 1890s-1940s, Group of 54 postal stationery items with “SPECIMEN” overprints from a 
range of British Empire colonies (mostly West Indies and Africa), with postcards, letter cards, envelopes, 
registered envelopes incl. larger sizes, etc., one with “Ultramar” ovpt as well, mostly very fine condition.

1’100 - 1’500

51705 CC H G  /  View the image/s online 
British Empire: 1891-1959 Selection on five small stockcards of medium and better values and sets, 
including Great Britain, Eritrea, Sudan, including GB 10s dark blue 1939, mixed, mostly fine to very fine.

100 - 200
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51706 C   
British Empire: 1935 Omnibus Silver Jubilee complete set of 250 mint stamps, including A10 Egypt, 
mounted in special hardbound Savoy Album (SG £1’600).

650 - 800

51707 CC C H   
British Empire: 1937-51 Collection contained within a 1956 George VI red bound Stanley Gibbons 
printed album, arranged by country Aden to Zanzibar nearly all mounted mint, some n.h. in 
Newfoundland, some used stamps, many of the sets, although high values in the main not present, 
noted Hong Kong Victory and Silver Wedding sets mounted and fresh, Malaya 1950s mostly in sets, an 
attractive and appealing album, many very fine stamps.

1’000 - 1’500

51708 CC C H F  /  View the image/s online 
British Empire - Omnibus Issues: 1937-1978 Attractive mint collections showing 1937 Coronation 
sets and 1953 Coronation sets, plus 1946 Victory, plus much more, mixed to very fine (100s).

100 - 150

51709 C H  /  View the image/s online 
British Guiana: 1862-1982 Collection of stamps on 34 album pages, with 314 mint and 195 used items, 
numerous mint n.h. and used series, such as the 1882, 1889, 1889-91, 1890-1, 1907, 1913-5 and 
others, plus railway post offices, mail steam boats and scarce postmarks, clean and well organised with 
a number of high values, worthy of closer inspection, a very popular region (S.G. £4’500+).

900 - 1’200

51710 F  /  View the image/s online 
Bulgaria: 1890-1906 Collection of TPO cancellations including over 60 items, mainly stationery cards, a 
few covers, mounted on album pages as a detailed study, with illustrations of each distinct cancellation, 
nicely present and clearly contains scarcer material, mixed condition, viewing recommended.

500 - 600

51711 CC C H G F J DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Bulgaria: 1934-1971 Attractive, specialised and extensive collection neatly mounted and written up 
on hundreds of specially prepared album pages, showing strength in postal history with philatelic and 
commercial usages, general issues including perf. variations, imperforates, plus array of other minor 
varieties, generally fresh, very fine and a wonderful assembly (100’s and covers).

1’000 - 2’000

51712 CC C H G J DCE   
Canada: 1852-1940 Extensive and valuable collection and or stock of mint, used, singles, sets, shades, 
multiples, cancellations, all housed in five small booklets, showing some useful early issues, small and 
large Queens, a fine array of the Jubilee low values to $1, plus a useful and wonderful array of Edward 
VII and George V, plus later commemoratives, mixed to very fine (100’s) (STC Scott $85’000+).

5’000 - 7’000
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51713 F  /  372 
Canada & USA: 1900 (Jul) Group of 15 picture postcards with 12 from Montreal or Quebec with 1898-
1903 definitive issue incl. one attractive colour litho franked on the front, and three from the White 
Mountains with US Franklin 1 cents, all with Rodaun arrivals, mostly very fine and attractive group.

150 - 200

51714 C H  /  View the image/s online 
Cape of Good Hope: 1853-1900 Accumulation in stockbook incl. over 200 Triangulars from 1d o 1s, 
mint and used selection, noted used block of four 4d and two pairs, a few wood-blocks, condition is 
mixed although some are fine to very fine, also includes a selection of later issued stamps with some 
duplication, significant catalogue value, ideal dealer stock material.

3’600 - 4’000

51715 F  /  View the image/s online 
Ceylon: 1900-30s, QV-QEII collection of 140+ postal stationery items in 2 small albums, mixture of mint 
and used, with postcards, reply cards, uprated, surcharged, also newspaper wrappers, letter cards, 
envelopes, aerogrammes, cancellation interest, noted ppc from Ragama POW Camp, a useful lot with 
the majority in good and clean condition.

200 - 300

51716 F  /  View the image/s online 
Ceylon: 1899-1900 Group of 10 picture postcards to Austria sent from Nuwara-Eliya, Kandy and 
Colombo, noted three cards with hotel security postmarks: “STAMPED QUEEN’S HOTEL KANDY” and 
“NUWARA-ELIYA HOTELS CO Ltd”, all with Rodaun arrival, some minor staining, fine.

60 - 120

51717 CC C J DCE DFE  /  View the image/s online 
China: 1890-1992 Varied dealers lot of odds and ends, showing some useful cover fronts including 
French Offices in China, the rest being mint and used with PRC on stockcards and pages, plus 
remainder collection on album pages and one large stockbook, mixed to very fine (100’s of stamps and 
some covers).

300 - 500

51718 CC H F  /  View the image/s online 
China: 1897-2010 ca Accumulation including a few covers, presentation booklets, packets etc., noted 
small stockbook with early 1970 sets unmounted mint.

150 - 200

51719 F  /  384 
China: 1898-1957 Selection of twenty covers, including express delivery item from Shanghai, many 
cover into Switzerland via Siberia, as well as commercial mail from Harbin to Germany via Russia, noted 
items from Hankow, Tientsin, Canton, and a Shanghai local post mark, interesting frankings, with two 
postage due covers, and one incoming card from Mexico to Amoy via San Francisco with Hong Kong 
transit, a mixed condition valuable lot, includes scarcer markings, viewing recommended.

1’000 - 1’500

51720 H   
China: 1963-83 Collection in small stockbook of over 170 used stamps PRC issues used duplicates 
including 1963 giant Panda eating apples 8f (8) and 10f (4), butterflies, mountains and others, a fine 
and interesting lot.

400 - 600

51721 CC C  /  View the image/s online 
China: 1967-1986 Attractive and valuable assembly of some of the medium sets and singles from this 
popular collecting period, all housed in attractive Chinese style stockbooks, plus a fine array of later 
miniature sheets, generally fresh and extremely fine, a wonderful group (100’s).

1’000 - 1’500

51722 F  /  View the image/s online 
China: 1984-2002 PRC Scientific Expeditions to Antarctica Postal History (49) covers and postcards 
sent to Argentina, Australia, Japan, Uruguay, and USA, including Great Wall Station, Xuelong (Snow 
Dragon) Chinese Icebreaker commemoratives and official postcards covering China’s evolution from 
Research to a member of the Antarctic Treaty, fine set.

400 - 500
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51723 Coins: Massive hoard in 4 removal boxes full mostly from Switzerland but also from Europe and 
overseas, giant Swiss face value with coins up to CHF 20, also several 100’s medals, a careful 
examination of this is highly advised, perfect to split up.

1’000 - 1’500

51724 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Czechoslovakia: 1998-1942 Duplication in stock book incl. POSTA CESKOSLOVENSKO 1919 *, **, 
used, also 3x Olympic congress *, etc., mostly fine to very fine, plus bundle of part sheets & complete 
sheets of these legislative issue 1919 & various covers 1938 Sudetenland.

200 - 300

51725 F  /  View the image/s online 
Czechoslovakia: 1925-57 Group of ca 100 illustrated postal stationery mint & used, mostly fine.

100 - 150

51726 CC C H G F  /  View the image/s online 
Denmark & Schleswig: 1854-1924, Mixed group incl. 1854-57 8s imperf. with “231” numeral, pack of 
10 “Voting Posters” postcards, 35 picture postcards from the Schleswig area (many used), two WWI 
POW covers, two covers and pieces with set of 14 Plebiscite issue and 2m single franking.

50 - 100

51727 CC C H G F  /  388 
Egypt - Foreign Post Offices: 1840-1923 Attractive balance assembly neatly mounted and written up 
on eight album pages, showing Suez Canal Company 1c to 40c unused, plus additional 5c with plate 
flaw, also stampless letter from the French Office in Alexandria, plus some stamps and fragment from 
the Greek, Italian and French offices, 1871 cover from Alexandra to Syra, franked Greek 1867-69 40L 
neatly tied by “97” lozenge of Alexandra, a wonderful group (18 stamps & 5 covers).

700 - 1’000

51728 F  /  View the image/s online 
Egypt: 1842-1959 Group of 26 selected covers and cards, much of interest incl. uprated registered 
stationery, destination, airs, prestamp, cancellation interest, military, POW’s

240 - 300

51729 F  /  388 
Egypt - Posta Europea: 1855-1865 Small assembly neatly mounted and written up on three album 
pages, showing three stampless covers with Posta Europea mkgs from Alexandria, Cairo and Mansura, 
a fine trio (3 covers).

100 - 150

51730 H   
Egypt - Russian P.O.: 1863-1866 6 kopeks blue, typo-graphed in St. Petersburg, imperf. on thin paper, 
neatly cancelled by “785” rhomboid strike in blue, slightly repaired, still an extremely rare stamp used 
in Alexandria, plus 1865 2pi deep blue and rose in vertical pair also cancelled by “785” rhomboid strike 
in blue, a very rare lot (single & pair).

800 - 1’200
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51731 H G F  /  388 
Egypt - British Post Offices: 1863-1906 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up 
on sixteen album pages, showing a wonderful array of singles, pairs and fragments with values from 1d 
to 5s with a variety of cancels including British Army Post Office cds on GB and Indian adhesives, “B01” 
and “B02” strikes, plus a fine, valuable and rare group of fourteen covers/cards showing mostly “B02” 
usages from Suez including 1863 Telegram printed envelope to Bombay franked 1s green cancelled 
by “B02” with SUEZ/NO.28.63 cds alongside possibly the early recorded from this correspondence, 
1872 small mourning envelope to Edinburgh, franked 4d vermilion pair neatly tied by “B02” and Suez 
cds alongside, plus 1870 ladies envelope to Hamburg, franked 1d red and 10d red-brown neatly tied 
by “B02” and Suez cds alongside, finally 1871 envelope to London redirected to Richmond, franked 4d 
vermilion two pairs tied by “B01” with GB 1d red applied as forwarding fee within London, plus array 
of other covers, mixed to very fine, a wonderful basis for expansion, a few items with certs (28 stamps 
& 14 covers).

3’000 - 6’000

51732 CC C H J A P K  /  390 
Egypt - First Issue: 1866 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up on twenty-
six album pages, with essays showing 1866 Riester six essays with and without ornaments, 5pa to 
10pi showing proofs in singles and blocks including complete set of the Pellas proofs, mint and used, 
shades, multiples including 10pa two used strips of four, 1pi unused block of four, cancellations, 
varieties with perf. variations, imperforate singles, 1pi unused imperf. between pair and plate flaws 
including 10pi unused pos. 165 showing “plate flaw” defect above the “10” in the NE corner, cert. Todd, 
plus a fine array of six covers including 2pi yellow, bisect on 1867 cover from Cairo to Alexandria, cert. 
Todd (NP 5bb, US$2500), generally fresh and a very fine assembly, an excellent basis for study and 
expansion (160 stamps/proofs & 6 covers).

5’000 - 8’000

51733 H G J  /  View the image/s online 
Egypt: 1866-1957 Attractive old-time collection housed in decorative Arabic style album from the 
1950’s, showing mostly used neatly mounted on bilingual Arabic and English especially prepared 
album pages with a good deal of completion from the early classic, semi modern with many set to $E1 
including 1935 UPU set and 1938 Wedding £E1, plus airmails, postage dues, officials, British Forces 
etc., mixed to very fine (100’s).

1’000 - 1’500

51734 CC C H J A P K  /  392 
Egypt - Second Issue: 1867 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up on twenty-
seven album pages, with a fine array of twenty-eight unadopted essays showing many essays for 
Postal Stationery, mint and used, types, shades, multiples in pairs, strips of three, four and blocks of 
four, six and twelve, cancellations showing some Consular Office pmks, also 1pi red with “1 AGO 67” 
first day cancel, varieties with plate flaws including the “Chain” and Arabic “heh” varieties, imperforates, 
double prints, additionally three covers are present including an 1868 registered envelope from Cairo to 
Constantinople, franking by 1pi red and 5pi brown paying the six piastre rate, the cover was part of the 
famous collection of both Adullah Mishrick and Samir Fikry, generally fresh and a very fine assembly, an 
excellent basis for study and expansion (169 stamps/proofs & 3 covers).

7’000 - 10’000

51735 CC C H J A P K   
Egypt - Third Issue: 1872-75 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up on thirty-
three album pages, with essays showing 1874 Continental Banknote Company three multi coloured 
20pa essays, 1872 Typographed & Lithographed Issues, plus 1874-75 Bulaq Issue, with mint and used 
showing values to 5pi, shades, multiples including blocks of four, six, eight, twelve, twenty, cancellations 
some being Consular Office pmks, varieties with inverted wmks, perf. variations, imperforate singles, 
misperforations, tête-bêche pairs, plus a fine array of five covers including, generally fresh and a very 
fine assembly, an excellent basis for study and expansion (270+ stamps/proofs & 5 covers).

4’000 - 7’000
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51736 C H G DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Egypt - Third Issue: 1874-1875 Old-time collection neatly mounted on more than 80 pages showing 
values from 5pa to 5pi with extensive ranges of mostly used singles, some pairs, etc., with an array of 
plate flaws, perforation types, wmk variations, shades, and pmks, mixed to very fine accumulation, an 
excellent basis for study (100’s).

800 - 1’200

51737 CC C H G F J DCE A P  /  View the image/s online 
Egypt: 1874-1990 Large mixed and varied accumulation in a large box showing an interesting array of 
different small assemblies in-stock books & albums, with Interpostal seals, modern varieties, plate and 
sheet flaws, a wonderful selection of postmarks showing paquebot, used in Italy, France used in Egypt, 
censored, etc., some useful covers, large range of modern complete sheets, plus the scarce Suez Canal 
20c blue complete sheet, a varied array of other mixed accumulations including first day covers, etc., 
mixed to very fine accumulation (1000’s).

3’000 - 4’000

51738 CC C H J K  /  394 
Egypt - 1879 Surcharges: Attractive specialised assembly nearly mounted and written up on six album 
pages, with mostly mint, two used, showing mint blocks of both values including blocks four, six, nine 
and forty-eight, plus mint & used singles showing inverted surcharge, 5pa on 2 1/2pi block of four with 
inverted wmk, 10pa on 2 1/2pi two blocks both with pos. 28 showing “un-inked blob” on “0”, finally 
the key item being the extremely rare 10pa on 2 1/2pi mint TETE-BECHE pair from the Byam and 
Houston collection, with cert. RPS, generally fresh and a very assembly, an excellent basis for study 
and expansion (89).

2’000 - 3’000

51739 CC C H G F J DCE P K  /  400 
Egypt - De La Rue Issues: 1879-1902 Attractive specialised assembly nearly mounted and written 
up on twenty-seven album pages, mint and used, shades, multiples with gutter pairs and plate blocks, 
cancellations with some used abroad, the key item in the collection is the 1881-1902 1pi blue unique 
UPU colour trial on unwmkd porous unsurfaced paper, plus a fine array of more than twenty covers and 
cards showing a range of usages including 20pa on 5pi green pair on cover, also 1m brown & 3m orange 
in combination with Cote de Somalis 10c etc., generally fresh and a very fine assembly, an excellent 
basis for study and expansion (124 stamps & 20+ covers/cards).

3’000 - 4’000

51740 F  /  View the image/s online 
Egypt - Postal Stationery: 1879-1971 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up 
on forty-three pages, showing unused and used, postal cards, envelopes, wrappers, reply cards, air 
letters etc., generally very fine (72 items).

200 - 300

51741 CC C H J P  /  394 
Egypt - Postage Dues: 1884-1959 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up on 
twenty pages, showing proofs including 1888 composite essay in sheet format with mirror-image and 
offset impressions all value to 5pi in blocks of four, cert. Hass, mint singles, sets and blocks, used, 
covers, later Royal misperfs etc, mixed to very fine (150+ stamps & 3 covers).

1’200 - 2’000

51742 CC C J P  /  View the image/s online 
Egypt - Revenues: 1887-1938 Attractive assembly neatly mounted and written up on four album pages, 
showing 1887 5pa to 25pi mint set of six in singles and sheet marginal blocks of four, 1938 1m to 200m 
cancel back set of five, similar set in Royal misperf. blocks of four, a wonderful little lot (55 stamps).

200 - 300

51743 F   
Egypt - Mailboat Cancels: 1889-1911 Small selection of maritime cancellations and usages on eleven 
stamps with Pleine Mer, Paquebot and Retta cancels & three postcards one used on the Austria Lloyd 
Ship Semiramis, a scarce group (11 stamps, 3 covers).

200 - 300

51744 F  /  View the image/s online 
Egypt: 1889-1956 Group of 34 covers/stationery all addressed to Switzerland, noted cover with express 
issue, uprated registered postal stationery, 1911 parcel card franked 5pi + 2pi pair with Trieste maritime 
cachet, cancel interest.

200 - 300
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51745 CC C H J P  /  396 
Egypt - Officials: 1893-1952 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up on fifteen 
pages, showing only mint or mint nh, with singles, blocks and plate blocks, some minor varieties and 
cancelled backs, generally very fine (170)

200 - 400

51746 CC C H G F J P  /  View the image/s online 
Egypt - French PO’s in Alexandria & Port Said: 1899-1928 Attractive specialised assembly neatly 
mounted and written up on fourteen pages, showing mint or mint n.h., used and covers, with singles, 
blocks and seven covers, generally very fine (75 stamps & 7 covers).

300 - 400

51747 CC C H J P   
Egypt - Pictorial & Crown Overprints: 1914-1922 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted 
and written up on twenty-two album pages, showing 1914 proofs, mint set in singles and plate blocks, 
1922 Crown overprint colour trials 1m and 15m (3) (US$750), 1922 Crown ovpt 1m inverted ovpt 
(US$350), 1922 Crown ovpt 20m inverted & double ovpt (US$500) etc, mixed to very fine (250+ stamps 
& 2 covers).

1’200 - 2’000

51748 CC C H G F J P  /  396 
Egypt - British Forces: 1914-1946 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up on 
nineteen album pages, showing 1932 1pi imperf. sheet marginal block of four, 1pi unusual block of eight 
used with retta cancel and similar in a complete sheet of twenty, 1935 Jubilee single mint and block, 
plus pair used and single on cover, a selection of ten covers, plate blocks and cancelled backs etc., also 
five covers & cards some showing ARMY POST OFFICE usages two on registered GB 2d registered 
envelope. a wonderful little lot (70 stamps & 15 covers).

400 - 500

51749 F   
Egypt - Wreck Mail: 1918-1942 Three covers one from the March 19th 1918 wreck of the Kingstonian 
off Alexandria, plus two covers both to Pretoria, South Africa, from Allied ships, one torpedoed by the 
German Navy, all covers have had there stamps washed off, a scarce trio (3 covers).

200 - 300

51750 CC C J P   
Egypt - Express Letter Stamps: 1922-1944 Small assembly neatly mounted and written up on four album 
pages, showing mint singles, plate blocks, plus two cancelled backs, a wonderful group (27 stamps).

100 - 150

Bidding Steps  All bids in Euro

 50-100 5
 100-200 10
 200-500 20

 500-1000 50
 1’000-2’000 100
 2’000-5’000 200
 5’000-10’000 500

 10’000-20’000 1’000
 20’000-50’000 2’000
 50’000-100’000 5’000
 100’000-200’000 10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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51751 CC C H J A P K   
Egypt - Fouad & Farouk: 1922-1952 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up 
on sixty-two album pages, with a fine array of thirty-seven (37) unadopted essays in singles, blocks 
and sheetlets including 1922 Harrison essay 50m bright carmine in sheetlet of four, proofs (46), Royal 
Cancelled on reverse (91), Royal misperfs (134), 5m red-brown tow strips of six with CANCELLED ovpt, 
mint and used with values to £E1, types, shades, multiples including complete sheets, plates blocks to 
£E1 values, imperforates showing the rare 1944-51 Military £E1 imperf. with misplaced centre, plus a 
selection of nine covers and two booklets and array of booklet panes etc., an excellent basis for study 
and expansion (100’s of stamps/proofs/essays & 9 covers).

9’000 - 14’000

51752 CC C H G F J DCE P  /  398 
Egypt - Commemoratives: 1925-1956 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up 
on eighty-one (81) album pages, showing an extensive and comprehensive collection of these popular 
commemorative issues, showing a good deal of completion with all the important sets present including 
the Port Fuad and the UPU sets, plus some Royal cancelled backs, plate blocks, covers, varieties, 
souvenir sheets with the extremely rare 1951 Royal Wedding sheet IMPERFORATE, only 27 printed, 
generally very fine, a wonderful collection, an excellent basis for expansion (100’s of stamps and some 
covers).

4’000 - 6’000

51753 CC C H J P  /  390 
Egypt - Airmails: 1933-1953 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up on 
eighteen (18) pages, showing mostly mint sets with some useful plate blocks, Royal Cancelled backs 
including 1933 1m black & orange plate block A/32, colour proofs with 1947 10m denomination in top 
right corner sheet marginal singles part set of eleven different shades, mixed to very fine (150+ stamps 
& 7 covers).

1’200 - 2’000

51754 CC J   
Egypt: 1945-49, Duplication of 580ca. complete mint n.h. sheets (small number incomplete but not 
counted) of commemorative issues from this period.

1’500 - 2’000

51755 CC C H J  /  398 
Egypt - Palestine (Gaza): 1948-1963 Attractive specialised assembly neatly mounted and written up 
on eighteen pages, showing mostly mint sets, with airmails, postage dues, covers, better items include 
1948 1m orange-brown, mint marginal block of four with inverted overprint vertically à cheval, 1960 1m 
and 10m in mint imperf. blocks of four etc., mixed to very fine (140+ stamps & 5 covers).

400 - 600
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51756 CC C F J DCE P  /  400 
Egypt - UAR Commemoratives & Definitives: 1953-1961 Attractive specialised assembly neatly 
mounted and written up on fifty (50) album pages, showing an extensive and comprehensive collection 
of these popular commemorative issues, showing a good deal of completion, with general issues, 
imperfoartes, plate blocks, covers, better items include the 1956 Scout sheets etc., a wonderful 
collection, an excellent basis for expansion (100’s of stamps and some covers)

1’000 - 2’000

51757 CC C H G J  /  View the image/s online 
Europa CEPT: 1956-1995 Eight albums and one folder, showing what appears to be two complete 
collection, all appear mint nh, some used mixed throughout, a few cover etc., mixed to fine (100’s of 
stamps)

400 - 600

51758 CC H  /  View the image/s online 
Faroe Islands: 1979-84 Accumulation of complete sheets, mint never hinged or used (Mi € 1’050).

80 - 100

51759 CC C H G F J DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Fiji: 1938-1966 Small mint & used selection of mint, used and multiples in old time album, with values 
to £1, mixed to very fine

100 - 150

51760 CC C H   
Finland: 1860s-1980s, Mint and used collection in a binder on printed pages.

50 - 70

51761 F   
Finland: 1930s-60s, Accumulation of 300+ covers/cards plus 120+ parcelcards, the covers being 
mostly FDCs (incl. illustrated) or CTO, with some commercial frankings incl. seventeen 1930s-40s 
cards/covers with Christmas cinderella labels, etc., ideal for the web retailer.

70 - 100

51762 C H DCE  /  View the image/s online 
France - Colis Postaux: 1892-1943, Mostly mint collection of railway parcel stamps on 28 pages, a 
nice selection with a range of issues incl. some Algeria railway parcel stamps, an attractive lot.

150 - 200

51763 C H G F  /  384 
France & Colonies: 1849-1986 Collection in two albums, one a selection of France with mint and used 
stamps and covers, including pair of 1849 1f brown-carmine, very fine four margins tied to cover with 
Robineau certificate, one 1870 Paris Siege mail cover, also mint 1853 80c rose-pink and 1f lake mint, 
several multiples on and off cover, includes set of airmail stamps, and more modern missing colour 
varieties, the odd fake as to expected, an interesting selection in mixed to fine condition, the second 
album with French Territories, mint and used stamps and cover and again scarcer examples, noted 
one or two fakes, but two BPA certificates on French Polynesia for the 1884 25c surcharge, and cover 
(damaged) 1873 French post office in Jerusalem sent to Scotland and cover originating from French 
Senegal franked with 40c orange and pair of 5c green, a fascinating assortment, huge catalogue value, 
requires closer inspection and viewing a must.

4’000 - 6’000

51764 CC C H A P  /  View the image/s online 
France & Colonies: 1856-1998 France & Colonies, Monaco, Andorra duplication with odds & ends, 
bit untidy but noted 6 hand painted approx A4 size essays of unadopted Mali issues, imperf. Cote des 
Somalis with “0f” value tablet, Burundi fiscal proofs (specimen), France 50f burelage, etc., mixed.

150 - 300

51765 P  /  View the image/s online 
French Colonies (former): 1960s-70s, French Colonies in Africa group of over 300 deluxe sheets and 
30 artist proofs from Mauritania, Niger, Congo, Malagassy, etc., a good source of thematics incl. flora & 
fauna, birds, sport incl. football, etc., a useful lot for a dealer to sell individually.

300 - 500
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51766 CC P  /  400 
French Colonies (former): 1965-83 Collection of over 100 proofs from African colonies, including 
57 by stamp engraver Jean Pheulpin all signed by the artists, with a selection of non-government 
organisation stamp issues, postal union, noted 1966 UNESCO 50f 20 year commemorative black die 
proof, other interesting topics such as the Philexocam 1971 philatelic exhibition Fort Lamy 100f in 
green, and an assortment of values, subjects and colours, fine condition and a scarce assemblage, 
most attractive, viewing recommended.

1’000 - 1’500

51767 CC P  /  402 
French Colonies (former): 1965-80 Collection of over 100 proofs from African colonies, including 46 
by stamp engraver Albert Decaris, signed by the artists, with a varied assortment of topics, values and 
colours, noted 1971 Cameroon UNICEF 25th anniversary 40f die proof in brown, also the international 
civil aviation organisation 1969 Tchad Republic 30f in purple, attractive selection in fine condition, 
scarce and ideal for the discerning philatelist.

1’000 - 1’500

51768 CC P  /  402 
French Colonies (former): 1965-80 Collection of over 100 proofs including 48 by stamp engraver 
Jacques Combet, signed by the artists, featuring African colonies, with a variety of subjects and values, 
noted Republic of Congo 1963 UNESCO 25f red-brown die proof, and 1969 PhilexAfrique 50f blue, 
perfect for further study or for breaking down into single lots for resale, high value selection.

1’000 - 1’500

51769 CC P  /  402 
French Colonies (former): 1965-75 Selection of over 100 proofs including 29 by stamp engraver 
Michel Monvoisin, signed by the artists, depicting a variety of subjects across the African colonies, 
good range of values and colours, noted 1973 African Union of Post and Telecommunications 100f die 
proof in lack, and 1971 Niger International Year against Discrimination and Racism 100f in deep green, 
condition in the main is fine, excellent accumulation and viewing strongly recommended.

1’000 - 1’500

51770 CC P  /  406 
French Colonies (former): 1965-75 Selection of over 100 African colony proofs including 29 by stamp 
engraver Claude Haley, signed by the artists, wide range of topics and values, over twenty proofs from 
non-profit organisations, including 1969 Niger OCAM conference 100f deep-blue, and stunning 1966 
proof from the Republic of Mali World Black Arts 90f deep-green, fine condition overall, with further 
items of note and interest to be discover by closer inspection.

1’000 - 1’500

51771 CC P  /  406 
French Colonies (former): 1965-75 Selection of over 90 African colony proofs including 34 by stamp 
engraver Pierre Béquet, all bearing his signature, many other artists also included, and decent range of 
subject matter, noted 1965 Cameroon Year of International Cooperation 100f proof, and 1978 Islamic 
Republic of Mauritania Convention to Combat Racial Discrimination 25um in deep-red, most eye 
catching collection of original material, condition in the main is fine to very fine, a must view assortment.

900 - 1’400

51772 CC P  /  406 
French Colonies (former): 1965-75 Selection of over 60 die proofs, including 34 by stamp engraver 
Pierre Gandon, all with his signature, many other artists also within an assortment of subjects and 
values from African colonies, and includes ten proofs from French territories, strong in Mali, also noted 
Congo 30f tribal dancing 30f example, and UNICEF 1967 Niger 100f 21st Anniversary stamp in brown-
red, excellent collection, in fine condition, viewing recommended.

600 - 1’000

51773 CC P  /  408 
French Colonies (former): 1965-75 Collection of over 55 proofs, including stamp engravers Claude 
Durrens (15), Cécile Guillame (16) and René Quillivic (7), all African colony issues, with small selection of 
non-profit organisation items, interesting array of topics and images attractively presented in a variety 
of colours and values, noted three different examples from the 1971 Cameroon Philexafrique and the 
Central Africa Catherine Bokassa mother and child 30f in black, worth closer study, fine lot.

500 - 1’000
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51774 CC P  /  408 
French Colonies (former): 1965-75 Accumulation of over 65 proofs, including stamp engravers Claude 
Jumelet (17), Charles Mazelin (18) and René Cottet (13), from African colony issues, with small selection 
of non-profit organisation items, interesting array of subjects and colours, varied values, noted 1973 
Republic of Dahomey Europe 40f in black and a hand-painted colour Central Africa 30f example, most 
attractive lot, viewing urged.

500 - 1’000

51775 CC C H  /  View the image/s online 
German States: 1851-1878 Collection within a stockbook of over a thousand mint and used stamps, 
a comprehensive selection of German States, noted different values, shades and cancellations, many 
rare, some on piece, considerable duplication, but does have many very fine stamps despite having 
some in mixed condition, a huge catalogue value, and viewing a must.

5’000 - 7’000

51776 CC C H   
Germany: 1851-2000 Stamp collection in two albums beginning with Germany states through to 
modern Germany, over 1500 mint and used examples, a few early Baden 3kr, Bayern good run of the 
King Ludwig and the 1906-16 overprints, a good to fine selection, viewing recommended.

200 - 300

51777 CC C H G F J DCE   
Germany & German States: 1856-1993 Large accumulations of mostly hundreds of covers and cards 
with strength in Germany States, Germany with useful Deutsche Reich including some Eagle frankings, 
with illustrated envelopes, postal stationery, all on hundreds of pages, plus some mint and used with 
Local Posts mostly housed in eight albums, mixed to very fine (100’s of covers & 1000’s of stamps).

1’000 - 2’000

51778 CC C H  /  View the image/s online 
Germany: 1864-1958, Stockbook with a superb mint n.h. selection of 1945-58 stamps of BRD, Berlin & 
French Zone issues, mainly in pairs with sheet margins, also incl. Posthorn 40pf to 90pf pairs in pristine 
condition, very fine.

1’000 - 1’500

51779 CC C H  /  View the image/s online 
Germany: 1866-1945 Accumulation of stamps including unusual or better sets and values, noted Tunis 
Fieldpost, emergency aid, SA and SS imperf, Germania 50pf and 75pf type II (2 way printing), and 
others, mixed but interesting.

150 - 250

51780 CC C H   
Germany: 1872-1919 Accumulation of German Empire stamps in dealer stockbook, mint and used, 
thousands set out by issue, value and colour, well organised comprehensive coverage from the Imperial 
Eagles, Pfennige, Germania and Reichposte, condition varies but substantial number are fine to very 
fine, enormous catalogue value, worth closer inspection.

3’400 - 4’000

51781 CC C H F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany: 1872-1989, Collection of German Reich and Berlin in 3 printed albums and stockpages, with 
album of mint Reich from the Small Eagles onwards, incl. some multiples, 1900 Germania set incl. 10pf 
imperfs and 40pf SPECIMEN, 1902 Germania incomplete set to 5M, 1905-11 set incl. 10pf double print 
signed Starauschek, inflation stamps incl. inverted surcharges, airmail stamps incl. Chicago Flight set, 
album of mint Berlin with good deal of completion, and album of used Reich incl. Germania issues to 
5M, 1926 Nothilfe 5+5pf and 10+10pf with Oechsner certs, etc., some covers incl. three with booklet 
advertising labels, four Zeppelin covers incl. 4M Polar-Fahrt franking, stockpages with mint marginals 
showing sheet markings, booklet stamps, three essays/proofs, etc., a most useful collection, some 
mixed condition so please inspect.

8’000 - 12’000

51782 F   
Germany: 1880s-1900s, Accumulation of ca.800+ postal stationery cards and some picture postcards.

100 - 150
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51783 CC C H   
Germany: 1889-1970 Collection of mint and used stamps in seven albums, as well as an additional 
album of covers, some scarcer earlier issues and some duplication, interesting selection of postmarks, 
and noted 1912 express cover, a good lot for sorting into smaller lots for sale or for finding varieties and 
scarcer unchecked stamps.

100 - 300

51784 C H F   
Germany - Railway mail & Occupations: 1890-1949, Thick album well filled incl. 1945-48 Allied & 
Soviet Occupation Zones mint/used in sets, WWI German occupations with used and covers, Plebiscite 
issues, and a collection of bahnpost cancels and covers, a useful collection.

600 - 800

51785 F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany - Private Post: 1898-1900 group of 15 postcards incl. Hansa private post illustrated postal 
stationery card used, two 3pf from Hansa, seven with Berlin 2pf and one 3pf, three Hannover 2 1/2pf 
and Frankfurt 2pf stationery card, fine.

50 - 70

51786 C H F  /  408 
Germany: 1912-82 Group of 31 airmails with twenty-two 1912 "Gelber Hund" flight postcards from 
Darmstadt (11), Mainz (3), Worms (2), Frankfurt (5) and Offenbach (nearly all on different dates when 
from the same town), four with the 1M Gelber Hund surcharge stamps, a few loose stamps incl. "E.EL.P" 
20pf mint, a useful lot.

800 - 1’200

51787 F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany - WWI Occupation of Belgium: 1915-18 Group of 26 covers/stationery addressed to 
Switzerland incl. registered & express, diverse frankings & cancels, majority with military cachets, fine

120 - 150

51788 CC C H J  /  View the image/s online 
Germany: 1916-80, Exceptional collection of booklets, booklet panes and se-tenants (Markenheftchen 
und Zusammendrucke) incl. Deutsches Reich Heftchenblatt Mi.39, 48, 53 and 64B, the rare 
Markenheftchen Mi.6B (€2’900), Mi.11.2A (€800), Mi.18.1 (€1’500), Mi.20.1 (€1’100), etc., BRD incl. 
Posthorn Mi.WZ4HAN (€1’000), Mi.S8 (€950), Markenheftchen 1 (€900), Berlin incl. rare early issues, 
the large majority are in very fine mint n.h. condition but a few are used or hinged (STC Mi. €36’000+).

3’000 - 4’000

51789 F   
Germany: 1920s-80s, Accumulation of 800+ covers and cards, mostly Bundespost with commercial 
mail, FDCs, aerogrammes and illustrated postal stationery, some Allied Occupation, a wide range of 
frankings, ideal for the web retailer.

100 - 150

51790 CC C  /  View the image/s online 
Germany - Saar: 1920-53 Mostly mint collection in a Lighthouse album and a stockbook, incl. 1920 5m 
mint l.h., 1928 10F+10F mint h.r., 1948 Hochwasserhilfe pair of mint n.h. mini sheets, etc., stockbook 
with plate flaws, interpanneaus, marginals, etc., mostly fine to very fine.

700 - 1’000

51791 F DFE  /  View the image/s online 
Germany: 1920-45 Five albums with more than 420 interesting covers (most are fronts) all sent to Herrn 
Ewald Traeber, Hotel Hirschen, Gunten am Thunersee, Schweiz, the large majority are from the German 
INFLATION PERIOD with a large variety of colourful frankings up to the issues of the Third Reich, a 
great lot to study the rates and shades of the inflation all from one correspondence often originating 
from Oybin Dresden.

500 - 700

51792 CC C H  /  View the image/s online 
Germany - Plebiscite & Upper Silesia: 1920-1921 Specialised duplication in A4 stockbook, stockcards 
and plastic files of mostly upper Silesia (incl. the insurgent issue), noted many examples of the printing 
error 5 on 15 violet, with mint, mint n.h. & used, mostly with old signatures, some also signed Gryzewski, 
nevertheless due the difficulties of that material sold “as is”, a true specialist’s lot, huge catalogue value.

200 - 400
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51793 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany - Memel: 1920-24, Collection mounted on 38 exhibition pages showing most issues including 
millesime pairs, overprinted German, French and Lithuanian stamps, nice range of commercially used 
covers including cash collection, several registered covers, almost all going abroad

700 - 1’000

51794 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany, Danzig, Colonies: 1920-1939 Collection on KABE leaves, all mint hinged, seems to be 
complete except the “grosser Imendienst”.

300 - 400

51795 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany: 1922-84, Mint collection in 3 albums starting with Deutches Reich from 1922 incl. many 
good sets, BRD in general in pristine mint n.h. condition, Togo Anglo-French Occupation 20pf scarce 
block of 6 mint n.h. (signed Kosack), DDR, Ghetto Litzmanstadt Mi.III-V in very fine condition signed 
Jungjuhann BPP, Danzig with better certified stamps, Berlin incl. most of the good values mint n.h., the 
last album including covers, generally very fine and many sets are mint n.h., worth closer inspection.

2’000 - 3’000

51796 F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany: 1922-1938 Zeppelin and airmail group of 22 covers, mainly Zeppelin examples including one 
with “Polarfahrt” 1931 complete set; fine to very fine, an interesting group for the specialist.

300 - 600

51797 CC C  /  View the image/s online 
Germany: 1930-80, Miniature sheets: Germany Reich, Pleskau, French Zone, Soviet Zone, Legion 
Wallonie, Flämische Legion, DDR, BRD, incl. many of the famous souvenir sheets such as 1933 
Nothilfe, 1930 Iposta, 1935 Ostropa, Oloenburg Wohlfahrtsblock with rare variety sowing only two 
stamps printed, 1941 Wallonische Legion, 1943 Flämische Legion, etc., the majority of the sheetlets in 
very fine mint n.h. condition (STC Mi. €14’000).

1’400 - 1’800

51798 CC C H   
Germany - Third Reich: 1933-1945 in Safe dual album including miniature sheets and the official 
stamps, condition in general is fine with many neat cancellations.

200 - 300

51799 F  /  408 
Germany - Concentration Camp Mail: 1934-44 Collection of 20 covers written up and telling the story 
about Olympians who were murdered in the camps, noted items incl. printed card sent from Dachau 
in 1934, SS Fieldpost covers from guards at Wiemar-Buchenwald, Ebelsberg and Mauthausen, scarce 
usage of a commemorative issue on printed camp cover from Ravensbrück, postcard from an inmate 
at Lublin, etc., plus cover sent from the "Winter War" in 1939 (21).

400 - 600

51800 G F  /  404 
Germany - Concentration Camp Mail: 1939-1945 Comprehensive and valuable collection of over 
150 covers and cards pertaining to WWII mail from Nazi concentration and extermination camps, 
prisons, Ghettos, Camps for Forced Labour and prisoners of war etc., this collection tells the story of 
the people held in the camps and their family and friends that the mail were sent to, every items has 
been documented in a detailed listing. The following are a selection of the camps the covers and cards 
originate from: Amberg, Birkenau, Breslau, Buchenwald, Dachau, Flossenburg, Gollnow, Grafentonna, 
Litzmannstadt, Majdanek-Lublin, Mauthausen, Oranienburg, Ravensbruck, Sachenhausen, 
Swatoborschitz, Theresienstadt etc., plus much more.
A truly outstanding assembly of this important part of our world modern history, excellent basis for 
study and further development.

30’000 - 40’000

51801 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany - General Government: 1939-1944 Duplication incl. 1 collection on pages, various 
stockcards, etc., noted also Radio permit stamps, “premium” stamps, fiscals, etc. mixed to very fine, 
some of specialist interest.

150 - 300
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51802 CC 
Germany: 1939-45, Soviet occupation and Allied occupation zones, an outstanding collection almost 
complete housed in a well filled, virtually everything, if not all, is in perfect mint nh condition, highlights 
incl. 1945 pair of the Thueringen Christmas m/s and accompanying large Friedensweihnacht 10M 
m/s, the different papers on the theatre sheets, the bridges, as well as some very scarce definitive 
types, different watermarks through to bi-lingual Russian Roman 12pf red, Saxony shields complete, 
excellent Mecklenburg-Vorpommern better papers, types, colours etc. Also present Leipzig definitives 
and with the different watermarks, all the churches as well as different m/s, various Bezirks, and then 
Anglo-American complete incl. different posthorns, French zone with all the m/s as well as, all the 
different steps to 5M on the general issues and much more. Offered intact as received, superb condition 
throughout.

2’000 - 4’000

51803 CC C H  /  View the image/s online 
Germany - WWII Occupations: 1941-43 Selection on eleven small stockcards, noted Estonia, Latvia, 
Lithuania France, Azard Hind and more, mostly mint, many n.h., and a few used

100 - 200

51804 CC C H F J DCE L  /  View the image/s online 
Germany/Austria - Trieste: 1945-49 Extensive, attractive and valuable specialised assembly/collection 
of mint, used, multiples, part, complete and reconstructed sheets and covers with a bisect usage, 
neatly mounted on more than 140 specially prepared album pages, with an array of minor printing 
varieties, plus perforation error including misperfs. etc., selection of other minor varieties, gum, shades 
and perf. variations, mixed to very fine, a wonderful group of these popular issues (100+)

800 - 1’000

51805 C H F   
Germany - Allied & Soviet Occupation Zones: 1945-48 Mostly used collection in a printed Lighthouse 
album, a good amount of spaces filled but room for adding to, a few covers, a useful started collection.

750 - 1’000

51806 CC C H F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany - Soviet Occupation: 1945-46 “Oberpostdirektion” collection mounted on 69 exhibition 
pages including issues from Berlin/Potsdam, Meckleburg/Schwerin, Dresden, Halle, Erfurt with a 
number of se-tenants and blocks and Leipzig.

600 - 1’000

51807 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany - Trieste AMG: 1945-47 Extensive, attractive and valuable specialised assembly/collection of 
mostly covers and postal stationery mounted and presented on over seventy-five album pages, some 
mint sets present, mixed to very fine, a wonderful group

400 - 500

51808 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany: 1946-1949 Small lot of 3 Allied Occupation items: 2x Exportmesse Hannover mini sheets & 
Soviet Zone 1946 “destroyed” bridges (Mi Bl. 4ayI (type II) with cert. Ströh (€730).

120 - 240

51809 CC C H F  /  View the image/s online 
Germany: 1949-1990, Most extensive collection mounted on around 790 exhibition pages showing 
the basic sets and min.sheets together with an astonishing selection on covers and frankings, many 
addressed to Switzerland, a great lot for the modern postal historian.

700 - 1’000

51810 C H   
Germany: 1950-1970 Estate in one large box including all areas of Germany with better sections such 
as se-tenant booklet examples, specialized INFLA, “Stadt Berlin” plate prominent errors, German 
Empire shield values, etc.

500 - 1’000

51811 CC  /  View the image/s online 
Germany - Federal Republic: 1958 Lot of sheets or postsheets, noted two Mi. MHB5, all mint never 
hinged.

100 - 200

51812 No lot.
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51813 H   
German Colonies: 1900-19, Group of 41 used high values (plus 1 low value) from China 1901 25pf 
& 2m to 5m, and $1/2 on 1m, $1 1/2 on 3m and $2 1/2 on 5m from both the 1905 & 1906-19 issues; 
Kiautschou 1901 1m & 2m, 1905 $1/2, 1905-19 $1/2, $1 & $1 1/2; Morocco with 1900-03 3P75c and 
6P25c (2, one cert. Provinsky), 1905 2P50c (2), 3P75c (2, one on piece) and 6P25c and 1911 1P25c to 
6P25c; Togo 1900-19 2m to 5m; New Guinea 2m & 3m; Marshall Islands 1901-16 1m to 5m; and Samoa 
1m to 5m, all fine to very fine, many signed, a lovely lot (Mi. €7’800+).

1’500 - 2’000

51814 C H  /  View the image/s online 
Gibraltar: 1886-2001 Collection of stamps on 18 album pages and three stock sheets, including mint 
and used, several complete sets with an emphasis on the more modern period, but with a selection of 
Victoria, Edward VII and George V, condition is mixed, generally fine with better examples throughout.

300 - 400

51815 F  /  View the image/s online 
Great Britain: 1789-1957 Group of 47 covers & cards all addressed to Switzerland incl. two 18th century 
prestamp covers, QV printed matter and uprated stationery, Red Cross scheme, censor material, etc.

180 - 240

51816 C H   
Great Britain: 1840-2000 Collection in five albums, the main selection being set out in three Stanley 
Gibbons albums from 1d black to modern QEII commemoratives, mint and used, many of the later sets, 
some gaps for the high values particularly early on, also included is an album study of 1841-78 penny 
reds with 200 imperforate, some four margins with attractive cancellations and a strip of five with Irish 
cancel, a selection of over 200 perforated penny stars, and a complete run of the SG43 penny plates 
from 71 to 225, the latter which is fine used, and a stockbook of Ireland 1937 to 2009, condition overall 
is good to fine with many of the modern issues in very fine to pristine, idea for developing further or for 
breaking down for resale.

1’500 - 2’000

51817 C H   
Great Britain: 1840-1890, Queen Victoria collection in a printed album, mainly used with some mint 
surface printed, includes five 1d blacks all four margin and fine with one very fine, an 1840 2d blue 
four margins, selection of perforated 1d reds and 2d blues, a run of penny plate reds, a range of 
Queen Victoria surface printed issues, some better postmarks and cds cancels, several Officials and 
Specimen stamps.

1’000 - 1’500
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51818 C H F DCE   
Great Britain: 1840-1970, Mostly used collection with dozens of covers in a large Yvert & Tellier 
album, with duplicated range from Line Engraved through to KGV, noted several penny blacks in mixed 
condition (one nice one with four margins), Surface Printed incl. high values with 1867-83 wmk Anchor 
10s used, some mint Jubilees, KEVII £1 green used (faults), Seahorses incl. 1934 Re-engraved 2s6d & 
5s mint n.h., covers with mostly surface printed frankings to France and Tunisia with some stampless, 
varied condition, a useful lot for breaking down.

1’000 - 1’500

51819 C H   S.G. 8
Great Britain: 1840-1852 Collection of over 700 penny reds predominately four margins and fine set 
out in plate order from plate 1b to 170, some very fine black plate reds and also 2 penny blacks. 
Includes penny red imperforates on cover, many of the stamps have Maltese Cross cancels and some 
very fine looking, a selection of better numeral postmarks and even a two Irish Distinctive Maltese 
Crosses, a good collection for further study or breaking up into smaller lots for resale.

2’400 - 3’000

51820 CC C H DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Great Britain & British Empire: 1840-1904 Duplication in 2 A4 stockbooks, various stockcards, 
glassines and approval books, incl. classic GB, British Commonwealth fiscals, also some medium 
better C’wealth values from Canada, Australia, Toga, etc., mixed to very fine.

150 - 300

51821 H   
Great Britain: 1841-1980s, Used duplicated range in two well-filled stockbooks, from 1841 1d red, 
range of 1887 Jubilees, etc.

50 - 100

51822 C H F  /  View the image/s online 
Great Britain: 1842-1852 Queen Victoria line engraved collection of over 1’500 penny reds, mixed 
condition, many four margin and some very fine, with a good selection of Maltese Cross cancels as well 
as numerals, most unplated with numerous pages set out as plated studies, and the odd distinctive 
cancel and variety noted, an interesting accumulation requiring a closer inspection, ideal for further 
study or breaking up into smaller lots for resale, also noted a selection of covers franked with imperforate 
penny reds, some imperforate 2d blue stamps, a small selection of perforated 1d reds and 7 Brunswick 
Star 131 Edinburgh, 5 of which are on surface printed stamps; a high catalogue value lot.

2’400 - 3’000

51823 CC C H G   
Great Britain - Revenues: 1849-1910 Collection in stockbook containing thousands of mainly Queen 
Victoria revenue and fiscal stamps, fragments and some documents, although some King Edward 
VII, mint and used, a comprehensive assortment with some of the more difficult to locate examples 
such as House of Lords and Health and Pensions, but broad range of values and cancellations, much 
duplication, mixed but mostly fine, with some very fine, a substantial accumulation.

2’600 - 3’000

David Feldman is also your partner 
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA. 
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers 
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.

Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com.
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51824 CC C H G F J DCE P S   
Greece - Large Hermes Heads: 1861-1895 Old-time balance collection mounted on 309 album 
pages and housed in six Simplex spring back albums and one Lighthouse album, originally part of the 
Maximus collection formed by Ron Lee.
Collection is presented in the eight sections and described as follows: Volume I - Paris Print on 26 
pages showing a fine array of twenty-seven King George I 20L essays in a variety of shades and 
colours, proofs & colour trials from 1L to 80L with 20L double impressions, issued stamps with unused 
and used example of almost all values from 1L to 80L, some useful cancels including some used 
abroad and three covers. Volume II - First & Second Athens Print on 44 pages showing fine and 
coarse print, unused and used with shades, varieties including yellow wash on face or on back with 
the very rare 40L value, some pairs and blocks with 80L block of six used in Constantinople etc., 
plus five covers and one newspaper usage. Volume III - Clean Plates, Special Printing and 1871-1872 
Printing on 41 pages some unused with especially the rare 1870 20L unused, mostly used, shades and 
cancels, showing some useful control figure varieties including 20L double control figure. Volume IV - 
1880-1887 Printings on 45 pages with the usual unused, used, multiples with many strips and blocks, 
a fine array of Specimen ovpts on 1L, 2L and 5L values etc. Volume V - 1862-67 Printing on 34 pages 
showing values from 10L to 80L with unused, used, shades, control number varieties including “01” for 
10, unrecorded 20L UNUSED “80” instead of “20” with partial doubling, 80L with inverted “8”, cancels 
and five covers etc. Volume VI - 1872-75 & 1876-66 New Value Printings on 50 pages showing values 
from 1L to 40L with unused including rare 5L, 20L three singles, used, shades, multiples with blocks of 
four, control number varieties including “01” for 10 in singles and a pair, “0” for 10 in pair with normal, 
“110” for 10, 20L with raised “0”, keyhole variety on 20L and 40L plus 20L showing inverted keyhole, 
cancels and nine covers etc. Volume VII - 1875-80 Cream Paper Printings on 43 pages showing values 
from 1L to 40L with unused including 10L with transparent impression, used, shades, multiples with 
blocks of four and six, varieties including “0” for 10 in singles, “00” for 10 in singles, “110” for 10, 20L 
double figures, 20L spaced figures, keyhole variety normal and inverted on 20L, “0” & “2” transposed, 
“02” instead of 20, cancels and two covers etc. The last volume VIII is not from the same collection, 
presented on 28 album pages showing all the printings for each value from 1L to 80L presented 
together, knowledgeably written up in German in the form of small pencil notations, plus a fine array 
of Small Heads included at the end. 
A truly wonderful collection being the work of a dedicated collector, an excellent basis for studying the 
wonderful Large Hermes Head issues and an amazing opportunity (100’s).

20’000 - 24’000
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51825 C F DCE S  /  View the image/s online 
Greece: 1880-1900, Complete collection of Specimen stamps and postal stationery that were 
overprinted for submission to the UPU, incl. Large Hermes set of 6 with 2l in pair (10l no gum, 20l crease), 
three Small Hermes high values imperf., set of postage dues, and stationery with 1883 5l, 10l internal and 
10l international plus 1900 5l and 10l with postcards and reply-paid cards of each, mostly fine.

200 - 300

51826 F  /  View the image/s online 
Greece: 1900-51 Group of 38 illustrated postal stationery mint & used, many addressed to Switzerland, 
few uprated, scarce included, mainly fine.

400 - 500

51827 CC C H G F J DCE   
Greece - New Territories: 1912-47 Old-time collection neatly mounted on sixty-two album pages and 
housed in KABE spring back album.
Collection presented in the following way: Balkan War Issue: Pages 1-14 mostly mint, with some 
used, a few double overprints, with a good deal of completion values to 25Dr., showing ovpts in both 
black and red, on both postage and postage dues (100’s). Lemnos Overprint: Pages 14-19 mostly 
mint, with some used, a good deal of completion values to 25Dr., showing ovpts in both black and 
red (180+). Greek Occupation of Epirus: Page 20-31 all appear mint, with singles and blocks of four, 
on both postage and postage dues (100’s). Aegean Islands: Page 32-37 with Military Administration, 
Dedeagatch, Mytilene, Thrace: Page 38-48 Greek Administration of Komotini six complete mint sets, 
many signed Richter (Hellas €3’100+), Greek Administration of Thrace 1920 with single, sets both mint 
and used. Epirus: Page 49-52 with a selection of the attractive and primitive Chimarra Issue unused 
and used, plus one cover, otherwise a good deal of completion with the other Epirus issue including the 
Argyrokastro issue showing the rare 40L on 2pi in pair with 80L on 2pi, three pairs present two signed 
Richter (Hellas €1’200+).
Generally the overall condition is fresh and fine to very fine, showing much duplication throughout, a 
wonderful assembly of these popular issues, an excellent basis for study and expansion (100s).

3’000 - 4’000

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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51828 CC C H F DFE   
Guatemala: 1868-1929, the extraordinary revenue stamp collection of Guatemala, mounted on 112 
pages, including rare multiples or part sheet plate proofs, shades, part sheets, rare postal usages, 
1874 1/2r tête-bêche in irregular block of three, platings, abundant varieties including perforations, 
impressions, papers and surcharges, as well as a small section dedicated to telegraphs; in addition 
some remarkable stampless covers/fronts (12) with high rates on transatlantic mail incl. two incoming 
items from Spain (one with rare “Por el Rey” official mail and the other bearing scarce “ESPANA” 
hs in red), “VIVA F. VII” patriotic postmarks, etc.; an outstanding and very rare collection, viewing 
recommended.

5’000 - 7’000

51829 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Gulf States: 1949-1956 Small group of partly unusual items, noted Yemen (North Yemen) 1950 UPU 
complete sets with and without decorated field, perf. & imperf, etc. (unpriced in Michel), etc.

100 - 200

51830 CC   
Gulf States: 1960s-70s, Collection of Gulf States in 4 volumes incl. Fujeira, Ras Al Khaima, Yemen, 
Sharjah, South Arabia, etc., a good source of thematics incl. sports with Olympics and football, space, 
celebrities, fauna, etc.

400 - 600

51831 CC C H G F J DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Hungary: 1871-1999 Extensive and clean collection of mostly mint and used housed in five large 
albums, showing a good deal of completion sheets, with mostly sets and miniature sheets, early issues 
mostly used, later mostly mint or mint n.h., mixed to very fine (1000’s of stamps and a few covers).

400 - 500

51832 F  /  View the image/s online 
Hungary: 1877-1934 Group of 135 illustrated postal stationery mint and used, apparently all different, 
fine.

150 - 200

51833 CC C H G J DCE   
India & Indian States: 1854-1940 Extensive and valuable stock, collection and or accumulation of 
both mint and used, all neatly arranged in small glassine envelopes, showing strength in India from 
classic to modern with a good array of Officials included, Feudatory States from Alwar to Wadwhan with 
detailed listing of the more than 4000 items, plus a fine range of the Convention States, also some India 
Used abroad, usual defect and some forgeries, generally mixed to very fine, nevertheless a wonderful 
opportunity for study and expansion, an details excel spreadsheet of all relative information is available 
upon request (Over 16’000 stamps) (STC $211’000+)

12’000 - 20’000

51834 CC C H J DCE L  /  View the image/s online 
India & Indian States: 1854-1968 Attractive mint and used collection in specialised green Scott album, 
showing strength in Convention & Feudatory States, plus a small selection of French and Portuguese 
India, mixed to very fine, excellent basis for study and expansion (100’s).

1’000 - 1’500
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51835 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
India: 1963 Wildlife Preservation set in complete mint n.h. sheets, a beautiful set, scarce in sheets (S.G. 
472-76 £560).

100 - 150

51836 G F DCE M L   
Indian States: A-W of Feudatory States and French/Portuguese India in 3 albums, with a strong range 
of revenues incl. court fee stamps mint & used, some noted by the vendor as not being listed, with 
many from States that didn’t issue postage stamps, some postal stationery mint & used, a few proofs 
noted, a few forgeries as to be expected, a fabulous lot which has taken decades to build up and rarely 
offered as such, a fantastic opportunity to continue to develop.

22’000 - 25’000

51837 C H DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Italian States - Modena: 1852-59 Collection on four A4 stock pages with over 150 examples of mint 
and used stamps, noted colour shades, different types, errors, several signed by Dr Rieger and other 
old expert signatures, mixed to very fine.

1’000 - 1’500

51838 C H G   
Italian States - Naples: 1858-60 Collection on six stock pages including all values, many present from 
the different plates and shades, fragments, noted 2gr light-pink strip of three mint with Avi certificate, 
50gr rose mint with Raybaudi certificate, Trinacria tied to fragment with certificate, generally mixed 
condition to fine.

6’000 - 8’000
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51839 C H G   
Italian States - Naples: 1861 Collection on eight A4 stock pages, including 175 mint and used stamps, 
noted better examples such as 5gr plate I rose with inverted centre which comes with a A. Diena and 
E. Diena certificate, 10gr bistre-olive in vertical strip of three tied to small piece and with a Raybaudi 
certificate, 50gr slate-blue used, mixed condition to mostly fine, high catalogue value.

3’600 - 4’000

51840 C H G F   
Italian States - Papal States: 1852-68 Collection on eleven A4 stock pages with over 160 stamps 
including some fragments and five covers, noted 1/2b lilac-rose (Sassone 1d pos 91) with Raybaudi 
certificate, 1b tête-bêche on back of cover (Sassone 1f) with Diena certificate, 50b and 7b (pair) on 
cover to USA (Sassone 8 and 10) again with Raybaudi certificate, 50b and 2b on cover to Napoli, 
fragments with 50b and 1sc with additional franking (Sassone 10, 9 and 7 and 11 and 6a), 3c grey 
(Sassone 24) with certificate, 3c grey-rose (Sassone 23), mixed to very fine lot, high catalogue value.

15’000 - 20’000

51841 C H   
Italian States - Parma: 1852-59 Collection on four stock pages of about 70 mint and used stamps, 
including 5c yellow-orange unused with Avi certificate (Sassone 6), also unused 80c showing the error 
broken “A” with Colla certificate (Sassone 18f) mixed to very fine, high value lot.

1’600 - 2’000

51842 C H G  /  View the image/s online 
Italian States - Romagna: 1859 Collection of 27 values on two stock pages mint and used and one 
fragment, several signed Dr Reiger, mixed to very fine, high catalogue.

400 - 600

51843 C H G  /  View the image/s online 
Italian States - Sardinia: 1851-63 Large collection in stockbook with emphasis on 1855-63 issues, 
sorted by colour and shade, mint (some n.h.) and used, and some fragments, several signed by Dr 
Reiger, mixed but many fine to very fine.

2’600 - 3’000

51844 C H  /  View the image/s online 
Italian States - Sicily: 1859 Collection on two A4 stock pages of about 40 mint and used stamps up to 
50gr, some signed by Dr Reiger, mixed to very fine, high catalogue value.

400 - 600
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51845 C H   
Italian States - Tuscany: 1851-60 Collection on thirteen stock pages of over 200 mint and used 
stamps, noted 1q in strip of three tied to small piece with E. Diena certificate (Sassone 1a), mint 1s 
orange (Sassone 2a) with Avi certificate, 2s scarlet (2) also with Avi certificates (Sassone 3), 2cr light-
blue mint with certificate, 60cr brown-red unused, 1s ochre with certificate (Sassone 11), 9cr lilac-
brown and 9cr grey-brown both used with certificates (Sassone 16 and 16a) and many others, mixed to 
very fine condition, enormous catalogue value, viewing recommended.

24’000 - 30’000

51846 C H  /  View the image/s online 
Italian Areas: 1919-50, Mint & used collection on printed album pages and some stockcards incl. 
Occupation of Yugoslavia, Lubiana, Montenegro, Trieste, Fiume, etc.

200 - 400

51847 C H DCE   
Italy - Vatican & San Marino: 1852-1960, Mint or used collections of Vatican incl. Papal States and San 
Marino in two printed albums, very good deal of completion of the basic issues with airmails, express, 
parcel stamps, postage dues for Vatican, etc., better stamps from San Marino incl. 1892-94 1l red on 
yellow used, 1895-99 1l used and 1931 airmail set, generally fine.

300 - 500

51848 F  /  View the image/s online 
Italy: 1809-1960s, Group of ca.275 covers with pre-stamp, a wide range of frankings, rates and cancels, 
incl. express, registered, official mail, commercial mail, stationery, POW mail, parcel cards, postage 
dues, etc., good proportion from the 1950s, useful for breaking down on the internet.

300 - 400

51849 F  /  View the image/s online 
Italy: 1841-1930s, Group of ca.200 covers with pre-stamp, a wide range of frankings, rates and cancels, 
incl. express, registered, official mail, commercial mail, stationery, parcel cards, etc., useful for breaking 
down on the internet.

200 - 300

51850 C H F DCE L   
Italy: 1858-1960s Collection of Italy and Italian States incl. Papal States 1852 3b camoscio (2 unused, 
Sass. €5’000), 5b postal forgery, various classic covers, Tuscany with rare postmarks, some forgeries 
noted, good potential from this old time collection with the potential for discoveries.

1’000 - 1’500

51851 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Italy & Colonies: 1934-1938 Selection of complete sets, all mint mint n.h., mostly fine to very fine (some 
stains), noted several rare sets (Sassone ca.€12000+).

400 - 500
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51852 CC C L  /  View the image/s online 
Italy: 1940-50 Group incl. 1944 Postage Dues 5c to 20L mint n.h. set, very fine, cert. Oliva (1985) (Sass. 
€3’750), 1947-54 Postage Dues to 500L (8 mint n.h., 1 used), 1955-56 Postage Dues to 500L (13 mint 
n.h., 1 used), 1944 Parcel Post set of 12 with forged cancels, 1956-58 Concession Parcel Post to 2L40 
mint n.h., 1900-44 “Enti parastatali” Torino Library mint set (Sass. €350), 1950 Radio Tower mint n.h. 
set (Sass. €260), a fine group.

300 - 500

51853 CC C J DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Japan: 1875-1975 Extensive and valuable old-time dealers stock in two small mint sheet files and 
old-time large thick stock album, some usual duplication expected, mostly all mint nh semi-modern to 
modern, mixed to very fine (1000’s of stamps) (STC €61’000+).

3’000 - 6’000

51854 F  /  View the image/s online 
Japan: 1900 (Apr-May) Group of 39 different picture postcards, picture postal stationery or handpainted 
postal stationery cards from the same correspondence, with 12 cards taxed on arrival in Austria (11 with 
postage dues) with 3 due to use of special issues not valid for overseas mail (marked with blue crayon 
circle underneath), with cancellations incl. Hokone, Kyoto, Kobe, Mianoshito, Nagoya, Nikko, Osaka, 
Tokyo and Yokohama, mostly very fine and beautiful group.

600 - 1’000

51855 F  /  View the image/s online 
Latin America: 1883-1943 Group of 77 covers addressed to Switzerland of which fine sections of 
Bolivia (29) & Honduras (17).

240 - 300

51856 F DCE S  /  View the image/s online 24/58
Liberia: 1882-93, Group incl. 1882 3c postal stationery card with ms “Specimen”, 1893 1c wrapper and 
10c envelope with “SPECIMEN”perfins, and two pages from the Swedish UPU archive incl. 25 stamps 
with SPECIMEN ovpts from the 1892 Waterlow pictorials, 1896-97 Pictorials, 1897 PB Inland Postage 
3c and 1900 Pictorial colour changes (stuck down on the pages to varying degrees).

200 - 300

51857 F  /  View the image/s online 
Liberia: 1922-1925 Selection of ten covers, including six with 1952 King Idriss issues, noted one with 
“A.V.2” marking in purple, scarce group, in good to fine condition.

150 - 250

51857A CC C H DCE   
Libya: 1949-1996 Collection of stamps on 37 album leaves, mint and used, including Ghadamès, 
mostly fine to very fine.

150 - 250

51858 CC C F   
Liechtenstein/Switzerland: 1935-2015 Collection in six albums and 23 loose sleeves of mainly modern 
stamps used with some mint n.h., two albums of Switzerland and four stockbooks of Lichtenstein, 
includes 2000-2015 post office packs, plenty of face value and worth viewing.

200 - 400

51859 CC C   
Liechtenstein: 1912-65 Mint collection in a GBE printed album, practically complete with vast majority 
mint n.h. incl. 1928 70th Anniversary set of 8 mint n.h., 1930 Pictorials set mint n.h., 1933 Pictorials mint 
n.h. set of 3, very fine 1934 Vaduz 5F mini sheet mint n.h., airmail sets (1936 l.h.), postage dues, officials 
incl. 1932 mint n.h. set (top value with imperfections), etc., a very fine and fresh collection.

800 - 1’200
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51860 CC C  /  View the image/s online 
Liechtenstein: 1912-80 Mint collection hinged in a printed album, practically complete incl. 1915 25h 
dark blue and ultramarine on thin unsurfaced paper, 1928 70th Anniversary set of 8, 1930 Pictorials set 
(perf. 10 1/2 and perf. 11 1/2), 1933 Pictorials set, 1934 Vaduz 5F mini sheet mint n.h., airmail sets, 
postage dues, officials incl. 1932 set, etc., plus Switzerland Pro Juventute collection and miscellaneous 
in a stockbook, a very fine and fresh collection.

600 - 800

51861 H G F 
Liechtenstein: 1912-2015 Used collection mounted on Scott album pages, showing good deal of 
completion with all the key sets present including the 1934 Vaduz sheet used on registered cover, mixed 
to fine (100’s) (STC $34’764).

2’000 - 3’000

51862 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Liechtenstein: 1912-90, Mint collection in a stockbook and an album of covers, mint incl. 1928 70th 
Birthday set, 1930 Pictorials set of 14, 1930s airmail sets (some mint n.h.), 1932 Officials set of 8 mint 
n.h. (cert. Reinhardt), the covers with FDCs incl. 1951 set of 12 FDC, airmails incl. 1931 1F and 2F on 
Zeppelin to Lausanne flight, etc., a useful lot.

600 - 800

51863 CC J  /  View the image/s online 
Liechtenstein: 1959-1995 Extensive and clean collection of mostly mint n.h. and used complete 
sheets, fresh and very fine (STC CHF8’000+).

500 - 800

51864 CC J  /  View the image/s online 
Liechtenstein: 1991-2017 Twenty-six year packs with over one thousand Swiss francs of face value, 
very fine (100’s).

300 - 500

51865 C H   
Lithuania: 1918-40, Nice mint and used collection in an album, incl. some plate flaws, cancels, etc, fine 
and fresh, plus some Latvia on album pages.

100 - 150

51866 C H  /  View the image/s online 
Local Issues: 1850-1940 Old-time accumulation in five stockbooks with emphasis on the local (city) 
posts of German Empire, Norway, Denmark and Sweden, as well as U.S. local carriers; mostly fine to 
very fine, a very unusual lot with viewing recommended.

3’000 - 5’000

51867 F  /  View the image/s online 
Malta: 1930-87, Collection of around 200 FDCs incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee set on plain FDC, 1948 (Nov 
25) Self Government set on cover, 1948 Royal Wedding set on cover, etc., plus a handful of covers 
(some non Malta).

100 - 150

51868 CC C H G F P  /  View the image/s online 
Mexico: 1810-1991 Attractive mixed array of odds and ends, including a few classic covers, majority 
of the lots is in a useful range of revenues with proofs, later modern varieties, plus a few revenue 
documents and Official covers, a fun lots to pick through (100s).

300 - 400

51869 G F DFE  /  View the image/s online 
Mexico: 1844-1930 Attractive mixed range of more than 70 entires, covers, envelopes and cards, show 
strength in early Maximilian frankings, Official usages etc., mixed to very fine (70+ covers).

400 - 700

51870 CC C H G J DCE P  /  View the image/s online 
Mexico: 1866-1950 Attractive mixed array of hundreds of mint, used, multiples, varieties etc., show 
strength in early Maximilian issues and a vast range of Officials some with inverted or double overprints, 
a few with MEPSI certs., mixed to very fine (100’s).

1’000 - 1’500
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51871 CC C H G F M L  /  420 
Mexico - Guadalajara: 1867 Attractive array of mostly unused and used singles, plus six covers, 
showing array of different values, papers, serrate perf., plus some reprints and forgeries, sone with 
MEPSI certs., mixed to very fine (57 singles & pairs, 6 covers).

500 - 800

51872 CC C H G J DCE P  /  View the image/s online 
Mexico - Officials: 1884-1940 Attractive array of hundreds of mint, used, multiples, covers, varieties 
etc., showing strength in plate blocks, large blocks, part and complete sheets, a number of useful 
covers etc., mixed to very fine (100’s)

900 - 1’200

51873 C H G  /  View the image/s online 
Mexico - Revenues: 1876-1945 Fine array of 31 revenue documents with any range of different 
usages, including attractive cigarette tax stamps on colourful wrappers, plus various singles, multiples 
and combination usages, some on fragments, a fine group (25 documents, 500+).

300 - 500

51873A P /  View the image/s online 
Monaco: 1949-2014 Attractive collection of 90 different signed artist proofs loaded with thematics 
such as Olympics, Art, Sculpture, Music, Opera etc. Only 19 copies of each were printed from 1959 to 
1999, and a large part of the lot consists of rare 21st Century proofs (only 12 copies printed, 2 in blue, 2 
in brown and 8 in black). Some proofs of stamps printed on six colors presses have 2 proofs (positive 
and negative). Finally, some rare proofs marked "1er etat" and epreuve d'atelier made by the engravers 
in their studio. An incredible, impossible to duplicate collection. All proofs are in excellent condition and 
placed in plastic pouches with Yvert number and prices in Euros, massive retail potential.

3’000 - 4’000

51874 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Montenegro: 1860-98 Collection contained in a Safe album neatly written up on thirty pages, a 
remarkable assemblage of mint and used specialised study, with forerunner cancellations, better 
stamps with expert marks of Velickovioc, sheetlet 1893, cover 1896 with certificate, includes large 
blocks and forgeries, a very fine set of stamps for the discerning philatelist, high catalogue value, a 
must view collection.

1’600 - 2’000

51875 CC C H J  /  View the image/s online 
Montenegro: 1874-1910 Specialised collection on 7 exhibition pages plus some extras not mounted 
behind the pages, with 1874 perf.10 1/2 large holes mint set (the 2n in pair with Velickovic cert.), 2n mint 
pef.13x10 3/4 (cert. Velickovic) and 10n used, mint perf.12-13 and perf.12, complete set on philatelic 
cover, 1893 issue incl. 25n with red overprint perf.12 1/2 (cert. Velickovic), 3n mint block of 25, five 
mint/used with date errors “1494” or “1495” (four with Velickovic certs), etc., a lovely lot (STC £4’000+).

700 - 1’000

51876 CC C F  /  View the image/s online Scott 1-31
Montenegro: 1874-98 Collection contained in a Linder album neatly written up on sixteen pages, 
mint and used study of the First Printings 2n to 25n values, specialised perforation material, includes 
1994 postal stationery cover, 1893 overprints type I and II, including blocks of 25, and two stationery 
overprints, over 150 stamps and four covers, condition is very fine and most attractively presented, high 
catalogue value, a must view collection.

1’200 - 1’500

51877 C H  /  View the image/s online 
Montenegro: 1879-93 Mint & used duplicated selection of hundreds of the Prince Nicholas I issues 
on 15 stockpages, two pages with identified constant varieties of the 1893 issue, a great lot for the 
specialist for further study.

200 - 300

51878 CC C F  /  View the image/s online Scott 57-74a, J14-J18
Montenegro: 1902-1906 Collection contained in a Linder album neatly written up on eighteen pages, 
including proofs with different overprint colours, setting errors, mint and used study of Prince Nicholas 
I A4 Printing 1h to 5k values, specialised perforation material, through to the 1905 constitutional issues, 
and the Postage Dues with the overprint in black and red, and one stationery postcard, also noted a 
horizontal pair 50h with overprint 1 and 2 with cert. Ispitivanju (1985), over 150 stamps, condition is very 
fine and most attractively presented, high catalogue value, a must view collection.

1’200 - 1’500
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51879 CC C H G F J M C   
Morocco - Locals: 1897-99 Attractive group of mint, used, unused and used postal stationery, plus 
two fragment with combination usages with Gibraltar 10c, mixed to very fine, an interesting group.

400 - 500

51880 CC C H G J DCE P  /  View the image/s online 
Morocco: 1900-1987 Accumulation/collection on album pages, in album and two stockbooks, showing 
local posts, cherifiennes posts, proofs and die proofs, plus array of covers, mint and used, sets, 
multiples etc., mixed to very fine (100’s).

300 - 400

51881 F  /  View the image/s online 
Morocco Agencies: 1937-55, Accumulation of 118 covers from the Tangier office, the majority being 
commercial usages and many with GB frankings and “TANGIER” ovpts with some later KGVI & QEII, 
with postcards, registered, official mail, consulate mail, airmails, “O.A.T” hs, censored, with a wide 
range of rates to the UK, North America and Europe as well as local incl. two Tangier commercial 
frankings with 2s6d, one with GB 2s6d and one GB philatelic franking up to 5s (foxed), an useful lot for 
the collector and dealer.

1’800 - 2’200

51882 C H   
Netherlands: 1852-1951 Collection of mint and used stamp contained in a Davo album, covering Scott 
No. 1 to 331, with gaps mainly for the high values, some duplication, includes many sets of the more 
modern material, air post stamps, postage dues, 1884 post card stamps, 1923 post packet, telegram 
stamps, and comprehensive assortment of issues and reigns, condition is generally fine with some 
very fine items, high accumulative catalogue value, worth closer inspection for breaking-up, or ideal 
for further expansion.

300 - 500

51883 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Netherlands: 1852-1867 Small used selection of first three issues, including front, mostly fine to very fine.

100 - 200

51884 F  /  View the image/s online 
Netherlands Indies: 1877-1941, Group of 130+ covers mostly from Netherlands Indies with a range of 
postal stationery cards and envelopes incl. unused, plenty of 5c blue postcards, cancels such as Fort 
de Kock, Maos, Japara, Ambarawa, Loeboe Sikaping, Kotta badja Kaijoe-Tanam boxed hs, etc., one 
with 10c fiscal on reverse, some later airmails

50 - 100

David Feldman is also your partner 
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA. 
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers 
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.

Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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51885 CC C H G F J DCE A P S DFE  /  420 
North Korea: 1960-2001 Extensive, valuable and specialised dealers stock / accumulation in two large 
boxes, neatly presented and described in hundreds of dealer style file pages and or plastic folders.
This stock represents many years of diligent accumulation showing approximately one hundred (100) 
original artworks mostly the final designs with only minor differences from issued stamps, varieties 
including misperfs, missing or shifted colours with over three hundred (300+) different in quantities 1-5 
blocks of 4 of each, Specimen overprints with over 1200 different in quantities 1-10 of each and some 
in full sheets, deluxe proofs with over 1000 (50-100 of each issued) in quantities of 1-10 each (600 
different) plus nearly 400 different other types of proofs in quantities of 1-3 each, philatelic usages with 
approximately 300 different registered letters sent to US with examples of perforated and imperforate 
issues 1960’s-1990’s, all with strength in thematic interest including Flowers, Football, Olympic Games, 
Space, Sports, Wildlife, plus a vast range of duplication, a wonderful opportunity to acquire a unique 
assembly, an excellent basis for study and development (1000’s of stamps and 100’s of covers).

30’000 - 40’000

51886 CC C H   
Norway: 1890s-1980s, Mint and used collections in a binder on printed pages, slightly sparsely filled, fine.

50 - 70

51887 CC   
Norway: 1988-99, Complete run of year books with mint nh stamps, very fine

100 - 150

51888 H G F L  /  View the image/s online 
Ottoman Empire: Cancellation study in a stockbook on stamps, pieces and covers, from a wide range 
of regions incl. Greece, Syria, Orient Express labels in blocks of four (red & black), Kurdistan local stamps 
of 1992-98, Iraq incl. 1pi bisect cover, 1898 Envelope sent registered from Keuprulu (Yugoslavia) to New 
Zealand, 20pa postal stationery card from Salhura with “Telegraph re Posta Salhura 1305” negative seal 
in black, 1916 Telegraph receipt with ten 1916 1pi blue tied by “BEER SHEBA” (Bir El Sebbe, Palestine) 
cds, etc., some dangerous forgeries included (which have not been scanned for the web), a useful lot; 
ex Dr. Wahby.

500 - 700

51889 CC C H F  /  View the image/s online 
Pakistan: 1947-95, Mint, used & cover collection in two stockbooks & an album, the stockbooks with 
mint & used incl. 1947 mint n.h. set, the album with covers incl. 50 unused and used stationery and 
56 covers.

100 - 150

51890ex
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51890 CC C H G F J DCE A P M L DFE  /  422 
Persia: 1870-1980 Massive old-time valuable accumulation / collection / stock in six large cartons and 
housed in more than forty-five albums and array of files or folders, showing an extensive and varied 
array of mostly stamps mint and used, including early 1870-1875 Lion Issues with essays and array 
of unused and used singles and blocks, later issues also singles with many parts and complete sets, 
showing strength in its duplication, plus a vast array of covers, postal stationery, picture postcards 
and some censored mail, plus some useful early revenues and charity stamps, also a modern varieties 
included with misperf., imperf. between pairs, missing colours, missing ovpts, in addition there are 
some Banknotes, an amazing assembly, must be view to truly appreciate (10’000’s of stamps and 100’s 
of covers).

5’000 - 8’000

51891 CC C H G J DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Persia: 1961-2003 Large mint and used collection on modern issues all neatly housed in five black 
Lindner albums, showing a good deal of completion, plus some earlier issues, generally fine to very 
fine (100s).

200 - 300

51892 F  /  View the image/s online 
Poland: 1850-60s POMMERN area: Group of 13 folded lettersheets, noted Anclam, Pyritz, Naugard, 
Stargard, Demmin, all but one without date, mostly 2-line datestamps.

60 - 80

51893 F   
Poland/Danzig: 1915-36, Group of 111 covers/cards, incl. Feldpost with various “K.u.K.” cachets and 
cds, postal stationery cards, etc., interesting mix.

300 - 400

51894 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Poland: 1915-1918 Accumulation covers & cards, noted 4 covers with combination frankings with 
Warsaw city post, also some mint or mint n.h. Poczta Polska 1918 on Germania & Oben Ost Sheet (1mk 
plate 4) & part sheets, mixed to very fine, specialist lot.

150 - 200

51895 CC C H J  /  View the image/s online 
Poland: 1918 Collection of local post on eight A5 stockcards incl. Żarki mint and used incl. surcharges 
in blocks and Przedbórz incl. cancelled sheets and mint blocks, etc., a fine a difficult collection (STC 
Mi. €8’847).

1’200 - 1’500

51896 H   
Poland: 1918-1970s, Used collection on 44 stockpages.

50 - 70

51897 F DFE  /  View the image/s online 
Poland - Local Issues: 1918-1919 Small group of cover fronts of blank covers bearing local issues with 
complete sets of BRZEZINY, PLONSK (Mi €700+), also 1918 regular POCZTA POLSKA on Germania 
and some 1918 Poznan ovpts on covers or cover fronts, fine to very fine.

150 - 200

51898 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Poland: 1918-1945 Duplication incl. back-of-the-book (military, fiscals, city posts), etc., in A4 stockbook 
and various stockcards.

100 - 200

51899 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Poland: 1918-1960 Accumulation in box incl. also Gen. Government, Memel, some airmails, etc., 
mixed to very fine.

100 - 200

51900 H  /  View the image/s online 
Poland: 1918-19 Selection on seven stockcards, mostly POCZTA-POLSKA on Austrian fieldpost, 
including some varieties and some 1919 POCZTA-POLSKA overprints on Austria, several Mikstein, 
mostly very fine to fine, with local Konskie. (Michel €1200).

100 - 200
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51901 H DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Poland: 1943-1945 PRISONER OF WAR CAMPS selection of 13 OFLAG IIC adhesives and some 
Dachau, Allach & Ettlingen values, min.sheets, unused (as issued) and used.

100 - 200

51902 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Poland: 1950 Specialised collection on the currency reform, in one A4 stockbook and eight A4 stock 
pages, mint n.h. & used, many are signed, mostly very fine.

200 - 300

51903 H F  /  View the image/s online 
Polar: 1904-1995 Postal History and memorabilia (89) of Antarctica, collection of covers, postcards, 
stamps and publications including Antarctic Treaty members from 14 countries: Argentina, Uruguay, 
Peru, Ecuador, UK, Italy, France, India, Pakistan, South Africa, Korea, New Zealand, Australia and China.

400 - 500

51904 F  /  420 
Polar: 1950/1952, Archive of 6 covers & an expedition postcard, five of which from 1952 franked by 
Madagascar 1F Provisional air tied by Terre Adelie 24 Jan. 1952 cds and with “Base Pointe Geologie / 
1951 / 1952” cachet, sent the night the main building of the base Marret caught fire and was destroyed, 
the personnel evacuated by the “Tottan” which happened to be there, the other 1949 with “Batiment 
Polaire / “Commandant CHARCOT”” cachet and Madagascar franking tied by Terre Adelie 15-2 1949 
cds and 20-1 1950 cds, very fine and scarce, recently discovered in the Duhamel family archive (first 
four sent to 22 av de la Grande armée headquarter of the polar expedition).

600 - 1’200

51905 CC C J DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Portugal: 1860-1980 Old-time dealers stock in two large stockbooks stuffed with mostly mint nh in 
singles, sets and mint multiples, generally very fine, a very useful stock (STC €49’000+) (100’s).

2’000 - 3’000

51906 CC C H F  /  View the image/s online 
Portugal: 1871-1942, Small lot of covers and stamps, mint n.h., hinged and used, noted 1926 
Independence set mint n.h., mostly fine to very fine (Mi. approx €540).

100 - 140

51907 C H F  /  View the image/s online 
Portugal & Colonies: 1874-1964, Group of 49 covers and a stockcard of stamps, mostly Portugal incl. 
1874 80r to France, Republica ovpts with insured, commercial and registered, some postal stationery, 
1940s-50s commercial frankings, etc.

350 - 400

51908 CC C  /  View the image/s online 
Portugal: 1940-59 Mint accumulation on stockpages, with seven of each arranged in two columns with 
mint n.h. on left and hinged on right, some with minor toning (STC Yv. €34’000).

2’400 - 2’600

51909 C H DCE   
Portuguese Colonies: 1876-1975, Mint & used collection in two thick stockbooks, pretty full with some 
mint and used sets, better Mozambique, Portuguese India, Nyassa, etc., incl. airmails, postage dues, a 
useful lot for further expansion (STC €15’000+).

400 - 600

51910 F  /  View the image/s online 
Portuguese Colonies: 1897-1955 Group of 20 covers all addressed to Switzerland, mostly Moçambique 
& Lourenço Marques, including registered & censored

150 - 200

51911 C H G DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Revenues - Western Australia / GB / Transvaal: 1881-1960s, Small album of mostly used revenues 
incl. Western Australia 1881 Swan Internal Revenues used and on piece up to £1 10s, Stamp Duty up to 
£10 on piece. GB incl. KGVI Contract Note issues, Norther Ireland County Couts, Consular and Foreign 
Service incl. KGV £50 Consular used pair, Life Policy imperf. and perf. to £1, District Audit, Companies 
Registration, De La Rue playing card pack and Transvaal 1878-84 to £1, a nice lot for the specialist.

200 - 300
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51912 CC C H J   
Rhodesia: 1892-1908 Attractive and valuable collection of mostly mint, neatly mounted and well 
annotated on album pages, housed in Marini albums, showing strength in 1892 Arms issues with a 
fine array of the pound values including £2 (Cert.BPA), £5 with two singles and a pair (two singles Cert. 
Enzo Diena) and £10 with two singles and a pair (two singles Cert. Enzo Diena), 1897 £2 rosy red (Cert. 
RPS), 1898-1908 high values with £1 single plus two pairs with ‘Specimen’ ovpt, £2 single, marginal 
block of four and used single, £5 two singles and corner sheet marginal pair and £10 two singles and 
corner sheet marginal pair etc.
A wonderfully fresh and very fine collection and an excellent basis for the study and expansion of 
shades, some of the better items with certificates (SG £56’000+).

12’000 - 15’000

51913 C H F DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Romania: 1884-1970s, Group of 43 covers and loose stamps, incl. incoming mail from Austria, Greece, 
Italian parcel card with Romania fiscal, noted a ca.1863 Austrian registered cover from Arad (faults), 
loose stamps from the 1890s-1900s incl. postage dues.

250 - 300

51914 CC C H F   
Russia: 1656-1985 ON THE ROADS OF RUSSIA: Thematic exhibit depicting the theme of Transport 
in the Russian Empire, neatly mounted and knowledgeably written up on 85 specially prepared album 
pages showing strength in early pre philatelic mail from 1656 with letter Lubeck to Narva, through to 1852 
with some unlisted mkgs, stampless strikes from a variety of towns including Moscow, St. Petersburg 
superb strike on 1766 entire, Riga, Kaluga, Yaroslavl etc., plus a fine array of Russo-Japanese War 
cards, Wagon Train mkgs also on covers and cards, Field Force cachets, Automobile & Motorcycle Unit 
usages, Automobile repair shows, propaganda cards, plus a fine range of modern stamps showing the 
transport theme, a truly wonderful thematic exhibit with an excellent basis for expansion

13’000 - 15’000

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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51915 F   
Russia: 1771-1858 PRE-STAMP EXHIBITION COLLECTION: Extensive and valuable assembly of more 
than one hundred (100+) stampless folded letter sheets, showing an vast array of straight-line, boxed 
and circular mkgs, mostly all are listed and annotated in the Dobin catalogue, however there are some 
seventeen mkgs that are unlisted, complete listing of all entires is included showing the Dobin rarity 
with additional information and notes, the following are a brief listing of some of the more important and 
rare items, 1813 RIGA (Dobin Rarity 8), SHATSK superb 2-line ds (Unlisted in Dobin), SIMBIRSK 2-line 
ds (Unlisted in Dobin), PSKOV straight-line (Dobin Rarity 5), ORANIENBAUM straight-line (Dobin Rarity 
5), 1850 SERPUKHOV straight-line (Dobin Rarity 8), 1818 Curved strike of ST.PETERSBURG (unlisted 
in Dobin), KOZLOV straight-line (Dobin Rarity 8), VIATKA straight-line (Dobin Rarity 8), 1854 VASILKOV 
double framed (Unlisted in Dobin), 1802 TAMBOV straight-line (Dobin Rarity 8), 1771 ST.PETERSBURG 
straight-line (Dobin Rarity 8), 1816 RIGA boxed strike (Dobin Rarity 8) etc., plus important reference 
book Postmarks of Russian Empire, by Dobin, HB, 538pp, a truly wonderful collection being an excellent 
basis for study with the potential of building a great collection of this early Russian mail.

16’000 - 18’000

51916 F  /  420 
Russia - St. Petersburg: 1783-1920 ca. Group of a few 100 covers including some better early 
prestamp, noted 1783 entire to Belgium with linear ST PETERSBOVRG (Dobin 0.01), illustrated 
decorative Red Cross envelope, destinations, incoming and transit mail, telegraphs, dues, TPO’s, some 
stamps, desirable assembly.

1’500 - 2’000
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51917 F  /  420 
Russia: 1811-1958 Group of 59 selected covers including 1811 entire Walck to Lille with an array of 
markings, 1874 registered cover from SHENKURSK to Arkhangelsk franked 1866 30k vertical paper + 
5k horiz. paper, very fine, also a number of large covers incl. 1922/23 high frankings, parcel cards, airs, 
express, Russo-Japanese War, Stamp Exchange. Group of water damaged covers not counted.

750 - 1’000

51918 F  /  View the image/s online 
Russia - Railway Post Office: 1825-1915, Collection of 100+ covers/cards arranged alphabetically in 
Norma album written up by Fabergé plus a number of stamps on or off piece.

400 - 600

51919 CC C H DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Russia: 1857-1959 Collection in 5 stockbooks, with Arms issues from 1857 10k imperf. with cleaned 
cancel, 1857 perf. 10k and 30k (faults) unused, 1858 10k, 20k and 30k unused, 1864 set of 3 unused, 
1865 set unused, many of which have cert. Farberov, a few pages with varieties of the 1R with shifted/
missing centres, offsets, misperfs, etc., RSFSR with much mint n.h., incl. Philately for Children values 
with imperf. 1k (signed), three Famine sets, very complete Soviet Union with mostly mint n.h. incl. 
imperfs, such as 1931 Airships and Polar Flight sets, a mint n.h. Levanevsky with cert., a selection 
of varieties with imperf. marginals, souvenir sheets with 1949 Death of Lenin imperf. and perf., and 
Stalin's Birth (hinged), some multiples incl. sheets, etc., mixed condition in the earlier issues but a very 
comprehensive collection, closer inspection worthwhile.

15’000 - 20’000

51920 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Russia/Soviet Union: 1858-1993 Duplication incl. 5 stockbooks or albums etc. with emphasis on 
Soviet Union 1930s to 1960s mint n.h., hinged and/or used.

200 - 400

51921 CC H  /  View the image/s online 
Russia: 1866-2005 Small group including classic values, Russia 2005 Europa - Azerbaijan imperf. 
booklet mint n.h., Kazakhstan 1992 ovpt. issue of three values in blocks of four.

100 - 150

51922 H G F  /  View the image/s online 
Russia - St. Petersburg: 1870s-1910s, 2 collections in Norma albums, 1 dedicated to the districts of 
St Petersburg with many fine cancels on cover and stationery, also many part collections on leaves with 
cancel interest incl strong sections of St Petersburg local railway including Tsarskoe Selo (a number 
with Pochta hs’s), telegraph offices, fine group of scarce registration labels, some items ex Wortmann 
and Baillie, also address Search Bureau, would greatly benefit with someone putting it all together.

2’500 - 3’000

51923 F  /  428 
Russia: 1873-1993 REGISTERED Covers (1889 with many scarce items throughout written up on 
leaves including unique ‘PASSED FOR DELIVERY’ on 1888 envelope from Byalstok to Vilna, 1895 AR 
stationery to Thailand, variety of registration and express labels incl. scarce, Special Posts, airs etc, 
exceptional group, also 4 pages devoted to registration & express labels.

1’500 - 2’000

51924 F  /  View the image/s online 
Russia - Ship Mail: 1874-1917 Group of 38 postcards/stationery/covers all with different steamship 
cancels from mostly the usual lines (1 Arctic) showing different cancels and serial numbers, mounted 
on leaves, few additional postcards (not counted), generally fine strikes.

750 - 1’000

51925 CC C  /  View the image/s online 
Russia: 1879-1958 Selection of stamps, including 1875-79 7k vertical laid paper used, 1912 5k coat of 
arms in quarter sheet with shifted perf mint n.h., countless others, mixed to very fine and worth closer 
inspection.

100 - 150

51926 CC C H  /  View the image/s online 
Russia / Soviet Union: 1879-1992 Duplication in small box with emphasis on Soviet Union 1917-59, 
used and unused; fine to very fine.

150 - 250
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51927 F  /  View the image/s online 
Russia - St. Petersburg: 1881-1903 ca Group of 165 postcards/covers all with numeral cancels, 
generally with very fine strikes, noted some attractive picture postcards.

300 - 400

51928 F   
Russia: 1890s-1990s, Group of 100+ covers/cards from Imperial Russia, ex Territories with mostly 
Baltic incl. Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, plus some Belarus, Armenia, Georgia, etc., some FDCs.

70 - 100

51929 F  /  View the image/s online 
Russia: 1894-1903, Octagonal TPO Cancellations of the Moscow Region: Attractive one frame 
exhibit on 16 pages neatly presented and knowledgeably written up. The is a study of the octagonal 
cancellations arranged by TPO number the by Serial number within each. In the Moscow region, only 
five TPO’s used these cancellers: TPO 14 sub-office, TPO 119, TPO 136 & 136, TPO 150. Examples are 
shown of mail cancelled on the TPO, where it is usual to see a strike on each stamp with one adjacent 
and, where mail was sorted in transit on the TPO when a single strike is usual. Both inland and foreign 
mail, inwards and outwards, are included, noted also many examples are the earliest or latest dates 
recorded with many unrecorded strikes, an excellent basis for study and expansion (35 covers).

400 - 600

51930 CC C H J  /  View the image/s online 
Russia: 1909-60ca Accumulation of stamps including fine unmounted mint collection in Kabe album 
from 1950-60 which appears complete incl. the blocks and some imperf sets, much other material 
described or loose incl. complete or part sheets, cancel ranges on Romanov, much of interest 
throughout.

1’000 - 1’500

51931 CC J  /  View the image/s online 
Russia: 1910-23 Accumulation of mint stamps in blocks and sheets from the pre revolution and civil war 
period as well as during, noted sheets of 1910 3.5r carmine-brown and light olive green, 7r dark-green 
and lilac-pink (Michel 78c, 80c), sheets of 100 from the 1916 Alexander II 3k red (Michel 112), sheets 
of the provisional government 1917 (Michel 119A, 120A), Volga famine relief overprints, and numerous 
blocks of the 1921 liberation of labour, many others, fine to very fine, a must for the specialist collector.

1’000 - 1’500

51932 F  /  View the image/s online 
Russia: 1915-16 War Loan (Ministry of Finance) picture postcards (37), 1st & 2nd issue, mostly mint, 2 
private printings in black, generally fine

400 - 600

51933 C H G DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Russia - Armenia to Ukraine: 1919-1923 Small stock book with an array of divers issues from a host 
of the smaller Russia provinces, mixed to very fine (120+).

300 - 500

51934 C H G F DFE  /  View the image/s online 
Russia: 1919-38 Collection well written up on leaves of fiscal control stamps used for postage and 
Obligatory Tax Exchange Control Stamps, a number of covers/fronts throughout plus stamps including 
varieties (inverted surcharges etc.), a good lot.

400 - 600

51935 F  /  428 
Russia: 1930’s RUSSIAN PROPAGANDA: Attractive group including 28 mostly fresh and fine 
propaganda envelopes and 57 mostly fresh and fine propaganda card issued in late 20’s through early 
30’s, plus 9 cards mailed from army during Russia-Japan war 1903-05, Russian army automobile units 
during the First World war and by steamship mail from Levant in beginning of the XX century, a fine and 
scarce assembly (94 items)

2’400 - 3’000

51936 F   
Russia: 1940s-80s, Accumulation of 640+ covers and cards, with a large part of 1970s-80s Soviet 
Union aerogrammes and illustrated postal stationery to Germany and Switzerland, including AR and 
registered, a wide range of frankings, noted 1962 North Pole mini sheet on unaddressed FDC, an 
attractive lot, ideal for the web retailer.

150 - 200
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51937 CC C   
Russia: 1946-57, Group of 30 various mini sheets with some duplication, mostly mint n.h., and mostly 
fine to very fine (Standard €780+).

100 - 150

51938 C F  /  View the image/s online
Russia: 1958-88 Collection of Russia North Pole scientific activities, with over 30 covers and cards, 
commemorative stamps and cinderella labels, noted a 1958 colour illustrated air mail cover depicting 
the Soviet drifting station establish in the North Pole with special stamp and cancel, also contains mini 
sheet (Michel Bl.27) of the same station and a number of other interesting items, and a list of Soviet 
vessels used for ice navigation during 1950-51, a fine thematic lot, worth closer scrutiny.

150 - 200

51939 CC J   
Russia: 1960-1991 Attractive accumulation of modern mint n.h. commemorative blocks of four, plus 
many other larger blocks and complete sheetlets, generally fresh and very fine (100’s with more than 
270 blocks of four and 70 larger blocks)

500 - 600

51940 CC   
Russia: 1962-74 Mint n.h. collection in a KA-BE printed album, practically complete with souvenir 
sheets (missing 1962 Polar Bear & 1964 Olympics mini sheets), very fine.

400 - 600

51941 F M C   
Russia: 1970-1990 Accumulation of approximately 400 modern illustrated postal stationery cards and 
envelopes, generally very fine and an attractive assembly

500 - 600

51942 F  /  View the image/s online 
Russia - Postal Stationery: 1868-1922 ca. Group of 195 mint stationery incl. China & Levant, money 
order cards, few Finland, noted 1922 3 items overprinted ‘Philately for Children’, duplication, mostly 
fine.

150 - 200

51943 F  /  View the image/s online 
Russia - Postal Stationery: 1870-1917, Collection of 185 mint and used postal stationery in an album, 
with envelopes, postcards, wrappers, letter cards, some overprinted for the Far Eastern Republic and 
Levant, predominantly fine to very fine, plus two revenue documents.

600 - 800

51944 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Serbia: 1866-1867 Small selection of first issue adhesives mint, unused, fine to very fine, plus Yugoslavia 
1956 Melbourne Olympics in pairs & 2001 Basketball & Volleyball sheetlets (Mi. €700 mint n.h.).

100 - 200

Bidding Steps  All bids in Euro

 50-100 5
 100-200 10
 200-500 20

 500-1000 50
 1’000-2’000 100
 2’000-5’000 200
 5’000-10’000 500

 10’000-20’000 1’000
 20’000-50’000 2’000
 50’000-100’000 5’000
 100’000-200’000 10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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51945 CC C H G F J DCE DFE   
Serbia: 1866-1944 Specialised, extensive and valuable life times accumulation / collection neatly 
presented in 50 folders, the entire collection has been annotated in an extremely advanced inventory 
and described in four ring binders. 
The collection show strength in both mint, used, multiples, later sets and an extensive array postal 
history. Some of the highlights include 1866 Coat of Arms with five complete unused sheetlets of 
twelve, 1866 Prince Michael mint and used singles, plus some useful mint blocks including 1pa green 
block of twenty-five and 20pa block for four, 1869 Prince Milan through to 1944 Winter Scenes, 
plus well presented postage dues, postal stationery, forgeries, also fine ranges of 1916 Austrian 
Occupations, 1916-1918 Poste Serbes on French and Greek issues etc., plus a fine array of reference 
books and catalogues to help the student go further in the fascinating subject of the stamps and postal 
history of Serbia.
An excellent basis for study and expansion (100’s of stamps and many covers).

12’000 - 20’000
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51946 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Scandinavia: 1851-1982 Duplication in 2 A4 stockbooks & diverse stockcards of Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden & Iceland with emphasis on Denmark, strong on the classic issues (with many pages), mostly 
used, more modern *,** &/or used, mixed to very fine.

600 - 1’000

51947 C H J DCE L  /  View the image/s online 
Spain: 1850-1960s, Accumulation of Spain collections and ranges in a medium box, from the Isabella 
issues onwards with mint, unused and used, multiples, back-of-the-book issues, etc., some remainders 
and forgeries, ideal for breaking down on the internet.

800 - 1’200

51948 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Spain: 1851-1976 Duplication in two A4 stockbooks and diverse stockbooks, noted about 6 pages 
with classic issues + various semi official (Franco locals, Beneficiencia issues, etc), also some medium 
semi-modern to modern values mint n.h. or hinged, overall a bit untidy but worth checking mixed to 
very mixed.

150 - 300

51949 F  /  View the image/s online 
Spain: 1880-1960s, Group of 35 cover and a piece, incl. commercial, censored, stationery cards, 
airmails, etc.

150 - 200

51950 F   
Spain - Civil War: 1936-1939 Attractive postal history collection of more than 60 covers and postcards 
all related to the Spanish Civil war, consisting of mostly Czechoslovakian participates in the International 
Brigades, plus some usual Civil War usages, an excellent basis to make an exhibition collection, detailed 
listing enclosed.

3’000 - 5’000

51951 CC C H G F J  /  View the image/s online 
Spain - Civil War: 1936-1943 Extensive specialised collection housed in five large Minkus albums 
showing a vast area of towns and locality from Alanis to Zaragoza, with a wonderful range of local 
issues, mostly mint, with single, multiple incl. block of four, part and complete sheets both perforated 
and imperforate, also varieties including imperf. between pairs, tête-bêche pairs, miniature sheets, plus 
a vast array of postal history from this very interesting period of Spanish philately, strength in censored 
usages with some unlisted mkgs etc., a wonderful fresh, unusual and scarce assembly for the specialist 
(100s of covers & 1000s of stamps).

3’000 - 4’000

51952 F  /  428 
Spanish Colonies: 1775-1950 Group of 22 covers incl. early prestamp (2), Hotel Post, 1905 Cervantes 
issue on 4 covers etc., mostly fine

200 - 300

51953 CC J  / 428 
Specimens: Attractive Bradbury, Wilkinson booklet entitled “SPECIMENS OF STAMPS ENGRAVED BY 
BRADBURY WILKINSON & CO. LD., LONDON.”, showing a beautiful selection of imperforate essays 
and proofs with Specimen perfins, showing an array of different countries including Argentina, Bolivia, 
China Formosa, Chile, Crete, Egypt, El Salvador, Falkland Islands, Mexico, Queensland, Romania, 
Rhodesia, Transvaal etc., a superb exhibition showpiece (57).

5’000 - 6’000

51954 H   
Sweden: 1921-36 Issue cancellation study in a fat stockbook full of the values from 15o to 145o, ordered 
by value then alphabetically when the cancel is known, a great lot for the student of cancellations.

200 - 300

51955 CC C H J DCE  /  View the image/s online 
Tannu Tuva: 1926-43, Small mint accumulation of sets and odd values on 3 stockpages & album page 
from the first set, 1927 pictorials, 1934 air mail, 1935 animals, 1943 strip of five 25 kop grey-black, 1943 
22nd Anniversary of Independence set on buff and white paper, printed in strips of five (2) and pairs (3), 
perforated one or two sides, no gum as issued, one pair with light crease otherwise very fine (Mi. 133-
36)., etc., a nice assembly.

400 - 500
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51956 CC J  /  View the image/s online 
Thematics: 1996-2001 Large duplicated stock / accumulation of 1000’s thematic issues in complete 
imperf. sheets and miniature sheets from Bhutan, Niger, Mongolia, Senegal, Turkmenistan, showing 
strength in various thematics including Animals, Butterflies, Titanic, Elvis, Olympic Games, some very 
slight dampness, an amazing accumulation (1000’s)

1’500 - 2’000

51956A CC H 
Thematics - Flowers: 1900's-1980's Comprehensive collection contained in 27 medium size albums 
(no PRC).

400 - 600

51957 CC C H G F J DCE   
Thematics - Olympic Games & Space: 1949-1980 Large extensive accumulations of thematic 
collections housed in twenty albums, showing mostly complete mint sets, imperf. sets, die proofs, 
miniature sheets, some covers, an outstanding assembly and a wonderful basis for development and 
growth (many covers & 1000’s of stamps)

1’500 - 2’000

51958 C F  /  428 
Thematics - Olympics/Sport: 1924-98, Collection in an album incl. strong 1924 Paris with “maxi 
cards” incl. AN Paris ppc showing Olympic Oath with Olympic 50c tied by “COLOMBES / VILLAGE 
OLYMPIQUE” cds and further “maxi cards” with 10c and 50c, Floowy “Football” illustrated pc sent with 
Olympic 10c, 1924 Paris slogan machine and roller cancels, various FDCs from 1948 London through 
to 1992 incl. Winter Games, etc.

400 - 600

51959 CC C H G F J DCE DFE  /  View the image/s online 
Thematics - Red Cross: 1900-1995 Collection mounted on more than 270 album pages, showing 
strength in the Red Cross theme etc., with mint, used, singles, sets, proofs and die proofs, miniature 
sheets, booklets, mixed to very fine (1000’s of stamps and many covers)

600 - 1’000

51960 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Thematics - Space: 1933 - 1961ca. Collection on 37 exhibition pages on the early developments 
(rocket & space science and production), noted Sangerhausen KZ mail, 1944 & Mexico 1961 50c with 
red ovpt for McAllen rocket mail anniversary on FDC, also 1933 Zucker night flight, medium to better 
adhesives, etc., mostly very fine.

400 - 800

51961 CC H  /  View the image/s online 
Thematics - Space (rockets): 1951-1999 Collection of in 5 stockbooks with emphasis on Eastern 
Europe, especially USSR, Poland, CSSR, Hungary, about 80% mint never hinged, the rest used; mostly 
fine to very fine.

200 - 300

51962 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Thematics - Space (rockets): 1957-2000 Enormous holding of space related covers from early simple 
thematic items to the very many covers accompanying the shuttle flights from start to dock-on, dock-
off & landing of the rockets & cosmonauts at the space labs especially returns, many, many hundreds.

400 - 800

51963 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Thematics - Space: 1961 - 1970 Collection on 14 exhibition pages on the Vostok, Voskhod & Soyuz 
programmes, noted covers with different signatures Beregovoi, Philipchento, Volkov, Gorbotto, 
Shotalov, Eliseev (copy of Mezhdunarodhaya certificate), mostly very fine.

200 - 400

51964 F   
Thematics - Space: 1963-94, Collection in 3 albums and a folder with over 350 autographs, one album 
with US astronauts and two with Russian cosmonauts, mostly on commemorative covers but also on 
photos, an attractive collection.

1’600 - 2’400
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51965 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Thematics - Space: 1974 - 1986 Collection of 46 exhibition pages on the Apollo / Soyuz & Saljut 
/ Soyuz period with several covers with pilot signatures Kubasov / Leonov, Limnk / Sewastjanov, 
Gretsohoko / Gubarev, on board covers of Salijulb / Soyuz 28 with signatures, 1 cover with signatures 
only, Soyuz 31, Soyuz 32, Soyuz 39 (2 signed), Soyuz 40, Soyuz 46, etc.

2’000 - 4’000

51966 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Thematics - Space: 1986 - 2001 Collection on 21 exhibition pages on the MIR space station incl. 
several covers with crew signatures + 1 on board cover from Austrian astronaut Viehbùck.

600 - 1’000

51967 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Thematics - Space: 2001-2011 Large collection 97 exhibition pages of space exploration by using the 
space shuttle to MIR and the international space station ISS, enormous wealth of covers documenting 
the docking on and off the space station and the return of the often International crews, noted some 
covers with signatures of astronauts, generally fine to very fine.

1’000 - 2’000

51968 CC J   
Thematics - Wheeled Transport: 1972-1987 Attractive accumulation of 440 modern mint stamps and 
blocks, mostly n.h. commemoratives, plus 38 used, all showing a variety of the wheel transport theme, 
generally fresh and very fine (100s).

400 - 500

51969 CC C H G F   
Thematics - WWII: 1939-1945 RED ARMY FIGHT AGAINST NAZI GERMANY: Attractively prepared 
and knowledgeable written up on 69 specially designed album pages showing the story of the Red 
Armies struggle against the forces of the Nazi regime, this story is told though modern stamps from 
1960-1990 and postal history of the WWII period 1939-1945, generally fresh and very fine, a wonderful 
link to the modern period of history, an excellent basis for study and development.

800 - 1’000

51970 M  /  View the image/s online 
Turkey: 1880s-1920s, Group of 70+ maritime and some revenue documents, mostly with revenue 
stamps, intaglio seals, etc., from various shipping companies, an attractive lot.

500 - 700

51971 F   
Turkey - Airmails: 1929-55, Collection on 35 pages with airmails from and to Turkey, incl. 1929 
Orientfahrt Zeppelin with Germany 2M, 1929 Round-the-World flight Zeppelin card, very 1931 non-
stop flight from New York to Istanbul (Mü. 20’000pts), Turkish airmail hs, some stamps incl. 1959 40k 
imperf. between, 1953 Turkish State Airlines label booklet, incoming with many from USA, also France, 
Germany, Hungary, Chile, Trinidad, Ethiopia and Austria, etc., an interesting lot (40 covers).

400 - 600

51972 CC C F J  /  View the image/s online 
Ukraine - Carpathian Mountains Locals: 1945 Accumulation on leaves with some varieties, complete 
sheets and a few covers.

400 - 600

51973 CC J  /  View the image/s online 
UAE - Ras Al Khaima: 1968-1970 Large duplicated dealers stock miniature sheets, complete sets, 
imperfs. etc., strength in thematic interests including Olympic Games, generally extremely fine (1000s).

1’000 - 1’500

51974 CC C H F J DCE  /  View the image/s online 
United Nations: 1951-1984 Attractive mint collection in five albums showing a good deal of completion 
of both the United States and Geneva UN offices, including White Ace album with mint and mint nh 
blocks of four, fresh, mixed to very fine (100’s)

200 - 300
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51975 CC C J DCE A P   
USA: 1845-2018 Attractive, valuable and clean collection neatly mounted and presented in seven 
large green Scott speciality albums, plus one stockbook, showing strength in mostly mint, some used, 
plus some proofs, die proofs and Specimens, with United States general issues, plus some useful 
Confederate States, in addition a fine array of Canal Zone, Cuba, Danish West Indies, Guam, Hawaii, 
Philippines, plus airmails with 1930 Zeppelin set of three mint, postage dues, special delivery, mostly 
mint, officials etc., also a vast array of modern showing over $4000 of face value, mixed to very fine, a 
wonderful lot to pick through (1000’s).

5’500 - 7’000

51976 View the image/s online 
USA: 1846-47, Group of 19 stampless covers from new Orleans to France (Braccini correspondence), 
with various hs incl. French-Anglo Treaty “Colonies &c Art.13”, plus one cover from the same 
correspondence with missing stamps (20).

400 - 500

51977 C H DCE  /  View the image/s online 
USA: 1847-1935 Collection of USA mint and used stamps and one cover on 19 A5 stockcards, 
starting with US no. 1 with many early high values up to 90c, grilled up to 30c, Columbus issue to $3, 
strong official selection with agriculture, interior, post office and treasury complete, some additional 
specimens, Confederate states general issues No. 6 in mint, quality mixed, generally above average, 
with many fine examples.

800 - 1’200

51978ex
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51978 CC C H G F J DCE  /  435 
USA: 1847-1990 Extensive, valuable and varied accumulation/collection neatly housed in ten albums 
and many folders, from 1847 to the 1990’s, showing strength in plate blocks, mint nh part sheets with 
face value totalling well over $2000, plus better items including 1893 Columbian unused $1 to $5 
values, 1898 Trans-Mississippi $2, plus a small range of revenues, airmails 1918 to 1960’s many in 
singles and blocks of four, plus much more including first day cover art work by Vebell, a wonderful lot 
to look through (1000’s)

4’000 - 5’000

51979 C H F  /  View the image/s online 
USA: 1851-1955 Balance collections of used from classic to modern some used early issues with 1869 
issue to 15c, selection of covers, mixed to fine (100’s)

200 - 300

51980 C S  /  View the image/s online 
USA: 1875-79 Collection of Specimen overprints (complete set of the type D in red), on the 1879 1c to 
90c (10), Special Delivery 10c, Postage Due 1c to 50c (7) and Newspaper 1c to $60 (25), nearly all with 
gum, a few with faults, mostly fine (Scott $3’290).

750 - 900

51981 F   
USA: 1875-1953 Covers to Switzerland from USA, a lot of 35 examples all with postage due applied at 
destination, includes very unusual leather illustrated cover sent 1905 from Portland to Zurich, franked 
with 2c carmine Washington, taxed 15c at New York, with instructional “Subject to Letter Rate”, on 
arrival 10c and 20c postage dues applied and tied by Zurich cds, many printed cards and envelopes 
with tax and postage due markings, some scarcer combinations of postage, as well as a Telegram “via 
Western Union”, sent to the American Express Company in Switzerland, with a pair of 30c Helvetia 
postage dues tied by Geneva cds, fine condition overall, fascinating selection, with many very fine; an 
excellent lot for further study or expansion.

1’000 - 1’200

51982 F   
USA: 1900-40 Collection of 70 covers, stationery and cards sent from America to Switzerland all 
underpaid, with postage due stamps applied in Switzerland, including eleven album pages with 
interesting frankings and charges, nicely written up, and a selection contained within wallets, noted one 
a 1925 picture postcard, franked with 6c blue, violet tax mark, with 20c postage due stamp to back, the 
another a commercial envelope sent via Guatemala, with fine straight line instructional, franked with 10c 
orange, with 10c and 25c postage dues, a good to very fine assemblage, worthy of viewing.

500 - 600

51983 CC C H G F J DCE  /  View the image/s online 
USA: 1911-1955 Interesting selection Presidential ephemera including letter signed by an array of 
presidents including Franklin D. Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Gerald Ford, Senator Robert F. Wagner, 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs Frank A. Barrett, Congress of the United States Emanuel 
Celler, Senator William H. Kelley, Democratic National Committee James A. Farley, State of New York 
Executive Chamber Albany Herbert H. Lehman, unusual and scarce

500 - 800

51984 CC C   
USA: 1934-82, Mint collection of Federal Duck stamps on 5 pages, mix of mint n.h. and hinged, only 
missing a couple of stamps, Scott RW1 with gum crease, mostly very fine (STC $5’511).

500 - 700
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51985 H DCE L   
Uruguay: 1856-60, Album page with four 1856 Diligencia 60c with three unused and one used (three of 
which have good margins), and Montevideo Sun issues (40) incl. 1859 Thin Figures 240c used (4), 1860 
Thick Figures 100c pair used, San Jose hs in red on Thin Figures 80c, etc., mixed condition so please 
inspect, an attractive lot.

500 - 700

51986 H J DCE   
Vietnam: 1960s-80s, Accumulation of sheets and part sheets, most are CTO (STC £39’844).

70 - 100

51987 CC J  /  View the image/s online 
Vietnam: 1966-75, Group of complete and part sheets incl. unissued 1966 “March Northward” 1pi50 
and 3pi complete sheets, unissued 1966 “Holding Hands” 1pi50 and 10pi complete sheets, 1971 
Agrarian reform 2pi with “1970” error in part sheet of 25, and 16 part sheets of 25 of different unissued 
stamps, very fine.

1’800 - 2’200

51988 CC C H  /  View the image/s online 
Yugoslavia: 1890-1945 Collection in stockbook including Yugoslavia, Montenegro, Serbia, Croatia, 
mint, many n.h., used also, noted varieties, different perfs, overprint specials and more, unchecked 
specialist lot.

150 - 300

51989 CC C F  /  View the image/s online 
Yugoslavia: 1895-1990 Duplication in 1 stockbook, various stockcards & glassines with emphasis on 
Croatia (incl. min sheets) but most other areas are present incl, some varieties, mint n.h., hinged or 
used, mixed to mostly fine/very fine.

200 - 300

51990 F DFE  /  View the image/s online 
Yugoslavia & former territories: 1914-91 150+ covers/cards with Croatia, Serbia, etc. incl. K.u.K. 
Feldpost, commercial, postal stationery, noted 1921 Slovenia bisect cover, 27 incoming censored pc’s 
to Belgrade/Kragujevac from Switzerland, postal documents incl. bulletin d’expedition/parcel cards/
receipts, revenues, etc.

250 - 300

51991 CC  /  View the image/s online 
Zaire: 1980 Olympics UNISSUED (due to the boycott of the Moscow Games) complete perf. set of 9 
values in complete sheets of 30 each, mint n.h., rare.

1’000 - 1’500

51992 CC  /  View the image/s online 
Zaire: 1980 Olympics UNISSUED (due to the boycott of the Moscow Games) values 50s (runner), 1.50K 
(horse riding), 10K (football) & 75K (shooting) in mint n.h. IMPERFORATE sheets of 30, apparently only 
those 4 imperf. values reached the philatelic public, rare.

1’000 - 1’200

Cinderellas, Poster Stamps, Vignettes

51993 G F DFE  /  View the image/s online 
WWI: Collection of over 500+ pieces, fronts and some complete covers/cards with vignettes from WWI, 
mostly used with a small amount of mint, all from the archive of a doctor in an infantry battalion, with 
poster stamps from mostly French, British and Italian regiments, all different, most unusual to see these 
used, an attractive collection.

400 - 600
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Picture Postcards

51994 F  /  View the image/s online 
Airships/Balloons: 1905-09, Group of eight picture postcards with six depicting French airships 
(dirigeable) and two of balloons, two being real photo postcards, 5 used, an attractive group of early 
cards.

80 - 100

51995 F  /  View the image/s online 
Hong Kong: 1900 Group of 14 different picture postcards depicting mostly views of various areas of 
Hong Kong incl. one with cable car, bearing different values of the 1882-96 issue up to 10c, each tied 
by Hong Kong cds and several with French “PAQ. FR. No.4 LIGNE N” ds, some with archive tape at 
side, mostly very fine and fresh.

200 - 300

51996 F  /  View the image/s online 
India & Burma: 1899-1900 Group of 41 picture postcards to Austria, with 35 from India bearing diverse 
1898-1900 values, from Bombay, Benares Camp, Agra, Mandalay, Secunderabad, Darjeeling, Calcutta, 
Madras, Spencer’s Building and Jaipur, two with Austria 6kr postage dues, and 6 used in Rangoon, 
some with archive tape on sides, attractive group.

200 - 400

51997 F  /  View the image/s online 
Netherlands Indies: 1900-30s, Collection of 100+ picture postcards in an album, mostly used, a few 
real photo postcards, postage due, one registered, destinations incl. Thailand, China, Cuba, etc., a 
variety of cancels, an interesting lot.

200 - 300

51998 F  /  View the image/s online 
Netherlands Indies: 1900-40s, Collection of 76 covers, mostly 1930s, with a variety of frankings and 
cancels, with commercial, registered, airmails, noted a insured cover from Solo to China, a useful 
mixture.

100 - 150

51999 F  /  View the image/s online 
Netherlands Indies: 1900 (Mar) Group of 8 picture postcards sent to Austria from Bandoeng, Garoet 
and Wallevreden, all with Rodaun arrivals, mostly very fine.

150 - 200

52000 F  /  View the image/s online 
Straits Settlements: 1900 (Feb-Mar) Group of 10 picture postcards to Austria, all bearing 1892-99 2c 
rose tied by Singapore cds, all showing Singapore scenes, plus one of Penang with 3c tied by Penang 
cds (archive tape on both sides), all to Rodaun in Austria, mostly fine.

100 - 150

52001 F  /  View the image/s online 
Thailand: 1900 (Jul) Group of 11 picture postcards bearing 1887 and 1894-99 overprint issues, all tied 
by Bangkok “2” cds, all with Rodaun arrivals, two cards with a missing stamp, fine and fresh group.

80 - 120

Literature

52002 Group of four SPERATI handbooks: “The Work of Jean de Sperati” part I (the text, 2nd edition) and part 
II (the plates, 1st edition) produced by the BPA; “The Work of Jean de Sperati II” by Robson Lowe and 
Carl Walske; and “La Obra de Sperati Espana y Colonias Espanolas”, fine and very useful philatelic 
literature about these famous forgeries.

150 - 200

52003 Mixed accumulation reference books and catalogues mostly pertaining to the Italian area of collecting 
including interesting subjects such as Tax markings, revenues, postal stationery, proofs, repubblica 
sociale, C.L.N., A.M.G., Italian States, Italy in general etc., mixed to very fine, an interesting lot for 
the student.

300 - 400
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Symbols and Condition
Symboles et Condition / Symbole und Erhaltung

Symbols / Symboles / Symbole 

C  mint with original gum 
 neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC  mint never hinged 
 neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE  unused, ungummed or regummed 
 neuf sans gomme ou regommé /  
 ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert

H  used 
 oblitéré/ gebraucht

J  block of four or larger 
 multiple / Viererblock

K  tête-bêche pair 
 paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I  fiscal cancel 
 oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G piece or fragment of a cover or document
 fragment / Briefstück

F  cover or postcard incl. postal stationery  
 lettre, carte postale ou entier /  
 Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E essay
 essai / Entwurf

P proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
 épreuve / Probedruck

R revenue or fiscal
 timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S specimen
 spécimen / Specimen

F forgery
 faux / Fälschung

Condition of Covers / Condition des lettres et entiers 
/ Erhaltung von Briefen

Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung 

Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and 
cancel. / Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très 
légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais et l’oblitération est propre. 
/ Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren 
(Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.

Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön 

Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from 
usage. / Qualité premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter 
quelques légères salissures et usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische 
leichte Gebrauchsspuren.

Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön

Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling. 
/ Qualité standard, les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées. 
/ Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren 
Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere Abnützungen).

Fine / Beau / Schön   

Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a 
presentable example. / Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres 
facteurs (voir photo et description) mais exemplaire très présentable. 
/ Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel (siehe 
Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare 
und sammelwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.

Please note: Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at 
one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal 
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges. 
They are to be expected and are not always described, and are not 
grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will 
gladly provide full-size scans on request.

Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères 
réductions sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques 
normales pour des lettres du 19ème siècle. De légères améliorations au niveau 
de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout de quelques renforts sont également 
acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans les descriptions. 
Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau de l’illustration 
ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. Des scans 
supplémentaires d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple demande.

Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe, 
leichte Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal 
für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte 
Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken oder Risschen und Büge 
entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren und nicht 
immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) - 
diese stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie 
auf den photos resp. scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans 
sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung Im Zweifel können Sie von uns 
VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser auflösende scans 
verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.
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Conditions of Sale
The currency of the auction is the Euro (€)

Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance in full 
of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations arising 
therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions taking 
place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organiser 
of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way 
whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).

1. The auction lots are offered

1.1. As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the 
David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and 
with the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs 
count as part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation, 
centering, postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions 
of the lots mention if the items are signed by recognised experts and/or 
accompanied by expert certificates.

1.2. As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or 
their agents may  examine lots at our offices or at the auction location, 
and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or their 
agents attending a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have 
viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots 
which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the 
knocking-down and not necessarily as described.

2. Auction bids

2.1. The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions 
may be in other currencies than Euros)

€ 50 - 100:           € 5  € 2’000 - 5’000:         € 200

€ 100 - 200:         € 10  € 5’000 - 10’000:       € 500

€ 200 - 500:         € 20  € 10’000 - 20’000:     € 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000:      € 50  € 20’000 - 50’000:     € 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000:   € 100 € 50’000 - 100’000:   € 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next 
highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer until a higher bid has 
been validly accepted.

2.2. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bidding, to 
divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw 
any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason. 
DAVID  FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where 
reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as 
a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices. 
If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer 
passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.

2.3. Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders 
must confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.

2.4. Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via its website 
before the relative auctions have priority over room bids in the case of Live 
Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total of their expenditure 
in advance. Bids marked «BUY» are considered as up to ten times the 
quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids made in other currencies 
than the advertised currency of the auction will be converted into that 

 currency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
Bids are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the auction 
period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to invoice bidders up to 
the end of the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.

3. The auction

3.1. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the auction is 
Euros. Attendance at the Live Room auction is reserved for invited clients 
and/or their agents.

3.2. Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may 
withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse to knock down any lot. 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid orders and/
or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at 
its discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot 
be held responsible for any physical accident that may occur on the 
premises where auctions take place. In the case a bone fide offer for the 
entire collection presented in this catalog is received at least two weeks 
before the auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the 
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction offer cancelled.

3.3. Bidders’ representatives and auction agents: any person bidding for 
the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation arising from 
such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable for the verification 
of the condition and for the payment of purchased lots.

3.4. Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to 
the highest bidder who becomes the buyer at one bid step over the next 
highest bid step; this is the knock-down price. A buyer’s premium will 
be added to the knock-down price per lot and is payable by the buyer 
as part of the total purchase price. The buyer’s premium is 22% of the 
knock-down price; cost of postage will be invoiced separately from the 
buyer’s premium. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots passes 
to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The lots are delivered to 
the buyer when the total sale price (knock-down price plus all fees) have 
been paid in full.

VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which the 
lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not liable 
for this tax once the goods are duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients 
may make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN S.A. with 
proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any purchases by buyers 
who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland will be liable to VAT 
at 7.7% of the purchase price. It is the buyer’s responsibility to pay any 
relevant duties that may be incurred upon import to other jurisdictions; the 
buyer shall be responsible for all costs of purchases that are returned to 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. should they refuse to pay import duty.

3.5. Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if 
any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced against delivery of the 
lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange 
of the day as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are 
 successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after 
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price, buyer’s 
premium and any other costs according to those terms. In these cases, 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to the 
buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased lots 
by post, courier or any other means if instructed by the buyer including 
cost of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer.  
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Title or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains with 
the auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.

3.6. Special extended payment facility: upon request prior to the 
auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer a special extended payment 
facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer must  pay a minimum of 
25% of the total invoice immediately, and the balance over a maximum 
period of 4 months, paying an equal instalment at the end of each 
month. Interest charges of 2% of the remaining balance are debited to 
the buyer’s account at the end of each month from the auction date. 
When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer 
understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be made 
within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held 
by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full settlement of the account. Until 
delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices 
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.

3.7. Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all properties held by DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any auction. This 
pledge secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests, 
commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the pledge assets without 
further formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default 
with the  payment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation 
hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to 
comply with the formalities of the Federal Law dealing with actions for 
debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
may choose to institute or go on with the usual proceedings without 
having beforehand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover 
given them up.

4. Guarantee

4.1. Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the 
authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the auction is guaranteed for 
a period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion 
of any other fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come 
to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at 
the latest within 30 days from that date. Before delivery, which may take 
place after the 30 days period, the lots purchased may be  examined 
at the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose 
reclamation is made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights 
to the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A.. If an extension of the  period is required in order to substantiate 
the claim with an expertise, a request for such extension must be 
made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No 
request for extension will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An 
extention  will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results 
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must come to the 
notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension 
of the period will be considered without the express written agreement 
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Only claims,  expertise results or other details 
which are made within the agreed periods will be valid.

4.2. Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot 
be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counter-
expertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying the claim. If a 
stamp is found by a  recognised expert,  taking financial responsibility for 
errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently, 

the marking «FALSCH» (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the 
case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right 
to request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All 
expertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor’s account in the case 
of a justified claim, or to the buyer’s account if the claim is not justified. 
In the case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the knock-
down price plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case 
of delayed payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A., 
interest is charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David 
Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.

4.3. Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections, 
groups and those containing duplicates cannot be the subject of any 
claim. Claims concerning lots described as a set or groups of sets 
containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the 
terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the 
total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his 
agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot be subjected to a 
claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a 
claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors shown 
in the illustrations. 

4.4. Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission 
due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction, 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale and 
dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal 
proceedings in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for 
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on 
overdue payment of 5% for the first month and 2% per month  afterwards 
plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after 
30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way 
whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances.

4.5. Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the 
lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has 
inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of 
bidding on the same lot.

5. Applicable law and jurisdiction

Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations 
arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law. Any legal 
action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be submitted to 
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to the 
Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer in default at his 
place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and 
in the case of issues regarding price value, the Euro is converted at its 
Swiss Francs value at the time of the auction.

6. All Transactions

These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including 
those outside the auctions, with DAVID FELDMAN S.A.

Note: If these Conditions of sale are translated into one or more other 
languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall 
prevail over all other translations.

(Version: Private Auction - EN-EUR - Last revision: September 2021)
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Conditions de vente
La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro (€)

La participation dans l’une des ventes aux enchères de David Feldman 
S.A. implique une adhésion totale aux conditions décrites ci-dessous ainsi 
qu’aux droits et obligations qui en découlent.  Ces mêmes conditions sont 
applicables à toute transaction en relation à des pièces ou des lots faisant 
partie de la vente aux enchères et conclue en dehors de celle-ci. La Maison 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organisatrice de la présente vente aux enchères, agit 
exclusivement comme mandataire et n’assume donc aucune responsabilité 
quelconque en cas de manquement(s) des acheteurs et/ou vendeurs.

1. Les lots sont mis en vente

1.1. Sur la base de leur présentation dans le catalogue et/ou sur le site 
internet: Les lots sont décrits avec le plus grand soin sans toutefois engager 
la responsabilité de la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Les  photographies 
font partie intégrante des descriptions pour ce qui est des marges, de la 
dentelure, du centrage, des oblitérations et de toute autre qualité apparente. 
La description des lots mentionne si les pièces sont signées par des experts 
et/ou sont accompagnées de certificats d’expertise.

1.2. Sur la base de leur examen: avant et pendant la vente, les acheteurs ou 
agents peuvent examiner tous les lots dans nos bureaux ou à l’endroit de 
la vente, aux horaires indiqués dans le catalogue de vente ou sur notre site 
Internet. Les acheteurs ayant  examiné les lots avant la vente et/ou y participant 
personnellement et/ou y étant représentés, sont censés avoir examiné tous les 
lots achetés et les accepter dans l’état où ils se trouvent lors de l’adjudication, 
indépendamment de la description figurant dans le catalogue.

2. Les offres d’enchères

2.1 Chaque offre d’enchère doit être supérieure à celle formulée 
précédemment selon l’échelle suivante: (la monnaie peut changer selon la 
vente aux enchères)

€ 50 - 100:            € 5  € 2’000 - 5’000:         € 200

€ 100 - 200:         € 10  € 5’000 - 10’000:       € 500

€ 200 - 500:         € 20  € 10’000 - 20’000:     € 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000:      € 50  € 20’000 - 50’000:     € 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000:   € 100  € 50’000 - 100’000:   € 5’000

Les offres se situant entre ces montants seront arrondies à la surenchère 
supérieure. L’enchérisseur est lié par son offre tant qu’une nouvelle 
surenchère n’a pas été valablement formulée par un autre enchérisseur.

2.2. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a le droit de refuser des enchères, de séparer, 
joindre ou retirer n’importe quel lot, cela à son entière discrétion. La vente 
a lieu en français mais les enchères pourront être répétées en anglais.  La 
Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est également autorisée à enchérir pour le 
compte de vendeurs lorsque des prix de réserve ont été fixés.  Si le vendeur 
fixe des prix de réserve pour certains de ses lots, il sera alors considéré 
comme acheteur et la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. enchérira pour le 
compte de celui-ci jusqu’à concurrence des prix de réserve fixés.  Lorsque le 
prix fixé par le vendeur n’est pas atteint, il sera passé à la criée du lot suivant 
par un simple coup de marteau.

2.3. Seuls les clients enregistrés auprés de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ou/et 
des sociétés affiliées pourront enregistrer des enchères. Les clients en salle 
doivent confirmer leur invitation pour obtenir leur numéro d’enchérisseur. 

2.4. Les offres d’enchères écrites reçues par David Feldman SA ou sur le 
site Internet avant la vente, sont dans tous les cas prioritaires sur les offres 
d’enchères faites dans la salle de vente. L’enchérisseur donnant un ordre 
d’enchères écrit peut faire des offres alternatives et/ou limiter le montant 
global de ses offres. Les offres d’enchères données «à acheter» sont 

considérées comme pouvant atteindre jusqu’à 10 fois la valeur de l’estimation 
imprimée dans le catalogue. Les enchères doivent être faites en Euros. Les 
offres d’enchères libellées en d’autres monnaies seront converties en Euros 
au cours du jour de leur réception par la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Toute 
offre écrite d’enchères est considérée comme liant son auteur pendant 60 
jours après la date de la vente aux enchères. La Maison DAVID FELDMAN 
S.A. est donc en droit de facturer la marchandise à l’enchérisseur jusqu’à 
l’expiration de ce délai. Toute facture reçue par celui-ci est de ce fait valable 
et doit être payée  immédiatement. 

3. La vente aux enchères

3.1. A moins que ce ne soit explicitement indiqué, la monnaie de la vente aux 
enchères est l’Euro. L’accès à la salle des ventes est exclusivement réservé 
aux clients invités et/ou leurs agents.

3.2. Prérogatives de David Feldman S.A.: La Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. 
est en droit selon sa libre appréciation de retirer, de diviser ou de grouper les 
lots faisant partie de la présente vente ainsi que de refuser l’adjudication de 
 n’importe lequel desdits lots. La Maison DAVID  FELDMAN S.A. se réserve 
le droit de refuser selon sa libre appréciation toute offre d’enchères et/ou 
l’entrée de la salle de vente à n’importe quelle personne quelle qu’elle soit.  
La Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. n’assume aucune responsabilité 
quelconque en cas de dommage corporel survenu sur les lieux de la vente.

3.3. Représentants et  Agents de Vente aux Enchères: L’enchérisseur qui 
agit pour le compte d’un tiers engage son entière responsabilité personelle 
en particulier en ce qui concerne toutes les obligations contractées dans 
le cadre de la présente vente. Cette responsabilité s’étend notamment à la 
verification de la qualité des lots achetés ainsi qu’au règlement ultérieur de la 
facture des lots acquis.

3.4. Enchères gagnantes : Chaque lot est adjugé au plus offrant pour le 
compte de son vendeur respectif. En plus du prix de marteau, l’acheteur 
paiera une commission d’achat de 22% tous frais compris à l’exception 
des frais de port. Les frais de port seront facturés en sus, séparément. A la 
tombée du marteau, les profits et risques des lots ainsi adjugés passent à 
l’enchérisseur dont l’offre à été acceptée. La marchandise ne sera cependant 
remise à l’acquéreur qu’au moment du règlement intégral du prix d’achat (prix 
marteau plus les frais).

TVA (Taxe à la vente) - Note indicative concernant les ventes aux enchères 
dont les lots se trouvent en Suisse: Les acheteurs domiciliés à l’étranger 
ne sont pas soumis à cette taxe, à condition que les marchandises soient 
exportées hors de Suisse. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se fera un plaisir de 
s’occuper de l’exportation de ces marchandises. Les clients peuvent aussi 
faire cette exportation par leurs propres moyens; dans ce cas, ils doivent 
fournir à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. une attestation dûment signée et timbrée par 
les douanes suisses. Toute acquisition par des acheteurs désirant garder la 
marchandise en Suisse est soumise à la taxe TVA de 7.7% sur le prix d’achat 
en francs suisses. Il est de la responsabilité de l'acheteur de payer tous les 
droits relatifs à l'importation dans d'autres juridictions ; l'acheteur sera par 
ailleurs responsable de tous les frais engendrés par le retour des lots à la 
maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. s'il refuse de payer les droits d’importation.

3.5. Paiement: Les adjudicataires présents sont tenus de payer comptant 
en Euros le prix d’achat et la commission contre remise de la marchandise 
acquise. Le paiement en d’autres monnaies est accepté au cours du jour 
tel qu’établi par une des grandes banques suisses. Les enchérisseurs par 
correspondance auxquels un lot est adjugé ainsi que les adjudicataires 
présents auxquels la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. accorde l’autorisation 
expresse d’acquitter les montants dus après la vente, sont tenus de payer 
le prix d’achat et la commission due à réception de la facture de la vente 
aux enchères. Dans ce cas, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. conserve les 
lots gagnés qui ne seront remis à leurs acheteurs qu’à réception par DAVID 
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FELDMAN S.A. du paiement intégral des montants dus. Sauf instructions 
spéciales de l’acheteur, l’envoi des lots s’effectue par la poste ou autre 
société d’expédition, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. assure, de manière 
usuelle, la  marchandise pour le transit. Les lots, délivrés ou non, conservent 
titre de propriété de la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. pour le compte du 
vendeur jusqu’au paiement intégral de la facture.

3.6. Facilités de paiement: selon demande et avant la vente, La Maison 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. accorde, selon sa libre appréciation, des facilités 
de paiement aux acheteurs. L’acheteur au bénéfice de telles facilités paie 
un montant minimum de 25% du montant total de la facture dès réception 
de celle-ci puis acquitte le solde encore dû en mensualités égales sur une 
période de 4 mois maximum. Un intérêt mensuel plus les frais encourus au 
taux de 2% sont perçus, à partir de la date de la vente, par la Maison DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. L’intérêt est débité chaque mois au compte du client. En cas 
d’octroi de facilités de paiement, la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. garde les 
lots adjugés jusqu’au paiement intégral des montants dus par l’acheteur, 
étant précisé que l’acheteur peut, en tout temps avant livraison, examiner 
la marchandise acquise auprès de la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A.  Par 
ailleurs, l’acheteur perd tout droit de réclamation tel que prévu sous chiffre 4 
ci-dessous, 30 jours après la date de la vente aux enchères.

3.7. Droit de gage: Jusqu’au paiement intégral du montant dû, l’acheteur 
confère à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. un droit de gage sur la totalité des lots 
gardés par DAVID FELDMAN S.A., acquis avant, pendant et/ou après la 
présente vente aux enchères. Ce gage garantit le remboursement de tout 
montant dû en capital, intérêts, commissions et frais éventuels.  DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. est autorisée, mais non obligée, à réaliser les gages sans 
autres formalités et sans préavis si l’acquéreur est en demeure pour le 
paiement de sa dette ou l’exécution d’une obligation quelconque. DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A. pourra dans tous les cas réaliser les gages de gré à gré. 
A cet effet, elle n’est pas tenue d’observer les formalités prévues par la Loi 
fédérale sur la poursuite pour dette et faillite; DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est libre 
en outre d’introduire ou de continuer une poursuite ordinaire, sans avoir 
préalablement réalisé les gages et sans renoncer pour autant à ceux-ci.

4. Garantie

4.1. Etendue de la garantie: Sous réserve de l’article 4.3 ci-après, l’authenticité 
de toutes les pièces philatéliques vendues aux enchères est garantie pendant 
30 jours à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères. Toute garantie de 
défaut ou autre garantie de quelque nature qu’elle soit est expressément 
exclue. Toute réclamation concernant l’authenticité doit être transmise à 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. dès réception des lots, mais au plus tard dans les 30 
jours à compter de la date de la vente aux enchères. Avant la livraison, qui 
peut intervenir après ce délai de 30 jours, les pièces philatéliques acquises 
peuvent être examinées auprès de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. L’acheteur dont 
la réclamation parvient à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. après ce délai de 30 jours à 
compter de la date de la vente aux enchères perd tout droit à la garantie. Sa 
réclamation ne sera pas prise en considération par DAVID FELDMAN S.A.  Si 
un délai supplémentaire pour formuler une réclamation liée à l’authenticité 
d’une pièce philatélique s’avère nécessaire, la demande doit en être faite à 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. dans le délai de 30 jours à compter de la date de la 
vente aux enchères. Aucune demande parvenue après ce délai de 30 jours 
à DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ne sera prise en considération. Le délai d’extension 
expirera 3 mois après la date de la vente aux enchères. Les résultats de 
l’expertise pour laquelle un délai a été accepté doivent parvenir à DAVID 
FELDMAN S.A dans ce délai. Un délai supplémentaire ne peut être accordé 
qu’avec l’accord écrit de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Seules les réclamations, 
résultats d’expertise ou autres notifications parvenus dans les délais seront 
pris en considération par DAVID FELDMAN S.A.

4.2. Expertise ou contre-expertise: Lorsque l’authenticité d’un lot est 
contestée l’acheteur est tenu de produire un certificat d’expertise ou de 

contre-expertise émanant d’un expert qualifié justifiant sa réclamation. Si 
l’expert reconnu, assumant toute responsabilité en cas d’erreur, juge que le 
timbre a été falsifié, il peut le marquer en conséquence; les signes «FAUX» ou 
«FALSIFIE» ne constituent pas alors une altération du lot. En présence d’une 
telle réclamation DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit de demander 
selon la libre appréciation une ou plusieurs expertises subséquentes dont 
les frais seront mis à charge du vendeur dans l’hypothèse où la réclamation 
de l’acheteur est fondée. Dans le cas contraire l’acheteur supportera tous 
les frais d’expertise encourus. Lorsque la réclamation est fondée, le lot est 
repris et le prix d’adjudication ainsi que la commission sont intégralement 
remboursés à l’acheteur. Dans le cas d’un paiement retardé dû à une  
 expertise agréée par David Feldman S.A., des intérêts sont payables à 50% 
du taux habituel pour tout lot dont l’authenticité est confirmée. Si David 
Feldman S.A. n’est pas d’accord tous les intérêts seront dus.

4.3. Limites de la garantie: Les lots décrits comme collections, sélections ou 
groupes, ceux formés de doubles et d’accumulations, ne peuvent faire l’objet 
d’une réclamation quelconque. Les réclamations concernant les lots décrits 
comme série ou groupes de séries contenant plus d’un timbre, ne sont prises 
en considération dans les limites de l’article 4.1 ci-dessus que si elles portent 
sur plus d’un tiers de la valeur totale d’acquisition du lot. Les lots qui ont 
été examinés par l’acheteur ou son agent, ainsi que les lots qui sont décrits 
comme ayant des défauts ne peuvent faire l’objet d’aucune réclamation par 
rapport à ceux ci. Tout lot illustré ne peut faire l’objet d’aucune réclamation au 
sujet de la perforation, du centrage, des marges ou tout autre élément visible 
dans l’illustration. 

4.4. Paiement tardif: Si le paiement du prix marteau et de la commission due 
par l’acheteur n’intervient pas dans les 30 jours à compter de la date de la 
vente aux enchères, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit d’annuler la 
vente et de disposer du(des) lot(s) concerné(s) et/ou d'agir par toute voie de 
droit utile contre l'acquéreur afin d'obtenir les paiements en souffrance plus 
un intérêt d’au moins 5% dès le premier mois et 2% par mois supplémentaire. 
De plus, les dépenses encourues seront perçues sur toutes les sommes 
dues par l’acheteur 30 jours après la date de la vente aux enchères. Le 
débiteur  défaillant perd en outre tout droit de réclamation.

4.5. Le prix marteau pourra, exceptionellement, être ramené à la mise 
gagnante la plus basse s’il est établi que le même enchérisseur a augmenté 
le prix par inadvertance en utilisant plus d’un moyen de miser.

5. Droit applicable et juridiction

La présente vente aux enchères ainsi que tous les rapports juridiques qui 
en découlent seront soumis au Droit suisse exclusivement. Toute action 
légale ou procédure concernant la vente aux enchères ainsi que les rapports 
juridiques qui en découlent seront soumis à la juridiction exclusive des 
tribunaux de Genève, sous réserve d’appel au Tribunal fédéral suisse à 
Lausanne. Dans tous les cas, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. se réserve le droit de 
poursuivre tout acheteur défaillant à son lieu de résidence, auquel cas le Droit 
Suisse reste applicable.

6. Toute transaction 

Ces conditions sont applicables à toute transaction même en dehors des 
ventes aux enchères, avec David Feldman SA. 

Note: Les présentes Conditions de vente ont été rédigées en anglais et sont 
accompagnées d’une traduction française. En cas de divergence entre la 
version anglaise et la version française, le texte anglais prévaudra.

(Version: Private Auction - FR-EUR - Last revision: September 2021)
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Tram and bus stop: Les Esserts, just in front of the offices.
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(direction P+R Bernex, every 5 minutes) 

From Geneva International Airport: 22 minutes by bus 23  
(direction Tours-de-Carouge, every 15 minutes)
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Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf

Hotel Ibis Budget Geneva Petit-Lancy 
Chemin des Olliquettes 6 
1213 Petit-Lancy, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 70 

Tel +41 22 709 02 20
all.accor.com/hotel/7291/index.en.shtml

Hotel Ibis Geneva Petit-Lancy 
Chemin des Olliquettes 8 
1213 Petit Lancy, Switzerland

Distance: 2-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 74

Tel +41 22 709 02 00
all.accor.com/hotel/7289/index.en.shtml

Tiffany Hôtel 
Rue de l’Arquebuse 20
1204 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 14 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 180

Tel +41 22 708 16 16
hotel-tiffany.ch

Auberge de Confignon 
Place de l’Eglise 6
1232 Confignon, Switzerland

Distance: 15 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 170 

Tel +41 22 757 19 44
auberge-confignon.ch

Hôtel des Horlogers 
Route de Saint-Julien 135 
1228 Plan-les-Ouates, Switzerland

Distance: 16 minutes by bus 23 (every 15 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 100 

Tel +41 22 884 08 33
sites.google.com/view/des-horlogers-hotel

Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues 
Quai des Bergues 33
1201 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 17 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 610

Tel +41 22 908 70 00
fourseasons.com/geneva

Hôtel Astoria 
Place Cornavin 6 
1211 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 18 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 160

Tel +41 22 544 52 52
astoria-geneve.ch

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel de la Paix 
Quai du Mont-Blanc 11 
1201 Genève, Switzerland

Distance: 19 minutes by tram 14 (every 5 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 450

Tel +41 22 908 60 00
ritzcarlton.com/geneva



Absentee / Telephone Bid Form
All World and Collections - Geneva - June 15th-16th, 2022

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

First name ...............................................................................................................   Last name ...............................................................................................................

Client n° .......................................................................................................................

Shipping address  ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Home address, if P.O. Box above  ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 
 ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 
 ........................................................................................................................................................................................

Tel ................................................................................................................   Email .................................................................................................................................................................

Shipping instructions:
    FedEx (no P.O. Box)
    Registered Mail 

(P.O. Box and home 
address)

    Hold for collection
    Other (please specify):  

...................................................................................... 

...................................................................................... 

...................................................................................... 

......................................................................................

Location, date: ................................................................................................................................................. Signature: .................................................................................................................................................

    Bid for me on the lot(s) I have marked above, purchasing for me as much below my limits as possible.

    I fully understand and agree to the "Conditions of Sale" published in this catalogue and on the website. 

    I will bid by telephone and request David Feldman SA to call me at the proper time for the lots listed below.

Lot n° Lot n°Limit in €
(excl. commission)

Limit in €
(excl. commission)

In case of a tied bid, please 
increase my bid(s):
    1 bid step
    10%
    25%

Standard bid steps (€):
€ 50 - 100:                    € 5
€ 100 - 200:                  € 10
€ 200 - 500:                  € 20
€ 500 - 1’000:               € 50
€ 1’000 - 2’000:            € 100
€ 2’000 - 5’000:            € 200
€ 5’000 - 10’000:          € 500
€ 10’000 - 20’000:        € 1’000
€ 10’000 - 20’000:        € 1’000
€ 20’000 - 50’000:        € 2’000
€ 50’000 - 100’000:      € 5’000
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Ordres d'achat
All World and Collections - Genève - 15 et 16 juin 2022

VEUILLEZ ÉCRIRE EN MAJUSCULES

Prénom ................................................................................................   Nom ........................................................................................................................................

N° de client .......................................................................................................................
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Étape 1. Plier le long de cette ligne, de bord à bord.

Étape 1. Plier le long de cette ligne, de bord à bord.
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